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Abstract

The thesis, using data collected by José Mailhot in 1971, sketches the distribution of phones and their assignment to phonemes in the phonology of Mushuau Innu (Davis Inlet Naskapi), an Algonquian language spoken in north-eastern Labrador, which belongs to the Cree-Montagnais-Naskapi (CMN) language complex. Mushuau Innu phonology is described in linear and non-linear terms: processes are described in Sound Pattern of English-style phonology; feature-geometry and syllable structure are then used to elucidate these processes further. Metrical theory is used to describe stress assignment. The Obligatory Contour Principle is invoked to explain epenthesis. Sonority Sequencing is used to determine the status (segmental versus cluster) of complex phones. Syllable structure and underspecification are used to account for alternation between [n] and [y]; this alternation is then shown to cause optional insertion of [n] before initial /i/ (prothetic [n]). Some comparison between the phonologies of Mushuau Innu and related CMN dialects is given.
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Chapter one: introduction

1.1. Overview of thesis

This thesis is a phonological sketch of Mushuau Innu, also known as Davis Inlet Naskapi, spoken in north-eastern Labrador by approximately 500 Innu. It is a dialect of the Cree-Montagnais-Naskapi (CMN) language complex. The data used in this analysis were collected by José Mailhot in Utshimassits (also known as Davis Inlet) in 1971 from four speakers: Mary-Ann Noa, Joe Rich, Mary-Ann Tshakapesh and Mary-Jane Mistanapeu.

José Mailhot was trained as an ethno-linguist at the Université de Montréal; she has been working with the Innu since 1963 and speaks Innu-aimun fluently. She has done extensive research on the language, culture and history of the Innu; some of this research is contained in *The people of Sheshatshiu: In the land of the Innu* (Mailhot 1997) and *North West River: Etude ethnographique* (Mailhot 1965). In 1971 José Mailhot was working with the Laboratoire de recherche amérindienne; at this time she travelled to Utshimassits and recorded the four Mushuau Innu speakers mentioned above on five inch reels, using a Uher recording device. These recordings are now kept in the Native Language Archive in the Department of Linguistics at Memorial University of Newfoundland. José Mailhot is currently working for the Uashau Band, doing land claims research, and is also in the process of editing a series of Innu texts.
The data consist of three five inch reels of Ms. Mailhot eliciting word lists from the four native speakers. Ms. Mailhot performed a narrow phonetic transcription of these recordings, resulting in 85 handwritten pages containing c. 1500 entries. Many words were elicited several different times during the recording, and so these c. 1500 elicitations reflect c. 1000 different words. While the recordings provided a useful resource for clarifying difficult aspects of the data, the thesis relied almost entirely on Ms. Mailhot's own handwritten phonetic transcription, which I typed into a computer data base to be sorted along various parameters as needed by the analysis.

Within the thesis, Aboriginal communities are referred to by their Aboriginal names. The following chart lists Aboriginal communities and their corresponding non-Aboriginal names (this chart only includes communities mentioned in the thesis which have, or had, commonly used non-Aboriginal names).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Non-Aboriginal name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chisasibi</td>
<td>Fort George</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ekuanitshu</td>
<td>Mingan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kawawachikamach</td>
<td>Fort Chimo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matimekush</td>
<td>Schefferville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutashkuan</td>
<td>Natashquan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakuat-shipu</td>
<td>St. Augustin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pessamiu</td>
<td>Betsiamites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheshatshiu</td>
<td>North-West River</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uashau</td>
<td>Sept-Iles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unaman-shipu</td>
<td>LaRomaine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utshimassits</td>
<td>Davis Inlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waskaganish</td>
<td>Rupert House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whapamagoostui</td>
<td>Great Whale River</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.1. Communities and their non-Aboriginal names
1.2. Outline of chapters

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the theoretical assumptions of the thesis and an introduction to Mushuau Innu, situating the language within the dialect continuum of CMN, and within the Algonquian (and Algic) language family as a whole. A brief history of the community of Utshimassits is given as well. Chapter 1 includes a very brief synopsis of the grammar of the language and an overview of the reconstructed phonological system of Proto-Algonquian, following Bloomfield (1946), as well as the standard CMN reflexes of Proto-Algonquian phonemes. Common phonological processes encountered in dialects related to Mushuau Innu, following MacKenzie (1980) and Clarke (1982), will also be listed. This is intended to give the reader an idea of the type of sound system and phonological processes likely to be encountered in Mushuau Innu.

Chapter 2 gives an outline of the phonetic inventory of Mushuau Innu, offers an analysis of the phonemic distribution of these sounds and concludes with a list of all phonetic implementation rules discussed in the thesis.

Chapter 3 offers a non-linear analysis of several aspects of Mushuau Innu phonology: syllable structure, syncope, epenthesis, accent, prothetic [n] and alternation between [n] and [y], concluding with non-linear descriptions of all phonological processes discussed in the thesis (excepting phonetic implementation rules).

Chapter 4 is the conclusion, and includes a list of topics which surfaced in the course of analysis that require further research.
1.3. **Scope and objectives**

This thesis will attempt to offer a synchronic phonological analysis of a dialect that has received little attention. The data for this analysis (collected by José Mailhot) are extensive but still finite. Most of the forms elicited are morphologically simple; that is, there are few ‘words’ that consist of more than two or three morphemes (in a polysynthetic language, two or three morphemes is not a particularly complicated form). The priority of this analysis is to establish the synchronic phonetic and phonological inventories of the language and to provide the basic rules and constraints of the phonology.

1.4. **Existing literature**

To date, no phonological analysis has been devoted to Mushuau Innu, though some linguists, most notably MacKenzie (1980), have included work on Mushuau Innu as part of a larger analysis of the dialect continuum. Ford (1978 and 1982) has offered an analysis of some aspects of the phonology of Mushuau Innu. Brittain (1999) has provided information concerning the phonology of the most closely genetically related dialect, that of Western Naskapi, spoken in Kawawachikamach (Fort Chimo), northern Quebec.

Naskapi’s sister dialect group, Montagnais, has been studied in greater detail. Of most relevance to Mushuau Innu today is the Montagnais dialect of Sheshatshiu (formerly known as North-West River). Sheshatshiu is the nearest Innu community to Utshimassits, and intermarriage between people of the two communities is common.
Thus, phonological processes spreading from Sheshatshiu Montagnais to Mushuau Innu would not be unexpected. Sheshatshiu Montagnais has had several studies devoted to it, most notably those of Clarke (1982), and Clarke and MacKenzie (1981).

While the Algonquian language family has been studied in great depth, unfortunately most of the literature pertaining to Algonquian is not of direct relevance to a synchronic study of Mushuau Innu phonology. However, Wolfart's (1996) sketch of Cree provides some relevant parallels, and Hewson's (1993) Proto-Algonquian dictionary is a useful reference for the historical forms of Mushuau Innu words.

1.5. Genetic affiliation of Mushuau Innu

This section is a synopsis of the genealogy of Mushuau Innu, outlining the position of the CMN dialect continuum within the Algonquian language family and the position of Mushuau Innu within the CMN dialect continuum.

1.5.1. Algonquian language family

Mushuau Innu is a member of the CMN branch of the Algonquian language family. Bloomfield (1946: 440) included CMN in a Central-Eastern division of Algonquian, along with Menomini, Fox-Sauk-Kikapoo, Shawnee and several others.

Valentine (1995: 90) states that the label ‘Central’ describes geographic proximity rather than genetic relationship, and argues that the correct division of Algonquian is into Eastern and non-Eastern groups. The Eastern group would include Delaware, Natick-Narragansett, Penobscot-Abnaki, Malecite-Passamaquoddy and Mi’kmaq. This group
corresponds to Bloomfield’s “New-England Type”. The non-Eastern group would include all other Algonquian languages and would place CMN next to, among others, Cheyenne, Menomini, Blackfoot and Arapaho-Atsina.

The division of Algonquian into Eastern and non-Eastern groups is not accepted by all linguists; Pentland, for instance, argues that “the suggested subdivision is not a valid genetic grouping” (1979: 15). However, as the Eastern - non-Eastern subdivision is often used in the literature, I will include it here (whether it reflects a genetic or merely geographic relationship).

Algonquian, together with the Ritwan family\(^1\), whose only descendants are the Wiyot and Yurok languages of California (Campbell 1997: 153), forms a larger language family, Algic. The Algic family was established by Sapir (1913), who first noticed the distant connection between the Algonquian and Ritwan families. The ‘family tree’ for CMN appears in figure 1.2.; following, with some modification, Valentine (1995: 89):

\(^1\) Whether Wiyot and Yurok are actually more closely related to each other than either is to Algonquian, is debated (Campbell 1997: 152). While I have represented them as forming a single family, Ritwan, they may represent two separate families.
1.5.2. Cree-Montagnais-Naskapi dialect continuum

Within the literature, CMN is often subdivided into Cree on one hand and Montagnais-Naskapi on the other, on the basis of palatalization of Proto-Algonquian *k to [ɾ] before front vowels in the latter dialects. Cree dialects maintain [k] while all Montagnais-Naskapi dialects have [ɾ] in this environment (Clarke 1982: 1), creating a division into palatalized (Montagnais-Naskapi) and non-palatalized (Cree) dialects.

The following is a chart of the major dialect divisions of CMN, including
representative dialects; the details will be explained below.

Figure 1.3. Cree-Montagnais-Naskapi

NB The broken line connecting Kawawachikamach to both Naskapi and y-dialects indicates that Kawawachikamach is probably historically most closely related to Naskapi, but because of geographical proximity to y-dialects, is taking on characteristics of y-dialects.

Within Montagnais-Naskapi, the various dialects are often divided into four groups on the basis of which reflex of PA *l they display (following Michelson's (1939) classification). One group of dialects shows [n] as its reflex of PA *l, another has [y] as
its reflex, a third has [I] and a fourth has both [n] and [I]. Using this formulation, Mushuau Innu is an n-dialect.

MacKenzie presents a detailed comparison of CMN dialects, and finds that the major division into palatalized and non-palatalized dialects is supported by evidence of isoglosses in other areas of the phonology, as well as in morphology (1980: 214). The division of the Montagnais-Naskapi dialects into subgroups based on their reflex of PA *l is only partially supported by MacKenzie’s analysis. Instead of four subgroups, she finds that there are only two major subgroups: y-dialects and all others.

In the past, the Innu of Utshimassits referred to themselves as Naskapi, as do the people of Kawawachikamach. MacKenzie argues that there is evidence to support the theory that, in the past, the speakers of these two communities “formed a relatively isolated subgroup” (1980: 220). The dialect of Kawawachikamach (Western) Naskapi, while possibly genetically closer to Mushuau Innu, has been recently influenced by palatalized y-dialects, which have made Western Naskapi more similar to the northern palatalized y-dialects than to Mushuau Innu. Most notably, Kawawachikamach has [y]

---

2 Mushuau Innu is described as an n-dialect; however, synchronically in Utshimassits, there is an unusual alternation between [n] and [y] (see section 3.3.), which does not, however, affect /n/ from PA *l.

3 It should be noted that MacKenzie proposes a different division of CMN from the one used in this thesis: MacKenzie would consider the palatalized y-dialects to be East Cree. For the sake of clarity of exposition, I have followed the convention of labelling all palatalized dialects Montagnais-Naskapi, and all non-palatalized dialects Cree.
for PA *l; however, there is some evidence that in the past century, [n] was the usual reflex, with this [y] being a later change induced by proximity to y-dialects (MacKenzie 1980: 220). This interpretation of the Kawawachikamach dialect is speculative.

Given the genetic and social connections between Utshimassits and both Kawawachikamach and Sheshatshiu, Mushuau Innu is likely to resemble these dialects most closely. There is a dialect division within Mushuau Innu itself, though its exact nature is unclear (MacKenzie 1999: personal communication).

1.6. **Brief history of the Naskapi**

The Naskapi have been largely isolated from European influence until fairly recently. Until the twentieth century, there were two groups of Naskapi, the Mushuau and the Waskaneken, who, though separate, kept close ties and intermarried. The hunting grounds of both groups "centred around Indian House Lake on George River" (Henriksen 1973: 8), where they met every year. This only changed in 1916, when the caribou herds, which normally travelled through the area of Indian House lake, changed their migration route. This forced the Naskapi to travel to the trading posts on the coast which had been set up by the Hudson Bay Company at Fort Chimo (established in 1830) and Davis Inlet (established in 1831). It was at this point that the two groups of the Naskapi separated. The Waskaneken Innu became affiliated with Fort Chimo and the Mushuau Innu with

---

Most of my information for this brief history of Utshimassits comes from Henriksen (1973; 1993).
Davis Inlet. Up until 1916 the two groups kept close ties; since 1916 the two groups have drifted apart and the Naskapi of Fort Chimo (Kawawachikamach) have developed closer ties with the East Cree, while the Mushuaui Innu have formed ties with the Montagnais of Sheshatshiu (a map of the region occurs on the following page).

The isolation of the Naskapi from European influence was largely due to economic reasons. The Europeans were interested in fur trading, while the Naskapi were tied to the caribou hunt, and did not want to give it up to trap for the Europeans. Although the Hudson Bay Company tried to entice the Naskapi into becoming trappers tied to a specific trading post, the Naskapi did not relinquish the caribou hunt. This served to keep the Naskapi largely isolated from European influence until the 1960's. Since that time the Mushuaui Innu have faced enormous problems and substance abuse has become widespread. The community was relocated in 1967 to an island off the coast of Labrador, and is in the process of relocating again, back to the mainland.
Map 1
Cree-Montagnais-Naskapi Communities
1.7. **Grammatical overview of Mushuau Innu**

While this thesis concentrates on phonology, grammatical information is occasionally discussed and for this reason, the following sketch of Mushuau Innu grammar is included. The most common nominal inflections in Mailhot’s data are those for plural, locative and diminutive. Possessive morphology is also present, though to a lesser extent. Verbal morphology is not abundant and is largely limited to the singular forms of the first and third person in the indicative independent order.

Ford (1982) wrote a short general introduction to Mushuau Innu, of which only the first installment was completed. For this reason, I will rely primarily on Bloomfield’s (1946) description of the grammar of Proto-Algonquian and Clarke’s (1982) description of the grammar of the Montagnais dialect of Sheshatshiu (closely related to Mushuau Innu), to provide this synopsis of Mushuau Innu grammar.

Montagnais (like Naskapi) is a polysynthetic language (Martin 1991: 2), and is verbally-oriented (Clarke 1982: 18), which is reflected in the extremely rich morphology of verbs and their over-representation in the lexicon.

1.7.1. **Parts of speech**

There are three parts of speech: particles, nominals and verbs.

Particles generally lack inflection and correspond to English prepositions, conjunctions, adverbs and some pronouns (Clarke 1982: 19).

Nominals add suffixes for gender, number, locative, diminutive and possession (the specific forms of the morphology mentioned in this section, except where stated
otherwise, are those I have observed for Mushuau Innu).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>Morphology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/-a/</td>
<td>inanimate plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/-itʃ/</td>
<td>animate plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/-ihʃ/</td>
<td>locative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/-ʃʃ/</td>
<td>diminutive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/-im/</td>
<td>possessive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/-a/</td>
<td>obviative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.4. Nominal suffixes of Mushuau Innu

Gender encodes a dichotomy between animate and inanimate. All animate living things receive animate gender. Some non-animate living things, such as bushes, are assigned animate gender, while others are assigned inanimate gender; the basis for this division is not always clear (MacKenzie 1982: 242). While most non-living things have inanimate gender, there are some exceptions.

Number encodes a simple dichotomy between singular and plural. Number is marked with a suffix on the noun: /-a/ for inanimate nouns and /-itʃ/ for animate nouns.

Locative is marked with the suffix /-ihʃ/. Diminutive is marked with the suffix /-ʃʃ/.

Person encodes “first, second and third, with a distinction of exclusive and inclusive first person singular” (Bloomfield 1946: 450). There is also an obviative which serves to mark a third person which is “out of focus” in the phrase; this usually happens when focus is already on another third person in the phrase (Clarke 1982: 30). The obviative is marked with the suffix /-a/.
Possession may be marked on the possessed noun by the suffix /-im/; however, this suffix does not occur with all nouns and animate nouns are more likely to receive the suffix (Clarke 1982: 26). The number and person of the possessor are marked by prefixes and suffixes (in general, person is marked by a prefix and number by a suffix; however, the plural suffix also marks person).

Verbs are heavily inflected. Because of the quantity of verbal inflection the individual inflections will not be listed. Verbs are divided into intransitive and transitive, with intransitives further divided into those with animate actors and those with inanimate actors, while the transitives are divided into those with animate goals and those with inanimate goals. This creates four primary groups of verbs: Animate Intransitive (AI), Inanimate Intransitive (II), Animate Transitive (TA), Inanimate Transitive (TI).

Each of these four types of verb may occur in one of two orders: the independent (typically used in main clauses) and the conjunct (used primarily for subordinate clauses). In most dialects, both orders have at least two modes; however, the functions of the modes differ from dialect to dialect. Each mode can occur in either the past or the non-past tense.

The morphology indicating the person and number of the actor and goal is quite complicated, consisting of prefixes and suffixes for the independent order, but only of suffixes for the conjunct order (Bloomfield 1946: 453).
Though some word orders may be preferred, word order is relatively free. A change in word order generally does not create a change in referential meaning (Wolfart 1996: 92).

1.8. Overview of Proto-Algonquian and CMN phonology

The following is a description of the sound system of Proto-Algonquian, as well as a list of phonological processes commonly found in dialects of CMN.

1.8.1. Consonants

Bloomfield (1946) reconstructed the following consonant inventory for Proto-Algonquian:

```
* p  t  k
* q
* θ  s  ʃ  h
m  n  l
```

Figure 1.5. Consonants of PA

Voicing and length were not contrastive in these sounds.

*θ has become CMN /t/.

*l has become various apical sounds in CMN, but /n/ in Mushuau Innu.

*s and ʃ have merged as a single fricative in CMN, according to Bloomfield (1946: 443). This is not the case for Chisasibi Cree, where they are still separate phonemes (Martin 1974: 55-57). MacKenzie (1980: 72) says that *s and *ʃ are kept as separate phonemes in the central area of the CMN complex, but merge into one phoneme.
(either /s/ or /ʃ/) in the peripheral areas, including Labrador. Mushuau Innu has merged the two sounds, as discussed in section 2.1.3.2.

The other consonants have been largely retained in CMN. However, in Montagnais-Naskapi, PA *k has become /tʃ/ before front vowels.

1.8.1.1. Consonant clusters

Several consonant clusters of PA, have been simplified in CMN. The following list of PA clusters and their CMN reflexes is taken from Bloomfield (1946: 443-446). It should be noted that many of Bloomfield's consonant clusters involve an initial consonant which does not occur in his consonant inventory for PA. Bloomfield says that these initial consonants are "obscure elements which we render by arbitrary symbols" (Bloomfield 1946: 443).
In general, PA consonant clusters consisting of a consonant followed by a stop have simplified to a fricative (/h/ or /s/) followed by a stop. Clusters of consonant followed by fricative have been reduced to a single fricative /s/ (except clusters where the second element was */θ/). This has created a much simpler inventory of consonant clusters for CMN than there was in PA.

1.8.1.2. Consonant processes

Bloomfield reports that PA *t varied with *θ before *{i, i:, y} (Bloomfield 1946: 448). [t] is rare before /i/ in Mushuau Innu, suggesting that this PA alternation has left a remnant in Mushuau Innu (see section 2.1.4.1.).
Preaspirated stops in many dialects of Montagnais-Naskapi lost their preaspiration with lengthening of the preceding vowel. In dialects where the preaspiration was not lost, the preaspirated stop can synchronically become a fricative (MacKenzie 1980: 67-68). This second situation is found in Mushuaau Innu, where preaspirated stops typically have fricative allophones: \( [hp] \sim [\phi] \sim [f] \) and \( [ht] \sim [\theta] \sim [\varsigma] \).

Intervocalic /h/ was dropped in most Montagnais-Naskapi dialects except between vowels of identical quality (MacKenzie 1980: 63). This is also the case in Mushuaau Innu (see section 2.1.3.4.).

Synchronically, /f/ becomes \([h]\) before a vowel or in word-final position in many Montagnais dialects (MacKenzie 1980: 77). In Sheshatshiu, this process occurs word-initially and intervocally (Clarke 1982: 18), while in Mushuaau Innu, it occurs only intervocally (see section 2.1.3.2.).

In some dialects, Mushuaau Innu included (see section 2.1.4.1.), \([\text{f}]\) alternates with \([\text{s}]\) (MacKenzie 1980: 56).

Synchronically, in most CMN dialects, voicing in stops is determined by environment. Typically, stops are voiced intervocally and next to a nasal, but unvoiced next to a sibilant. Mushuaau Innu generally follows this trend. Sibilants in CMN are almost universally voiceless (MacKenzie 1980: 87); however, this is not the case in Mushuaau Innu, where /s/ has a voiced allophone (see section 2.1.3.2.).

Word-initial and word-final nasals, when they occur in a consonant cluster caused by vowel syncope, result in the nasal becoming syllabic (MacKenzie 1980: 91). This occurs in Mushuaau Innu (see section 2.1.2.2.).
1.8.2. Vowels

Bloomfield (1946) reconstructed the following system of short and long vowels for Proto-Algonquian:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
*i: & e: & a: \\
& o: & a: \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 1.7. Vowels of Proto-Algonquian

The CMN reflexes for these vowels are largely the same, except for a merger of *e and *i into /i/, resulting in the following vowel system for most dialects of CMN:\n
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
i & i: & a: \\
o & o: & a: \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 1.8. Vowels of Cree-Montagnais-Naskapi

The exact phonetic quality of these vowels varies from dialect to dialect. The following is a list of the phonetic realizations of these vowels for several Montagnais-Naskapi dialects:

\[\text{There is typically only one short non-low back vowel and one long non-low back vowel in CMN. However, the exact quality of these back vowels varies widely. They are sometimes represented by the symbols } <o> \text{ and } <o:> , \text{ sometimes by } <u> \text{ and } <u>: .}\]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonemes</th>
<th>Sheshatshiu (Clarke 1982)</th>
<th>Western Naskapi (Brittain 1999)</th>
<th>Ekuanitshu (Martin et al. 1977)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>[ə], [ɨ], [y]</td>
<td>[ɨ], [ə]</td>
<td>[ɨ], [ɨ], [ɨ], [ɛ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>[ə], [∧]</td>
<td>[u], [ə], [i]</td>
<td>[a], [ə], [∧], [ɛ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/u/</td>
<td>[u], [w]</td>
<td>[u]</td>
<td>[o], [u]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/i:/</td>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>[i:], [i], [ɨ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/e:/</td>
<td>[e]</td>
<td>merged with /a:/</td>
<td>[e], [e:], [ɛ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/a:/</td>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>[o], [o], [o]</td>
<td>[a], [a:]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/u:/</td>
<td>[o], [u]</td>
<td>[u], [o]</td>
<td>[o], [o:], [u], [u:]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.9. Vowel allophones of several Montagnais-Naskapi dialects

This figure shows the wide range of allophones of each vowel phoneme. It also demonstrates that centralization is common in short vowels and that short vowels frequently have overlapping allophones (in Western Naskapi /a/ only has allophones that are also allophones of other phonemes).

1.8.2.1. Vowel processes

/i/ and /u/ become glides when they are adjacent to vowels (Clarke 1982: 5). This process occurs in Mushuau Innu, as discussed in sections 2.2.4.3. and 3.1.3.

Short vowels in Montagnais-Naskapi are frequently reduced, assimilated or deleted. /i/ and /a/ are more often subject to this treatment than /u/ (MacKenzie 1980: 104). This is also seen in the Mushuau Innu data as discussed in section 3.1.4.

/i/y/ and /i:y/ are not phonetically distinguishable in any dialect, including Mushuau Innu (see section 2.2.1.1.). In Sheshatshiu, /a/ has raised to [e] (Clarke 1982: 21).
12). This same process has occurred in Mushuau Innu (see section 2.2.2.3.).

In Sheshatshiu Montagnais, /i/ and /a/ become rounded when followed by a sequence of labial consonant and /u/ (Clarke 1982: 11). /i/ and /a/ are subject to rounding rules in Mushuau Innu as discussed in section 2.2.1.1. and section 2.2.2.3.

Short vowels may also undergo length neutralization. In initial or final position, short vowels may be neutralized with long vowels⁶ (MacKenzie 1980: 135).

Short vowels may also be neutralized, in terms of quality, between consonants. In this environment all short vowels may reduce to a single sound, often [ə] (MacKenzie 1980: 135). All short vowels (except /u/) in Mushuau Innu can neutralize to [ə], see section 2.2.5.2.

There is a metathesis process reported for some dialects, whereby a word-initial /u/ and following [m] undergo metathesis. This process can also be described as labialization followed by deletion (short initial vowels are often deleted) of the triggering environment (MacKenzie 1980: 134). This process occurs in Mushuau Innu, as discussed in section 2.1.2.1.

1.9. Theoretical assumptions

This section describes the theoretical models assumed for the thesis. These are:

feature geometry, underspecification, lexical phonology, the Obligatory Contour

---

⁶ Martin, et al. (1977) performed an acoustic analysis of the vowels of one Montagnais dialect, Ekuanitshu, and found that length was non-contrastive in word-final position. In fact, short /i/ in this environment proved to be marginally longer than long /i:/ (1977: 128), with the original length distinction cued instead by loudness and pitch.
Principle, moraic syllable structure and grid based metrical theory. Each of these theories is discussed in turn below.

The reader is assumed to have a basic knowledge of SPE style phonology (Chomsky and Halle 1968), which is used in the thesis as a shorthand method of describing phonological processes.

1.9.1. Feature geometry

The following description of non-linear feature geometry is based on Clements (1985) and Clements and Hume (1995). Feature geometry assumes that there is a universal structure organizing all the features which make up a sound and represents a sound’s internal structure “in the manner of a Calder mobile” (Clements and Hume 1995: 249):

![Feature geometry structure as a Calder mobile](image)

Figure 1.10. Feature geometry structure as a Calder mobile
In this model the individual features are represented by the terminal points of the structure (lower case letters), while nodes are represented by branching elements (upper case letters). All features and nodes are represented on different tiers in order to capture the fact that these features are not organized sequentially within a sound, although the sounds themselves are organized sequentially within the word. As features are not sequential, they can spread from one sound to another independently.

Clements and Hume (1995: 292) use the following structure to depict consonants (the diagrams will be discussed in detail below):

Figure 1.11. Consonant feature tree
and the following representation for vowels (Clements and Hume 1995: 292):  

Figure 1.12. Vowel feature tree

Consonants which have a secondary articulation may be represented by means of the following diagram:

---

7 I have followed Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994:20) in using the features [+high], [+low] and [+ATR] to capture vowel height, instead of the feature [+open] proposed by Clements and Hume (1995: 283); however, I have followed Clements and Hume in having the features pertaining to vowel height depend from an aperture node.

8 To simplify the diagram the features [+anterior] and [+distributed] are not shown in figure 1.13.
The differences between the representations of consonants and vowels, shown in the figures above, will be discussed below.

Clements and Hume group features together based on articulatory anatomy, arguing that there are several independent articulators operating within the oral tract: lips, tongue front and tongue body.
All of these oral tract articulators are represented by separate features: lip articulation by [LABIAL], tongue front articulation by [CORONAL] and tongue body articulation by [DORSAL]; these features are all grouped under the place node. These place features are either present or absent (privative), and not ± (binary) as in linear phonology. This privative representation is justified because “phonological rules do not appear to operate on the negative values of these categories” (Clements and Hume 1995: 252). Thus, in feature geometry, a phonological rule may refer to the presence of one of these place features, but not to its absence.

The feature [CORONAL] has two dependents of its own: [+anterior] and [±distributed], which capture the distinctions between different coronal sounds. For example, a [+anterior], [-distributed] sound is apico-dental; and a [+anterior], [±distributed] sound is lamino-alveolar.

The place node is depicted as follows (Clements and Hume 1995: 270):

```
   Place node
    /     \
[LABIAL] [CORONAL] [DORSAL]
     \     
[±anterior] [±distributed]
```

Figure 1.14. Place node structure

---

9Privative features are written in capital letters to distinguish them from binary features.
The place node described above is more properly the C-place (consonant place) node. Vowels contain an extra node not present in consonants, the vocalic node, which depends from the consonant place node. The vocalic node has two dependents: the vocalic place node (V-place node) and the aperture node. The V-place node has the same features as the consonant place node ([LABIAL], [CORONAL] and [DORSAL]). These place features serve to indicate place of articulation and rounding for vowels.

Clements and Hume argue that the place node is a dependent of a higher node, the oral cavity node, which branches into the place node and the terminal node [+continuant].
Others argue that the \([+\text{continuant}]\) feature should be placed within the place node, with a \([+\text{continuant}]\) feature depending from each of the articulator features, making the oral cavity node superfluous (Padgett: 1995). As nothing in Mushuau Innu hinges on this assumption, I will follow Clements and Hume (1995).

Aside from the oral cavity node, with its \([+\text{continuant}]\) and place node dependents, there are several other nodes.

Feature geometry represents laryngeal constriction with an independent node (Clements and Hume 1995: 270).
The dependents of the laryngeal node are: [+voice], [+spread glottis] and [+constricted glottis]. [+voice] represents the voiced - voiceless distinction, [+spread glottis] represents aspirated sounds, while [+constricted glottis] represents ejective or glottalized sounds.

The oral cavity and laryngeal nodes depend from a root node, which serves to define the sound as a single unit, and contains the major class features of the sound: [+sonorant], [+approximant] and [+vocoid]. Nasality, [+nasal], is represented as a dependent of the root node by Clements and Hume.

![Root node structure](image)

Figure 1.18. Root node structure

Root node features express sonority: segments with greater sonority have more '+oundation' values in the root node. A segment which is [+sonorant], [+approximant] and

---

10 Unlike other features, which are terminal points on the feature tree, these features have dependents. The reason for this convention is that these are not autosegmental features (Padgett 1995: 4). This means that these features do not spread to neighbouring segments: there are no phonological processes that involve one segment taking on the [+sonorant], [+approximant] or [+vocoid] specification of a neighbouring segment. This restriction is captured in feature geometry by placing these features within the root node, so that spreading and delinking of these features cannot happen independently of a change of the entire sound.
[+vocoid] (a vowel) is the most sonorous, while a segment that is [-sonorant], [approximant] and [-vocoid] (an obstruent) is the least sonorous.

Aside from the place features shared with consonants, vowels require a further node, as height differences cannot be represented by means of these place features. Vowel height or aperture is characterized by the features [±high], [±low] and [±ATR]. [ATR] stands for Advanced Tongue Root and refers to the position of the base of the tongue. [ATR] is used to capture the distinction between tense and lax vowels, with tense vowels having a more advanced tongue root than lax vowels; so, [e] (a tense vowel) is [+ATR] while [ɛ] (a lax vowel) is [-ATR].

The model of feature geometry described above represents segments with secondary articulations as having both consonant and vocalic place node specifications. Mushuau Innu has several segments which may be analyzed as having secondary articulations. For example, the segment /mʷ/ is represented as having the C-place feature [LABIAL], as well as the V-place feature [LABIAL]. This means that the single place specification [LABIAL] is attached to both the V-place node and directly to the C-place node (there is only one place specification, which is doubly attached). Secondary articulations are represented by means of the structure shown in figure 1.13. The representation of /mʷ/ would be as follows:
Phonological processes are described in feature geometry in terms of spreading, delinking and coalescence. Spreading describes an assimilation process, by which a feature of one sound spreads to another, while delinking is the process by which segments, or particular features within a segment, are deleted. Delinking also describes neutralization processes. Coalescence refers to a process by which two sounds merge their specifications to form a third sound which has aspects of both of the sounds that underwent the coalescence.

1.9.2. Underspecification

This thesis assumes underspecification of features, following Archangeli (1988),
among others. Underspecification assumes that redundant features are not present in the underlying representation, but are filled in by later redundancy rules or default rules. Many of these rules are universal while others are language specific.  

1.9.3. Lexical phonology  

This thesis assumes a lexical phonology framework (cf. Mohanan (1986) and Kiparsky (1985)). Lexical phonology assumes that there are two types of phonological rules: lexical and postlexical. Lexical rules are those which apply during morphological affixation. They are characterized as being “structure preserving”; that is they do not introduce sounds which are not present in the underlying inventory of the language. Lexical rules can also have exceptions; for example, certain words can be arbitrarily specified as not undergoing a particular lexical rule. Finally, lexical rules can be sensitive to morphological information.  

Postlexical rules, which apply after all morphology and lexical phonology has taken place, are characterized as non-structure-preserving and exceptionless. Any rule

11 The privative nature of the place features, described above, is not considered to be an example of underspecification. Underspecification assumes that a default positive or negative value is assigned for any redundant feature during the derivation. A segment, if missing a privative feature, is not assigned a redundant negative value in the course of the derivation. For example the labial consonant /p/ is never assigned the negative value [-coronal].

12 Saying that postlexical rules are exceptionless means that postlexical rules do not have lexical exceptions; that is, no lexical item can be specified as consistently failing to undergo a postlexical rule. However, postlexical rules can be optional. This means that
which introduces sounds which are not in the underlying inventory of the language (such as the post-vocalic velarization of /l/ to [ɬ] in English) is postlexical and should apply everywhere its environment is met. Postlexical rules are not sensitive to morphological information.

This thesis also assumes a model in which the phonetic implementation level follows the postlexical level. This is the level of the phonology that translates the features that result from phonological rules and representations into the articulatory gestures of the vocal apparatus (and so is responsible for the phonetic output of the sound system);

"the phonological surface representation which ultimately results from the phonological grammar consists of some configuration of phonological features and structures [...] the translation of this discrete representation into quantitative physiological activity [...] is taken care of by rules of phonetic implementation" (Gussenhoven and Jacobs 1998: 129).

Rules of phonetic implementation can account for why different languages articulate the 'same' sound in slightly different ways. Phonetic implementation rules are often not phonologically motivated (though they may be).
This thesis assumes the dichotomy of lexical versus post-lexical rules, as well as the distinction between these rules and phonetic implementation rules.

The different levels in which these three types of rules, outlined above, apply can be shown schematically as follows, following, with some modification, Gussenhoven and Jacobs (1998: 128):

![Figure 1.20. Levels of rules in lexical phonology](image)

1.9.4. Obligatory Contour Principle

This thesis assumes the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP), which states that "at the melodic level, adjacent identical elements are prohibited" (McCarthy 1986: 208). The scope of this principle has been debated: McCarthy (1986) argues that the OCP is inviolable while Optimality Theory counts the OCP as a violable constraint (Russell 1997: 122).
The implication of a prohibition on identical adjacent elements is that any
tautomorphemic sequence of phones which have any of the same features is ruled out.
For example, the OCP rules out any sequence of labial consonants (such as [mp]), as this
would create adjacent [LABIAL] specifications. Such a sequence is shown in the figure
below.

Figure 1.21. Potential OCP violation created by the sequence [mp]

Of course many languages (such as English) allow sequences of [mp] and this
apparent violation of the OCP is avoided by assuming that when a language does permit
tautomorphemic adjacent phones to have identical features (as when English permits the
sequence [mp]), only one feature is actually present, and that feature is shared by the two
phones, as shown in the figure below:

Figure 1.22. OCP violation avoided in the sequence [mp] by feature sharing
The sharing of features between phones allows identical elements to be adjacent without violating the OCP. This sharing of features may also occur between phones that are not adjacent (at least on the phonetic level). For example, in many Semitic languages vowels and consonants are considered to be underlyingly on different tiers. This means that in a sequence of /CVC/ the two consonants are adjacent on one tier while the vowel is on another tier. An example of this tier division is represented in the figure below:

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 1.23. Example of tier division between consonants and vowels**

In such languages, identical consonants separated by a vowel must share a single feature specification in order not to violate the OCP (a sequence of identical vowels...
separated by a consonant would have to fulfil the same requirement). For example, the sequence /nan/ in such languages would be represented as in the figure below:

Figure 1.24. Feature sharing in the sequence /nan/

The OCP plays a role in syncope, as syncope cannot occur between identical tautomorphemic consonants in languages where vowels and consonants are on the same tier: "syncope of a vowel between identical consonants would produce a configuration that violates the OCP and is therefore blocked" (McCarthy 1986: 221). As the deletion of the vowel would create a sequence of identical consonants, which is prohibited by the OCP. Languages which separate vowels and consonants onto different tiers (as shown in
figure 1.23.) can have syncope between tautomorphemic identical consonants: since the consonants share a single feature specification, no OCP violation is created by removing the vowel between them.

As Mushuau Innu allows tautomorphemic sequences of identical consonants (see sections 2.1.2.2. and 2.1.3.2), vowels and consonants must be separated onto different tiers. This indicates that syncope between tautomorphemic identical consonants is not prohibited by the OCP in Mushuau Innu.

This sharing of feature specifications between identical phones does not occur between phones separated by a word boundary in Mushuau Innu. For example, a word ending with /t/ does not share its feature specification with the initial /t/ of a following word. This constitutes a potential OCP violation in Mushuau Innu. Mushuau Innu avoids this OCP violation through epenthesis as discussed in section 3.1.5.

1.9.5. Syllable theory

The traditional view of the syllable (Kenstowicz 1994: 252) is that of a structure consisting of a nucleus (typically a vowel), which may be preceded by an onset (typically one or more consonants) and followed by a coda (typically one or more consonants). The coda and nucleus together make up the rhyme. The structure of the syllable in this analysis is shown in the figure below (the symbol σ is used to indicate 'syllable'):
For ease of exposition, reference is made to the categories: onset, nucleus and coda; however, this thesis follows Broselow's (1995) and Kenstowicz' (1994) description of moraic syllable structure. In this theory, the categories nucleus and rhyme are replaced by timing units called moras (\(\mu\)). Short vowels are assigned one mora, long vowels two moras. Onsets are universally non-moraic, while coda consonants are assigned moras in some situations but not in others. The moraic structure of the example syllables /ta/ and /ta:/ are provided in the figures below:

Figure 1.25. Traditional view of syllable structure

Figure 1.26. Moraic syllable structure of /ta/
Onsets are universally preferable to codas, so a single consonant between two vowels will always syllabify as the onset of the second vowel rather than the coda of the first. An example of this syllabification is shown for the sequence /ata/ in the figure below.

The assignment of moras to coda consonants is called weight-by-position (Broselow 1995: 190). According to weight-by-position all syllables have either one or two moras. If a vowel has one mora (and so is a short vowel), then, if the syllable has a coda, the first coda consonant is assigned the remaining mora. If the vowel has two moras (and so is long) then there are no moras left and any coda consonant is non-moraic. These two possibilities for coda consonants (moraic and non-moraic) are shown for the example syllables /dat/ and /daːt/ in the figures below:
Syllables that contain two moras are heavy, while those containing only one mora are light. It is often argued that all languages have weight-by-position (Broselow 1995: 201), and so all languages have heavy and light syllables; however, the division of syllables into heavy and light does not necessarily reflect the patterning of syllables with respect to stress: "a language may restrict the set of possible stress-bearing (and/or tone bearing) segments to those above a particular sonority threshold" (Broselow 1995: 201). So, while all syllables that have codas are heavy, the accentual system of a given language
may not recognize certain codas as causing a syllable to be heavy\textsuperscript{13}.

Geminates are represented in moraic theory as being single consonants which are
doubly linked: the consonant is linked to a mora of one syllable (forming as the coda of
that syllable) as well as being linked to the following syllable as the onset of that syllable.
This structure is shown for the example sequence \texttt{/ab:a/} in the figure below:

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[scale=0.5]{moraic_structure}
\caption{Moraic syllable structure of \texttt{/ab:a/}}
\end{figure}

This representation of geminates requires that geminates not occur after long
vowels, as syllables cannot contain three moras. Similarly, geminates cannot occur word-
finally, as there is no following syllable for which the consonant can act as an onset.
Mushuau Innu fits this generalization, as geminates are disallowed after long consonants
and word-finally\textsuperscript{14}.

\textsuperscript{13} As nothing in the phonology of Mushuau Innu hinges on the assumption, I have followed
Broselow (1995) in assuming that all languages (and therefore Mushuau Innu) have
weight-by-position, though weight-by-position is largely ignored in the accentual system
of Mushuau Innu (see section 3.2.).

\textsuperscript{14} Although geminates are disallowed after long vowels and word-finally, clusters are not
prohibited in these positions. In some instances, Mushuau Innu allows a cluster of
identical phones in these positions (these identical phones would share a single feature
specification in order not to violate the OCP discussed in section 1.9.4.). Such a cluster is
phonetically indistinguishable from a geminate.
All the syllables in a word are linked together at the word level (indicated by the symbol $\omega$). The representation for the example word /dada/ would be as shown in the figure below\textsuperscript{15}:

![Figure 1.32. Moraic syllable structure of /dada/](image)

1.9.5.1. Sonority sequencing

This thesis assumes the Sonority Sequencing Generalization (SSG) as described by Selkirk (1984). Sonority sequencing is based on a ranking of all segments on a sonority index. This index is reproduced below from Selkirk (1984: 112); the higher the number associated with a segment, the greater its sonority.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sonority ranking:</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Segment:</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>e,o</td>
<td>i,u</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>m,n</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>v,z,δ</td>
<td>f,θ</td>
<td>b,d,g</td>
<td>p,t,k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 1.33. Sonority index](image)

\textsuperscript{15} Syllables are also grouped into a constituent below the word level called the foot. The foot is described in section 1.9.6. below.
As seen in this index, [a] is the most sonorous segment, while voiceless stops are the least. Selkirk offers the following generalization on how this sonority ranking affects syllable structure:

"In any syllable, there is a segment constituting a sonority peak that is preceded and/or followed by a sequence of segments with progressively decreasing sonority values" (Selkirk 1984: 116).

This generalization requires that each segment in an onset must be more sonorous (have a higher ranking on the sonority index) than the preceding segment (from left to right). Similarly each segment in a coda must be less sonorous (have a lower ranking on the sonority index) than the preceding segment (from left to right). The degree of sonority rise between segments in an onset, or sonority fall between segments in a coda, varies from language to language.

Many languages allow a greater number of consonants to occupy onset and coda positions at the edges of words than are permitted in medial onsets and codas. Such consonants are licenced through an appendix. An appendix may attach to either end of a word (some languages may allow a word-final appendix, others may allow a word-initial appendix) and acts as a place holder for an 'extra' consonant. In Mushuau Innu, an

\[16\]

There are instances in which sonority sequencing is violated; for example, the coda in the English word *backs* [bækz] has a rise in sonority ([s] is more sonorous than [k]). There are methods of dealing with such violations, but as Mushuau Innu does not violate sonority sequencing, these methods are not dealt with in the thesis.
appendix allows word-final codas to contain an extra consonant, which is otherwise disallowed.

1.9.6. Metrical theory

This thesis assumes the metrical theory advanced by Hayes (1994), Kenstowicz (1994) and Kager (1995). Within this framework the syllable is the stress-bearing unit. Syllables are parsed into higher constituents called feet, consisting of one stressed (or strong) syllable and one unstressed (or weak) syllable. There are two types of feet: trochees and iambs. A trochee consists of the sequence: stressed - unstressed; an iamb consists of the sequence: unstressed - stressed.

Hayes depicts metrical structure by means of a bracketed grid. On the first level of the grid, each syllable of a word is marked with an 'X'. For example, the English word *Mississippi* would have the following structure (Hayes 1994: 38):

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
1 & X & X & X & X & X \\
\text{Mississippi}
\end{array}
\]

These syllables (each marked with an 'X') are then parsed into feet. This is done by pairing syllables together. The direction in which syllables are paired (referred to as the direction of parsing) is language specific. Parsing yields the following structure for *Mississippi*:

---

\[17\]The terms 'stress' and 'accent' are used interchangeably in this thesis.
The syllable in the strong position in each foot is then assigned an 'X' on the next level of the metrical grid. So, if the language has trochaic feet (like English), then the first syllable in each foot is assigned an 'X' on the next level of the grid. If the language has iambic feet, then the second syllable of each foot is assigned an 'X' on the next level of the grid. As English has trochaic feet, the grid structure of Mississippi would be as follows:

3 \( (X \ X) \ (X \ X) \)  
\text{Feet heads} 
\text{Accentable syllables, feet} 
\text{Mississippi}

The 'X' marking the stressed member of each foot is the head of that foot. All of these heads are grouped together to form the word level of the metrical grid.

To determine the position of the most prominent syllable in the word, an 'X' is placed on the next level of the metrical grid over the rightmost or leftmost head in the word, the choice of rightmost or leftmost head being language specific. As English
assigns word stress to the right edge, the metrical structure of *Mississippi* is as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
5 \\
(X \\ X) \\
(X X) \\
Mississippi
\end{array}
\]

Word accent
Feet heads
Accentable syllables, feet

Some languages do not allow light syllables (L) to occupy the strong position in a foot. Similarly, languages do not allow heavy syllables (H) to occupy the weak position in a foot (light and heavy syllables are defined in section 1.9.5.). Such sensitivity to weight distinctions is referred to as *quantity sensitivity*.

In a quantity sensitive language, light and heavy syllables that cannot be parsed into trochaic feet (H L) or iambic feet (L H) are dealt with in different ways. In many languages a sequence of two light syllables which cannot be parsed with heavy syllables into typical feet can together form a single foot (with the form (L L)). Similarly, a sequence of heavy syllables that cannot be parsed with light syllables to form typical feet can each be considered an independent foot (each with the form (H)). This allows for three types of trochaic syllables 18: (H L), (L L) and (H); and three types of iambic syllables: (L H), (L L) and (H).

When a single light syllable cannot be parsed with any other syllable to create any of the above types of feet, many languages (including Mushuau Innu) simply do not parse

---

18 Hayes (1994) proposes a modification to this theory, distinguishing only two types of trochees. As Mushuau Innu is an iambic language, this modification will not be discussed.
the stray light syllable, and so the metrical grid is 'blind' to it.

1.9.6.1. Extrametricality

In some languages, certain elements, typically syllables, may be invisible to parsing (and so are not parsed into feet). This is referred to as extrametricality. Any extrametrical constituent must be at an edge of its domain, typically the right edge. For example, the parsing of the sequence H L H L L into trochaic feet would be as follows in a language with final syllable extrametricality:

6 (* * *) Feet heads
(* *)(* *) Accentable syllables, feet
H L H L <L>\(^{19}\)

Extrametricality cannot apply if it would render an entire domain extrametrical; if, for example, a language has extrametrical word-final syllables, monosyllabic words could not show extrametricality as that would render the entire word extrametrical.

The theory outlined above allows the predictable stress of any language to be expressed through a small set of parameters. These parameters are: the type of foot (trochaic or iambic), the direction of parsing (right-to-left or left-to-right) and whether or not the language is quantity sensitive. The elements (if any) which can be extrametrical must also be specified.

\(^{19}\)Extrametricality is indicated by enclosing the extrametrical element in angle brackets.
1.10. Significance of proposed research

To date, the phonology of Mushuau Innu has not been systematically described. This thesis will fill a gap in the information available on Montagnais-Naskapi, assisting systematic comparison between dialects.

Mushuau Innu has an extremely small population of native speakers who are being influenced by the dominant language, English (MacKenzie 1980: 231). This influence may cause Mushuau Innu to change over time. This thesis will describe the phonology of the language as it was in 1971, allowing any innovations that have occurred since then to be recognized and taken into account in any historical comparison.

1.11. Note on orthography

Although there is a proposed standard orthography for Innu-aimun, complete consensus has not yet been reached. The orthography used in this thesis follows the standard for Innu-aimun which is accepted by speakers in Quebec. The orthographic representations used in this thesis were provided by Marguerite MacKenzie. As this orthography is a cross-dialectal compromise, there are many disagreements between it and the phonetic notation of Mushuau Innu. For example, a phonetic [n] will often be transcribed as <i>, due to an alternation between [n] and [y] (discussed in section 3.2.). Other times, because of morphological differences between Mushuau Innu and other dialects, the orthography will indicate a completely different morpheme from the one transcribed in the phonetic notation. Length marks on vowels have been included in the
orthography within the thesis, but are absent in the proposed standard. The symbol \(<\text{n}\)\> represents an \(/\text{n}/\) which is derived from PA *1. The word-final phoneme \(/\text{ʃ}/\) is represented by the orthographic cluster \(<\text{t(sh)}\>\); the rounded brackets around \(<\text{sh}\>\) indicate that in related dialects the fricative component is absent and the sound surfaces as \([t]\). Similarly, rounded brackets around \(<\text{h}\>\) in the orthography indicate that this segment, while present in Mushuau Innu, is absent in many Montagnais dialects.

The orthography often reflects historical forms or forms found in related dialects, and for this reason should not be taken as indicative of the underlying representation of Mushuau Innu words.

I have used the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) to transcribe the phones of Mushuau Innu, with the exception of the palatal glide, transcribed as \([j]\) in IPA, which I have transcribed as \([y]\). Within the thesis, for ease of exposition, the glides \([w]\) and \([y]\) are occasionally included within slant brackets (indicating phonemic status) even though these glides are allophones of the vowels \(/\text{u}/\) and \(/\text{i}/\) respectively (as discussed in section 2.2.4.3.).

Numbered examples of Mushuau Innu words consist of three parts: the first part is the Mushuau Innu word, in the phonetic notation provided by José Mailhot, the second part is the English gloss and the third part is the orthographic representation. The phonetic form of Mushuau Innu words is generally given without square brackets. In numbered examples phonetic form is given in plain font, but within the body of the text
italics are used. Orthographic representations are given without angle brackets in numbered examples, but with angle brackets within the body of the text. Occasionally a period < . > is used to mark syllable boundaries within examples.
Chapter two: allophones and their phonemic affiliation

This chapter will discuss the distribution of phones in the Mailhot data and their phonemic affiliation, as well as the rules to derive the various allophones.

The description below consists of observations on a finite set of data. Some of these observations are not phonologically significant, but are due to quirks in the data; for example, the fact that [pw] occurs predominantly before [a:] (as discussed in section 2.1.1.1.) is simply a coincidence due to the relatively small number of items in the data containing [pw]. Such observations are marked with an asterisk and are included in the thesis in order to be faithful to the data.

Lists of examples are presented throughout the thesis. In cases where the list exemplifies environments in which a phone occurs, each entry in the list is an independent example; however, in cases where the list of examples is illustrating an alternation between different phones, the first entry in the list is to be compared with the second, the third entry with the fourth, etc... (if two entries are different elicitations of the same morpheme, they will be listed on the same line, separated by a slash).

2.1. Consonants

This section describes the various consonant allophones of Mushuau Innu and assigns them to phonemes. The following chart shows the consonant phones of Mushuau Innu; segments and clusters are grouped together because several clusters are phonetically realized as single segments (such as /hk/, which has [x] as its primary allophone, see 53.
section 2.1.1.3.); in addition, several segments which are written with two graphemes are in fact single segments (such as /kw/, see section 2.1.5.5.).

Consonantal phones:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pp</td>
<td>tt</td>
<td>kk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pw</td>
<td>tw</td>
<td>kw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bw</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>gw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hp</td>
<td>ht</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>hkw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pʰ</td>
<td>tʰ</td>
<td>kʰ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.1. Oral Stops**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>m</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>ŋ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mm</td>
<td>nn</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mw</td>
<td>nw</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>nnw</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>hn</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.2. Nasals**
Table 2.3. Fricatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>f/ø</th>
<th>s, θ</th>
<th>š, ç</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ss</td>
<td>šš</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>z²⁰</td>
<td>ʒ</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4. Affricates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ts</th>
<th>ʒʃ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>ʒʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>ʒʒ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>ʒdʒ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.1. below shows the phonemic grouping of allophones of single segments (sounds that are underlying clusters are dealt with in figure 2.2.).

²⁰ There is only one instance of [z]. For various reasons it appears to be an error and will not be discussed further.
Figure 2.1. The consonant allophones of Mushuau Innu and their phonemic groupings
The allophones of each consonantal phoneme are enclosed by a different line in Figure 2.1. This demonstrates, for example, that the phoneme /k/ has allophones [k], [kk], [g] and [kʰ], while the phoneme /kw/ has allophones [k], [kw] and [gw].

Figure 2.2. shows the realization of those consonant clusters of Mushua Innu whose status as clusters is discussed within the thesis. The segments [p], [t] and [k] are shown in the figure because they are potential realizations of the clusters /hp/, /ht/ and /hk/. The group of allophones which includes [x] and [k] realizes the cluster /hk/, and the group of allophones which includes [xw] and [kw] is the cluster /hkw/.

21 The status of /nn/ as a cluster is discussed in section 2.1.2.2., the cluster status of /ss/ is discussed in section 2.1.3.2., and the cluster status of preaspirates is discussed in sections 2.1.5.4. and 3.1.2.
Figure 2.2. Notable clusters of Mushuau Innu

The evidence for the analysis represented in figures 2.1 and 2.2 is given in sections 2.1.1 to 2.1.5.6 below.

2.1.1. Oral Stops

2.1.1.1. Labials

[p] occurs word-initially, word-finally and intervocally, as well as after [s] and [ʃ].

7  piːgutteu  ‘ashes’  pi(ə)kuteu

8  fiːʃip  ‘bird (duck)’  shiship

58
<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>wi:nne:p:ow</td>
<td>‘it is black’</td>
<td>u:nip:au</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>wa:p:aw</td>
<td>‘it is white’</td>
<td>u:ap:au</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>uspi:jku:nwawa</td>
<td>‘their backs’</td>
<td>ushpishku:nu:aua</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>tji:pe:k:ow</td>
<td>‘it is thick’</td>
<td>tshishpak:au</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*[^22][p] rarely occurs before [i:]; when it does, it is usually in word-initial position or following a long vowel.

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>pi:zu:m</td>
<td>‘(see)” the sun’</td>
<td>pi:shim'u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>pi:wun</td>
<td>‘it is snowing’</td>
<td>pi:uan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>mi:fu':wa:pi:hs</td>
<td>‘house (loc.)’</td>
<td>mitshu:ah(pi)(h)(sh)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[p^h] only occurs in one lexical item, where it alternates with unaspirated [p]. This indicates that (post)aspiration is non-phonemic and that [p^h] is an allophone of /p/.

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>A'ku:h:p^h</td>
<td>‘coat’</td>
<td>aku:hp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[^22]: An asterisk is used throughout the thesis to mark observations which are not phonologically relevant, but are included to remain faithful to the data.

[^23]: Within glosses, material contained within brackets is either grammatical information, such as locative, exclusive, inclusive, plural, etc. or, it completes the gloss of the phrase from which the particular item cited was taken.
This gives us the following rule:

18  /p/ → [p] ~ [pʰ]

[pp] occurs intervocalically *usually after (sometimes before) a centralized vowel ([a], [e], [i])²⁴.

19  neppa:ya:ye  ‘if I sleep’  nipaiâne²⁵
20  appi:ah  ‘ropes’  apisha
21  neppo  ‘he dies’  nipu

[p] and [pp] alternate, suggesting they are allophones of the same phoneme.

22  pAgajimu  ‘he swims’  pakashimu
23  tpepeka:jimun  ‘you (sg.) swim’  tshipakashimun

[pp] never occurs *after a front vowel²⁶, after a long vowel, word-initially or

²⁴ [i], [A] and [e] are centralized vowels. The analysis of these centralized vowels is discussed in sections 2.2.2.1. and 2.2.2.2.

²⁵ This last n in this item corresponds to [y] in the phonetic notation. This is due to an alternation between [n] and [y] which is discussed in chapter 3. This mismatch between phonetic and orthographic representation is seen throughout the thesis.

²⁶ As discussed in section 2.2.5.2. the restriction on long consonants occurring before front vowels is not a true constraint, but a coincidence created by the distribution of vowel allophones. For this reason I have not listed it among the tendencies.
word-finally, so I have proposed the following tendencies.


As discussed in section 2.1.5.1. below, consonant length is not phonemic but is the result of an optional consonant lengthening process which does not occur in the environments listed in 24. [pp] is an allophone of /p/ optionally occurring intervocically after short vowels. This allows the formulation of the following rule:

25 /p/ \rightarrow [p] ~ [pp] / V _ V (:

[b] occurs intervocically, \* predominantly after [a:].

26 a:hɔa:bi:n 'bow' ă(h)tshâpî
27 wa:'buyan 'blanket' uâpuiân
28 wa:p/be:'kand3ew 'she washes' uâpekâ(h)itsheu

As seen in the second example above, [p] and [b] alternate freely in this position, suggesting they are allophones. This gives us the following optional rule:

29 /p/ \rightarrow [p] ~ [b] / V _ V

The patterning of [p], [pʰ], [pp] and [b] indicates that these are all allophones of the phoneme /p/. This conclusion is consistent with evidence from related dialects where neither voicing nor length is phonemic for stops (Wolfart 1996: 430).
*[pw] occurs almost exclusively before [a(:)], usually in intervocalic position.

30 tehtapwagam ‘chair’
31 ufnpwagey ‘pipe’

[bw] always occurs intervocalically. This suggests that [bw] is simply the voiced counterpart of [pw].

32 uska:bwuyan ‘new blanket’
33 ubwiwiyjaw ‘feather’

[hp] always occurs after a long vowel. Preaspirated consonants in some dialects of Montagnais-Naskapi cause lengthening of a preceding vowel (MacKenzie 1980: 67). This lengthening can be followed by loss of the aspiration, leaving a long vowel followed by a plain consonant. In Mushau Innu, [hp] alternates with [p], [ɸ], [hɸ] and [f]. This demonstrates that [p], [ɸ], [hɸ] and [f] are allophones of [hp], occurring in free variation.

34 Aku:hp /Aku:hifstream /
A’ku:fa ‘coats’
35 ’stuku:ɸ ‘(take off) your coat’
36 utAku:pihSH ‘on his coat’

27 There is only one lexical item in the data with [hp], which was elicited eight separate times.
This gives us the following optional rules:

37 /hp/ → [hp] ~ [p] ~ [f] ~ [f] ~ [h]\phi

38 /VhC/ → [V:hC]^2

In conclusion: the phoneme /p/ has allophones [p] and [pʰ] occurring in free variation in all positions, the allophone [pp] occurring in free variation with all other allophones of /p/ in intervocalic position (when the preceding vowel is short) and the allophone [b] occurring in free variation with all other allophones of /p/ in intervocalic position.

The cluster /hp/ has allophones [hp], [p], [f], [h]\phi and [f] occurring in free variation (the status of /hp/ as a cluster is discussed in section 2.1.5.4.)

The cluster /pw/ has allophones [pw] and [bw] occurring in free variation (the status of /pw/ as a cluster is discussed in section 2.1.5.5.).

2.1.1.2. Apicals

[t] occurs word-initially, word-finally, intervocally, before and after [a] as well as after [s]:

39 ta:gemew ‘he stabs (with a knife)’ tâ(h)kameu

---

It is not clear with the evidence at hand whether this vowel lengthening is synchronic or diachronic.

63
40  taska:ham  ‘he splits (wood)’  tâshkâ(h)am
41  kâ:tì:nat  ‘it is sharp’  kâtshínât(sh)
42  patte:tasìs  ‘five’  patetâ(h)t(sh)
43  no:go  ‘wind’  nûtín
44  n̪'tskwémm  ‘my wife’  nitishkuem
45  wì:naštøgëy  ‘caribou stomach’  uínáshtakai

[t] rarely occurs *word-finally, word-initially before [i] or c[ə], intervocally before [i], *or in the coda of a syllable after [i:]. The rarity of [t] before [i] in these environments may be the historical remnant of a Proto-Algonquian process whereby *t alternated with *tʃ before *i(:) (see section 1.8.1.2.), this possibility is briefly discussed in section 2.1.4.1.30

[tʰ] occurs rarely and is in free variation with [t], indicating that [tʰ] is an allophone of /t/.

29 In related dialects this form is spelled <tâshkaim~> indicating a sound change that has not occurred in Mushuau Innu.

30 This interpretation is only mentioned as a possibility, and evidence for it is scant; for this reason, and because the thesis is intended to be a synchronic analysis, this interpretation will not be pursued within the thesis.
[tt] occurs intervocally, commonly after a centralized vowel ([\textTheta], [\textLambda], [i]), with the following vowel typically being short as well. *When the following vowel is long, it is either [i:] or [e:] *(there is one instance of [u:] after [tt]).

47 kwutt\textek ‘other’ kutak
48 m\textesett\textah ‘feet’ mishita
49 mi:pitt\textah ‘teeth’ mipita
50 m\textitti:di ‘hand’ mit\texti(h)tshi
51 tfe:lyukutte:jo ‘bufflehead (duck)’ tshetshikuteshu

[tt] never occurs after a long vowel, word-initially or word-finally (the same observations noted for [pp]), so:

52 *[V:tt]*[#tt] *[tt#]

[t] and [tt] alternate quite often, demonstrating that, as with /p/, length is not phonemic in /t/.

53 m\texteset ‘foot’ mishit
54 m\textesett\textah ‘feet’ mishita

\footnote{This [\textTheta] is epenthetic. The epentheses rule is discussed in section 3.1.5.}
As with /p/, /t/ lengthens intervocally (providing the first vowel is short):

\[
\begin{align*}
/t/ & \rightarrow [t] \sim [tt] & V & \sim & V (;) \\
\end{align*}
\]

[d] occurs very rarely in the data.

```
57  menduf
    ‘insect’

58  misko:ð(ʊ)n
    ‘it freezes’
```

As [d] occurs in a voicing environment (between sonorants), I assume that [d] is an allophone of /t/ (as [b] is of /p/).

\[
\begin{align*}
/t/ & \rightarrow [d] & [\text{+[son]}] & \sim & [\text{+[son]}] \\
\end{align*}
\]

The rarity of /t/-voicing in Mushuau Innu is in contrast with related dialects, such as Sheshatshiu Montagnais, where /t/ is routinely voiced intervocally (Clarke 1982: 7).

The above observations indicate that there is a phoneme /t/ with allophones: [t], [tʰ], [tt] and [d].

\[32\] This [ə] is epenthetic. The epenthesis rule is discussed in section 3.1.5.
[tw] occurs intervocally and word-finally.

60  nist⁴  ‘three’  nisht⁴
61  pe:twew  ‘he hears (thunder)’  pe(h)tueu
62  na:twaya:fo  ‘the lake (is near)’  nātuāiāshu

[tw], when it occurs word-finally, alternates with [t] (there is only one item in the data with word-final [tw]). This suggests that [t] and [tw] are allophones of the phoneme /t⁴/:  

63  nist⁴ / nist  ‘three’  nisht⁴

[ht] almost always occurs after a long vowel (usually word-finally). This suggests that vowels tend to lengthen before [ht] (as occurs before [hp] see section 2.1.1.1.). Aspiration may then delete leaving the long vowel followed by [t] (as in example 66).

64  a:htsuk⁴  ‘seal’  ̣a(h)tshik⁴
65  'pmu:htew  ‘he walks’  pimū(h)teu
66  miht  ‘firewood’  mi(h)t
67  mi:hta / mi:tah  ‘firewood (pl.)’  mi(h)ta

While [ht] tends not to occur intervocally, [θ] always occurs intervocally.
This suggests that intervocalic [ht] is often realized as [θ].

68 maːjigaːʔuwaʔs ‘they fight’ māshi(h)ikātuat(sh)
69 piːʔegemits ‘in a room’ pi(h)takami(h)t(sh)
70 utiːʔemən ‘shoulder’ uti(h)timin
71 inaːʔuk’a ‘spruce’ innətik’a

This gives us the following optional rule34:

72 /ht/ → [ht] ~ [t] ~ [θ] / V _ V

[ç] occurs once, alternating with [h] before [ts]. This suggests that [ç] is an allophone of the preaspiration (/h/) before [ts].

73 taːhuːhɨs / taːhuːçɨs ‘on top’ tā(h)kū(h)t(sh)

33 This occurs in the data most commonly when the following vowel is [ə]

34 [θ] typically occurs after a long vowel, demonstrating the vowel lengthening (synchronic or diachronic) that occurs before preaspirated consonants. However, there are two instances of [θ] occurring after a short vowel.

1 magupəθum ‘he ties’ mākupitam“
2 taːpəθo ‘evenly’ tāpitu

The orthography (as well as the lack of vowel lengthening) suggests that these instances of [θ] are not realizations of /ht/, but rather of /t/. This suggests that /t/ may exceptionally be realized as [θ], perhaps as the result of 'excessive' postaspiration (aspirated [θ] is in free variation with [t] as discussed above). As these are the only instances, this exceptional realization of /t/ will not be discussed further.
In conclusion: the phoneme /t/ has allophones [t] and [\textipa{\textsuperscript{th}}] occurring in free variation in all positions, the allophone [tt] occurring in free variation with [\textipa{\textsuperscript{th}}], [t] and [d] in intervocalic position (where the preceding vowel is short) and the allophone [d] occurring in free variation with all other allophones of /t/ in intervocalic position (though [d] is a rare allophone of /t/).

The cluster /ht/ has allophones [ht] and [t] occurring in free variation word-finally and the allophone [\textipa{\theta}] occurring in free variation with all other allophones of /ht/ intervocalically (the status of /ht/ as a cluster is discussed in section 2.1.5.4.)

The phoneme /tw/ has allophones [tw] and [t] occurring in free variation word-finally (the status of /tw/ as a phoneme is discussed in section 2.1.5.5.).

2.1.1.3. Velars

[k] occurs word-initially, word-finally and intervocalically, as well as after [s] and [ʃ]:

74 \textit{ka}:\textit{fi}:'\textit{num} \quad \text{‘she wipes’} \quad \textit{kāshīn}ā\textit{m}a

75 kwut\textit{tők} \quad \text{‘other’} \quad \textit{kutak}

76 n\textit{e}\textit{ka}:\textit{wn} \quad \text{‘my mother’} \quad \textit{nikāu}u\textit{i}

77 a:nīs\textit{f}kuta:\textit{bew} \quad \text{‘he makes a knot’} \quad ånishku\textit{tāpeu}

78 nta:s\textit{k}eh\textit{en} \quad \text{‘I split wood’} \quad nitāshkā(h)en\textsuperscript{35}

\textsuperscript{35} In related dialects this form is spelled <$nitāshkein$> due to a phonological process that does not occur in Mushuau Innu.

69
[k] does not occur before [i(:)], while [ʃ] frequently does. This suggests a synchronic or diachronic change of /k/ to [ʃ] before [i(:)]. As discussed in section 1.5.2. above, PA *k became /ʃ/ in this environment, in Montagnais-Naskapi:

\[ \text{PA} *k > \text{CMN} \, \text{ʃ} \quad / \quad - \quad \text{i(:)} \]

While this historical change accounts for the synchronic absence of [k] in this environment, the question remains as to whether or not this rule is still operative in Mushuau Innu. This can be answered by looking at an exception to this rule. There is one lexical item that maintains [k] before /i/: \textit{kiye} 'and' <kie>. The fact that this form does not undergo the palatalization rule indicates that palatalization is no longer operative in Mushuau Innu\textsuperscript{36}.

[kʰ] only occurs in one lexical item. As postaspiration does not appear to be phonemic with /t/ or /p/, I will assume that this is also the case with /k/ and that [kʰ] is a non-phonemic variant of /k/.

\[ \text{nįʃkʰ} \quad \text{‘goose’} \quad \text{nįʃk} \]

\textsuperscript{36} If this conjunction is an inherited form it would be expected to have undergone any historical rule of palatalization. Michelson (1939: 79), notes that /ki-/, meaning ‘and’, occurs throughout Montagnais-Naskapi, and explains that this one exception to the palatalization rule is not an exception. The [i] in this form is not the original vowel, as can be seen from the Cree form, <kaye:> ‘and’. The original vowel must have raised to [i] at some point in the shared history of Montagnais-Naskapi.
[kk] is rare, and always occurs between rounded vowels:

81 ukkweyo ‘his neck’ ukueiau
82 nukkumu ‘he sings’ nikamu
83 puukunne:hom ‘he digs (hole in the ground)’ pakune(h)am

Following the pattern of consonant lengthening observed for /p/ and /t/, we have the following rule:

84 /k/ → [kk] / V _ V(:)

As with [pp] and [tt], [kk] never occurs after a long vowel, word-initially or word-finally, so:

85 *[V:kk] *[#kk] *[kk#]

[g] occurs intervocally, predominantly after [a:].

86 jiwi:ta:ɡən ‘salt’ shiu(h)takan
87 uku:ta:ɡən ‘throat’ ukū(h)takan
88 pa:ɡum ‘he vomits’ pākumu
89 ma:ɡku:mew ‘he bites (apple)’ mâkumeu

The standard orthography for this example would be <pakuneim>. The reason for the discrepancy is that the standard orthography reflects a phonological process which occurs in other dialects but which is not operative in Mushuau Innu.
As seen example 89, [k] and [g] are in free variation intervocally. This indicates that, as with /p/ and /t/, voicing is non-phonemic in velar oral stops.

This gives us the following rule:

\[ /k/ \rightarrow [g] \quad / \quad V \quad _ \quad V \]

The above observations suggest there is a phoneme /k/, with allophones [k], [kh], [kk], [g].

[kw] occurs word-initially, word-finally, intervocally, as well as after [s] and [ʃ]. *[kw] never occurs before or after [ə], [ʌ], [i].

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>kwuttøk</td>
<td>‘other’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>mistuk’/</td>
<td>‘stick of wood’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>missi:jkwa</td>
<td>‘eyes’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>iskwewuts</td>
<td>‘women’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>pi;’kwewun</td>
<td>‘one hair (person)’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[kw] alternates freely with [k] in word-final position.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>peyuk’/ peyuk</td>
<td>‘one’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>mistuk’/ mistuk</td>
<td>‘stick of wood’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[gw] occurs intervocally *(though not before or after [ə], [ʌ] or [i]). Since [g] is an intervocalic allophone of /k/, it is reasonable to assume that [gw] is an intervocalic allophone of [kw].

98 uttətʃ'ina:'begwa 'guts' utâtshishiâpekua

[hk] does not occur in the data; however, [x] occurs frequently, always after a long vowel. Assuming a pattern congruity with /hp/ and /ht/, [x] realizes the cluster /hk/; furthermore, /hk/ can also surface as [k]. This is inferred from alternations between [x] and [k].

99 utʃekəta:x/kut ‘stars’ utshekata(h)kuat(sh)
100 atti:xustukwan ‘caribou head’ ati(h)kushtikuân
101 atti:kus'kəna ‘caribou bones’ ati(h)kushkana

That [x] always occurs after a long vowel is further evidence that preaspirated consonants tend to cause preceding vowels to lengthen.

[x] and [h] alternate intervocally.

102 ta:ha:w / ta:xawa ‘it is cold’ tâ(h)kâu

As [x] is always an allophone of /hk/, it follows that [h] is also an allophone of /hk/ in this example.

This suggests that: [x] is an allophone of /hk/ in all environments, [h] and [k] are intervocalic allophones of /hk/, and [xw] and [hw] are intervocalic allophones of /hkw/.

This gives us the following rules:

105 /hk/ \[38\] \rightarrow \ [k] \sim [x] \sim [h] \ / \ V \_ \ V

106 /hkw/ \rightarrow \ [xw] \sim [hw] \ / \ V \_ \ V

107 /hkw/ \rightarrow \ [xw]

There is only one instance of [hkw] in the data; this instance of [hkw] is in fact an allophone of /skw/ (as discussed in section 2.1.3.2. below).

In conclusion: the phoneme /k/ has allophones [k] and [kh] occurring in free variation in all positions, the allophone [kk] occurring in free variation with all other allophones of /k/ in intervocalic position (where the preceding vowel is short) and the allophone [g] occurring in free variation with all other allophones of /k/ in intervocalic position.

38 There are no word-final instances of /hk/ in the data.
The cluster /hk/ has allophones [x], [h] and [k] occurring in free variation intervocally (the status of /hk/ as a cluster is discussed in sections 2.1.5.4. and 3.1.2.)

The phoneme /kw/ has allophones [kw] and [k] occurring in free variation word-finally and the allophone [gw] occurring in free variation with [kw] intervocally (the status of /kw/ as a phoneme is discussed in sections 2.1.5.5. and 3.1.2.).

The cluster /hkw/ has allophones [xw] and [hw] occurring in free variation intervocally (the cluster status of preaspirates and the segmental status of /kw/ are discussed in sections 2.1.5.4. and 3.1.2.).

2.1.1.4. Summary

Length, voicing and post-aspiration are non-phonemic and variable in the oral stop series. Consonants tend to lengthen intervocally after centralized vowels; however, oral stops tend not to lengthen in certain environments:

\[
108 \quad \text{*V:C:} \quad \text{*C:} \quad \text{*C:#}
\]

Voicing of stops tends to occur intervocally.

The following is a list of optional rules pertaining to oral stops:

\[
109 \quad C \quad \rightarrow \quad C: /V \quad - \quad V (:) \\
\text{[-son]}
\]

---

There is one other tendency to note about long consonants: long consonants never occur after front vowels in the data. As discussed in section 2.2.5.2. this is not a constraint on long consonants, but simply a coincidence created by the distribution of vowel allophones.
The change of /hp/ to [ɸ], [hɸ] or [f], and the change of /hkw/ to [xw], though similar to the fricativization rule above, must be accounted for by a different rule. This is required because /hkw/ and /hp/ can become fricatives word-finally, where other sequences of /hC/ do not fricativize.

2.1.2. Nasals

In this section I will argue for the existence of three nasal phonemes in Mushuau Innu: /m/, /n/ and /mʷ/ and one nasal cluster: /nn/.

40 Not all stops show this general environment for voicing in the data; for example, /p/ only voices intervocalically in the data. However, based on evidence from related dialects, I assume that all stops in Mushuau Innu have the same environment for voicing (intersonorant), but have varying susceptibility to voicing: /k/ undergoes voicing more commonly than /p/, which in turn is more commonly voiced than /t/.

41 Though this rule pertains to vowels it is included here because it was uncovered during the description of preaspirates. The data do not allow a determination on whether this rule is synchronic or diachronic.

42 The argument for the phonemic status of /mʷ/ is in sections 2.1.5.5. and 3.1.2.
2.1.2.1. Labials

[m] occurs word-initially, word-finally and intervocally, as well as after [p].

116  mənnoːt̪o  ‘there is no wind’   ama  nûtin
117  mənnuːn  ‘right hand’   uminûn
118  ḥinipiːm  ‘your water’   tshinipîm
119  ufam  ‘much’  ushâm
120  uː t̪eʃyemæʃ  ‘fish guts’   utatshishîmesh
121  waːpmin  ‘apple’  uâpimin

The occurrence of [m] after [p] may often be the result of syncope. MacKenzie (1980: 125) states that vowel syncope is common in CMN between homorganic consonants. Furthermore, the occurrence of syncope in this environment is demonstrated by the fact that the sequence [pm] often alternates with [pəm].

122  waːpmin  ‘apple’  uâpimin
123  waːpəməna  ‘(he bites an) apple’  uâpimina
124  mənnepəmənweːnaːn  ‘we (excl.) do not cook’  ama  nipiminuenân
125  pəmənneʃwew  ‘she cooks’  piminueu

This alternation shows that certain vowels can be deleted between homorganic [m] and [p]. The nature of Mushuau Innu syncope is discussed in section 3.1.4.
[mm] occurs intervocally (there are only four instances), typically after a centralized vowel; [mm] follows the constraints on long consonant distribution mentioned in section 2.1.1.4.

126 tʃimunno ‘it rains’ tshimuan
127 kʷuskummo ‘it is straight’ kuishkumu
128 meŋgem’emnana:n ‘we (incl) do not drink’ ama tshiminnân
129 ɬam’imixʷ’ ‘beaver’ amishkʷ

This shows that [mm] is an allophone of [m], and gives us the following rule:

130 /m/ → [m] ~ [mm] / V _ _ V (:

[mw] occurs word-initially, word-finally and intervocally.

131 mwi:kʷ ‘blood’ umi(h)kʷ
132 ni:mʷ ‘he dances’ nimu
133 umwassina ‘his shoes’ umassina

Some instances of [mw] are the result of a labialization process: MacKenzie (1980: 134) reports a labialization process for several Montagnais dialects. An initial /u/ causes a following /m/ to become [mw], the /u/ then deletes. This process is at work in Mushuau Innu as well; however, the triggering environment (initial /u/) does not necessarily delete in Mushuau Innu as it does in Montagnais dialects:
Not all instances of initial /u/ followed by /m/ undergo labialization, so this is an optional rule:

\[
/m/ \rightarrow [m] \sim [mw] / \# /u/ \_ \_ V(:)
\]

This labialization process is the source of some instances of [mw]; however, labialization does not account for all instances. [mw] is also an independent phoneme as discussed in section 2.1.5.5.

2.1.2.2. Apicals

[n] occurs word-initially, word-finally and intervocalically. *[n] can also occur before or after [w]. There is also one instance of [n] occurring before [d].

---

43 As discussed in section 2.2.5.2. [u] is an allophone of /u/.

44 It is possible that this labialization occurs whenever an initial /u/ is followed by any labial consonant: [ubwiwiyjop] ‘feather’ up\_\_u\_\_i\_\_ship. The orthography of this item suggests that the initial sequence is /upi:/ and that the [w] seen in the transcription is the result of labialization. This is supported by evidence from Western Naskapi. Western Naskapi has the item up\_\_i\_\_i\_i\_i\_i\_i\_ ‘feather’ (MacKenzie and Jancewicz 1994: 175), suggesting that, at least historically, the Mushua Innu word for ‘feather’ had initial /upi:/ . If Mushua Innu still has this sequence underlingly, then the labialization process seen above does not just occur on /m/ after initial /u/, but can occur on any labial consonant after initial /u/.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>137</th>
<th>no'fa:no</th>
<th>‘he sucks (mother’s breast)’</th>
<th>nushânu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td>na:pew</td>
<td>‘man’</td>
<td>nápeu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>mto:wiyun</td>
<td>‘I hunt’</td>
<td>natû(h)un⁴⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>utëfimiga:jun</td>
<td>‘his name’</td>
<td>utishini(h)kâshun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>u:fiñum</td>
<td>‘he laughs’</td>
<td>ushinam&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>u:skumwawa</td>
<td>‘their livers’</td>
<td>ushkunûâua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143</td>
<td>usikowissiʃ</td>
<td>‘red breasted’</td>
<td>ushikuaunissish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>menduf</td>
<td>‘insect’</td>
<td>manitush</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[nn] occurs intervocally or after a vowel and before [w]. *The preceding vowel is usually a centralized vowel ([, ə, ʌ]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>145</th>
<th>pa:qibinno</th>
<th>‘it swells’</th>
<th>pâtshipanu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>ni:jutkekənna</td>
<td>‘there are two (canoes)’</td>
<td>nîshutakana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td>we:pənum</td>
<td>‘he throws (a stone)’</td>
<td>uepinam&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>uskeññwawa</td>
<td>‘their bones’</td>
<td>ushkunûâua</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[nn] alternates with [n] suggesting they are allophones of the same phoneme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>149</th>
<th>u:p'me:ʃəno</th>
<th>‘he lies on the side’</th>
<th>ų(h)pimeshinu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

⁴⁵ The orthography reflects the Pessamiu Montagnais pronunciation; other Montagnais dialects have natâu for this word. The Mushuau Innu pronunciation is similar to the Moose Swampy Cree form natowiho (Ellis 1995: 498).
While [nn] is an allophone of the phoneme /n/, [nn] also realizes the cluster /nn/.

There are two reasons for assuming this analysis. Firstly, there are many items such as [‘innu] ‘person’ <i’innu>, which are elicited many different times in the Mailhot data, and always surface with [nn]. If these [nn] were the result of a variable lengthening rule they should alternate with short [n]. Secondly, unlike other long consonants, some long [nn] surface after long vowels.

I assume that non-alternating [nn] are not the result of a consonant lengthening process, but are rather a sequence of identical sounds; they are thus not subject to the constraints on the consonant lengthening process.

---

[nn] which never alternates with [n] may be analysed as either a long consonant or a sequence of two /n/. As there is no evidence for underlyingly long stops, it would complicate the phonology to hypothesize an independent long stop phoneme. Assuming that non-alternating [nn] are in fact sequences of two /n/ explains the distribution without introducing an otherwise unmotivated length distinction for consonants.
This sequence of identical sounds does not violate the Obligatory Contour Principle, because, as discussed in section 1.9.4., Mushuau Innu allows neighbouring identical phones to share a single feature specification.

While certain [nn] are a sequence of identical sounds, many [nn] are the result of the following rule:

156 \( /n/ \rightarrow [n] \sim [nn] / V \_ \_ V (:) \)

[nw] typically occurs intervocalically and never word-finally.

157 tʃi:nwaw ‘you (pl.)’
158 wi:nwaw ‘they’
159 u:skunwawa ‘their livers’
160 ustukwa:nwawa ‘their heads’

[nw] is usually heteromorphemic. Most cases of [nw] are in words with a plural meaning, and appear to be the result of the addition of a [waw] <uāu> or [wawa] <uāua> plural suffix.

All word-initial [nw] are the result of syncope, which occurs when the first person prefix /ni-/ is added to a stem that has an initial [w] (see section 3.1.4.)
[nnw] occurs in environments where /n/ would tend to lengthen (after short vowels) and as with [nw], [nnw] is typically heteromorphemic:

163 uskΩnnwawa 'their bones' ushkanuāua

As [nw] and [nnw] are typically the result of suffixation, they are best analyzed as a sequence of /n/ and [w].

Syllabic [p] occurs word-initially before /t/, /n/, [θ] or [ð] (coronal non-continuants).

164 ηta:goamaw 'I stab (with a knife)' nitā(h)kamāu
165 ηta:skehen 'I split wood' nitāshkā(h)en48
166 ηta:kufin 'I come (early)' nitakushin
167 η'na:pem 'my husband' nināpem

47 The first person prefix in these forms is spelled <n-> without the following /i/ being indicated. This spelling convention does not reflect the underlying form, as the first person prefix is /ni-/ as shown in section 3.1.4.

48 In related dialects this form is spelled <nitāshkein> indicating a sound change that has not occurred in Mushuau Innu.
[ŋ] is the result of syncope between a word-initial /n/ and a coronal non-continuant. This process is seen in related dialects; MacKenzie (1980: 91) reports that clusters of nasal and homorganic stop created by syncope often result in the nasal becoming syllabic.

Vowel syncope between homorganic consonants does occur in Mushuau Innu, as discussed in section 3.1.4. That [ŋ] is the result of such syncope can be observed in the patterning of the first person prefix /ni-/.

When this prefix is added to a stem beginning in a continuant or a non-coronal consonant, it surfaces with a vowel:

- 170 massin ‘shoe’ massin
- 171 ne'messin ‘my shoe’ nimassin
- 172 nijimikowin ‘my third cousin (younger)’ nishimikâuun
- 173 niskat ‘my leg’ nishkât
- 174 niste:j ‘my older brother’ nishtesh
- 175 niste:ji:kowin ‘my third cousin (older male)’ nishteshikâuun
- 176 ne'ka:wn ‘my mother’ nikâuui
- 177 neji:m ‘my younger sibling’ nishim

There is no evidence in the data for syllabic /m/ in the data.
As shown in examples 171 to 177, addition of the prefix /ni-/ to stems with continuants or non-coronals results in the allophones [ni-], [n̥i-] and [n̥θ-]. In contrast, when the prefix /ni-/ is added to a stem beginning in any coronal non-continuant, the vowel deletes, and the /n/ becomes syllabic, as seen in the following examples:

178  ηto:ʒim  ‘my son-in-law’  nitūšim
179  ηtu:t  ‘my boat’  nitūt
180  ηta:hoʒa:bi:n  ‘my bow’  nitâ(h)tsâpi
181  ηti:h'ɔzi:n  ‘my hand’  nitâ(h)tsî
182  ηto:ta  ‘listen’  natu(h)ta

Thus, [ŋ] alternates with [ni], [n̥i] and [n̥θ] indicating that [ŋ] results from syncope.

I assume that all instances of [ŋ] are derived like the [ŋ] of the first person prefix; that is, they result from vowel syncope between a word-initial /n/ and a coronal non-continuant. Nasal syllabification is best described as two rules: vowel syncope, which is described in section 3.1.4. and then syllabification itself which can be described with the following rule:

183  /n/  →  [ŋ]  /  #  -  C  \\
     [COR]  [-cont]
[hn] only occurs in one lexical item in the data. I assume that [hn] is a consonant cluster, as are other preaspirated consonants (see sections 2.1.5.4. and 3.1.2.).

184 wa:hnaw ‘it is far’ uá(h)àu

2.1.2.3. Velars

[ŋ] only occurs in one item in the data, before [g], where assimilation of /n/ to [ŋ] may be expected.

185 wɔŋgən ‘backbone’ uǎukan

However, in related dialects there is no nasal consonant in this item cf. Perhaps labiovelar [w] may be realized as velar [ŋ] before a velar consonant. In that case, the sequence [wɔŋ] should be analyzed as /uauk/, as indicated by the orthography (see section 2.2.4.3. for the relationship between /u/ and [w]; and section 2.2.2.3. for the relationship between /a/ and [o]). As this is the only instance of [ŋ] it is impossible to determine the precise environment for the nasalization of [w], furthermore, it is not conclusive that this one instance of [ŋ] is in fact a realization of [w] (as the evidence is restricted to evidence from related dialects); however, I tentatively propose the following rule:

186 /u/51 → [ŋ] / a _ k

50 Alternatively, this [ŋ] may simply be vowel nasalization, heard as a velar nasal consonant.

51[w] is an allophone of /u/ as discussed in section 2.2.4.3.
2.1.3. Fricatives

2.1.3.1.

Labial fricatives - [f] and [φ], are allophones of /hp/, see section 2.1.1.1.

2.1.3.2. Apicals

[θ] is an allophone of [ht]. [ç] is an allophone of the [h] component of [ht], see section 2.1.1.2.

There is one short coronal fricative phoneme: /s/, which has allophones: [s], [ʃ], [ʒ], [h] and [ss]. There is also a long coronal fricative morpheme: /ʃʃ/, which has allophones [ʃʃ], [ʃ], [ʃʃ], [ʃ]. This long coronal fricative is the diminutive morpheme which has an exceptional underlying form. In addition there is a cluster /ss/ which always surfaces as [ss] and so is phonetically identical with the long allophone of /s/. The basis for these conclusions follows.

[s] occurs before /p/, /t/, /k/, /kw/ and /n/. [s] occasionally appears intervocalically or word-finally.

187 nẹspa:qiyu:n ‘left hand’ nashpátshiün
188 mištukʷ ‘tree’ mishtikʷ
t1pa:c:f3iyu:n
188 míshtik⁻ ‘tree’ mishtik⁻
189 atti:kug’kəna ‘caribou bones’ ati(h)kushkana
190 pəskʷtənəw ‘the mountain (is far)’ pishkutināu
191 usni:tʃo ‘a young Indian’ ussinítshishu
When [s] occurs before /k/ or /kw/ it often alternates with [ʃ], suggesting [s] and [ʃ] are allophones of the same phoneme.

193 \text{nisk}^h / \text{nisk}^h \quad \text{‘goose’} \quad \text{nishk}

194 m\text{ena}\text{jkw}\text{w} \quad \text{‘forest’} \quad \text{minâshkuâu}

195 m\text{ena}\text{skwa}\text{j}o \quad \text{‘a small forest’} \quad \text{minâshkuâshu}

196 \text{usk}\text{w} \quad \text{‘it is new’} \quad \text{ushkâu}

197 \text{uska}\text{bwuyan} \quad \text{‘a new blanket’} \quad \text{ushkâpuiân}

198 \text{uska}\text{ssina} \quad \text{‘a new shoe’} \quad \text{ushkassina}

\text{[ʃ]} occurs word-initially, word-finally, and intervocally.

199 \text{ʃi}\text{ʃip} \quad \text{‘bird (duck)’} \quad \text{shîship}

200 \text{u}t\text{ø}@\text{yemsh} \quad \text{‘fish guts’} \quad \text{utatshishimesh}

201 \text{awe}\text{ʃi}f \quad \text{‘animal’} \quad \text{aueshish}

202 \text{a}ʃ\text{inin} \quad \text{‘stone’} \quad \text{asinhî}

203 \text{məʃot} \quad \text{‘foot’} \quad \text{mishît}
[ʃ] occurs before /p/ and /k/ (but not /t/). Where [ʃ] occurs before /k/ it often alternates with [s] as seen above 52.

204 ʧɪʃpəkɔw ‘its is thick’ tshishpakâu
205 tanteyʃpəʃ ‘where’ tânite ishipish
206 uʃka:t ‘his leg’ ushkât
207 uspiʃkunwawa ‘their backs’ ushpishkunuâua

The apical fricatives [s] and [ʃ] are in near complementary distribution: [ʃ] occurs intervocally, word-initially and word-finally; [s] occurs before /t/ (rarely intervocally or word-finally); both [s] and [ʃ] occur before /p/ and /k/. This near complementary distribution of [s] and [ʃ] (and their alternation) suggests that they are allophones of the same phoneme. The only environments in which both frequently occur are before /p/ and /k/, and in these environments, perhaps [s] and [ʃ] are in free variation.

In some dialects of CMN, /s/ and /ʃ/ are distinct phonemes. For example in Sheshatshiu Montagnais, the diminutive is marked by /ss/, while the pejorative is marked by /ʃ/ (MacKenzie 1999: personal communication). Additionally, in Chisasibi Cree, /s/ and /ʃ/ are separate phonemes; however, at the phonetic level, they are often indistinguishable: "Cette variation dans le volume de la cavité buccale d’avant porte à

---

52 There are no instances in the data of [s] and [ʃ] alternating before [p]. This is probably due to the fact that there are few items in the data with the sequence [sp] or [ʃp] and those items that do show one of these clusters are rarely elicited more than once.
confondre phonétiquement [§] et [s]" (Martin 1974: 57).

In contrast, the complementary distribution in Mailhot’s data provides strong evidence that [s] and [j] are allophones of the same phoneme in Mushuau Innu. This phoneme will be designated /s/. /s/ surfaces as [s] before /t/; as [s] or [j] before /p/ and /k/; and as [j] initially, finally or intervocally.

This gives us the following set of rules:

\[
\begin{align*}
208 & \quad /s/ \rightarrow [j] \% \{ \# - V (;) \} \\
209 & \quad /s/ \rightarrow [s] - [j] /{\{ k \}}
\end{align*}
\]

[j] alternates with [h] intervocally, particularly after a long vowel.

\[
\begin{align*}
210 & \quad p\text{\ö}nne:ji/(p\text{\ö}nne:fi) \quad \text{‘bird’} \quad \text{pineshish} \\
211 & \quad awe:hi:hit/awe:ji:jiit \quad \text{‘animals’} \quad \text{aueshishat(sh)} \\
212 & \quad u\text{\ö}ta:ku//hit \quad \text{‘(he died) yesterday’} \quad \text{utåkushit(sh)} \\
213 & \quad n\text{\ö}me:he:s/n\text{\ö}me:je:s \quad \text{‘fish (plural)’} \quad \text{nameshat(sh)}
\end{align*}
\]

This patterning suggests that [j] and [h] are in free variation intervocally. As [j] is an allophone of /s/ (see section 2.1.3.2. above), [h] must be as well. /s/ can also be realized as [h] before /kw/.

\[
\begin{align*}
214 & \quad ka\text{\ö}t\text{\ö}n\text{\ö}nwa:s/hka:wak \quad \text{‘a long (stick)’} \quad \text{kåtshiuåshkuå(h)k}
\end{align*}
\]
This example could be interpreted as either underlying /h/ alternating with [s] or an underlying /s/ alternating with [h]. The Pessamiu dialect of Montagnais has the form <tshinuashkuan> ‘something (wood) is long’ (Drapeau 1991: 711). Western Naskapi has the form <chinwaaskun> ‘it (stick-like) is long, tall’ (MacKenzie and Jancewicz 1994: 303). As two dialects related to Mushuau Innu show [s]/[f] before /k/, I assume that the Mushuau Innu form is an underlying /skw/, which is alternating with [hk]. This alternation of [s] and [h] before [k], as well as the intervocalic alternation of [f] and [h] gives us the following rules:

\[
\begin{align*}
215 & \quad /s/ \quad \rightarrow \quad [f] \sim [h] \\
216 & \quad /s/ \quad \rightarrow \quad [h] \sim [s]
\end{align*}
\]

\( [3] \) occurs between sonorants (usually intervocally). This suggests that, in keeping with the lack of phonemic voicing elsewhere, \( [3] \) is simply the voiced allophone of \( [f] \) and therefore another allophone of /s/.

\[
\begin{align*}
217 & \quad t\bar{\text{i}}\text{zikow} \quad \text{‘it is daytime’} \\
218 & \quad a\text{dzi:ta:3o} \quad \text{‘he counts’} \\
219 & \quad m\text{essi:3uk}^a \quad \text{‘eye’} \\
220 & \quad m\text{a:mifagen3yu} \quad \text{‘it (anim.) is spotted’}
\end{align*}
\]

The allophonic relationship between \( [3] \) and \( [f] \) is supported by alternations:

\[
\begin{align*}
221 & \quad n\text{ek/ga:j3ine':nan} \quad \text{‘we (excl.) wipe’} \\
\end{align*}
\]
The occurrence of anterior [3] between sonorants, suggests that the /s/ not only surfaces with an anterior articulation intervocally, but between sonorants in general. This gives us the following rule:

\[
\begin{align*}
222 \quad /s/ & \rightarrow [\rangle \sim [3] / [+\text{son}] \quad _{-} [-+\text{son}] \\
\end{align*}
\]

In summary, /s/ has allophones [s], [ʃ], [h], and [3].

/s/ also has the long allophone [ss]. This allophonic relationship between /s/ and [ss] is seen in the following alternation where [ʃ] (the intersonorant allophone of /s/) and [ss] (the long allophone of /s/) alternate.

\[
\begin{align*}
223 \quad m\text{ʃ}w\text{e}(y) & \quad '\text{all}' & \text{mishue} \\
224 \quad m\text{ss}w\text{uwe} & \quad '\text{all (the children)}' & \text{mishue} \\
\end{align*}
\]

So, as with other consonants, /s/ can lengthen intervocally:

\[
\begin{align*}
225 \quad /s/ & \rightarrow [ss] / V _{-} V (:) \\
\end{align*}
\]

This rule indicates that when /s/ is long, the [+anterior] allophone surfaces\(^\text{53}\).

While [ss] is the long allophone of /s/, [ss] is also, in some items, the realization of the cluster /ss/. This difference between [ss] the long allophone of /s/ and [ss] the

---

\(^{53}\) There are a very small number of items in the data that show [ʃʃ] as the long intervocalic allophone of /s/. This is very rare and typically the [ʃʃ] in these cases alternates with [ss]. As this long [-anterior] allophone of /s/ is very rare, I will assume it is exceptional.
cluster is the same distinction drawn between /n/ and /nn/ in section 2.1.2.2. above. Many instances of [nn] are in fact not long consonants, but sequences of two /n/. Similarly, [ss] is sometimes not the long allophone of /s/, but instead a cluster. This cluster status is demonstrated by the consistent occurrence of [ss] in the same item in divergent elicitations. For example, the word for ‘shoe’, massin <massin>, is recorded in a wide array of forms, in different sections of the Mailhot data set. The form always surfaces as [ss] and never as [ʃ] (the intersonorant allophone of /s/). If [ss] were always an allophone of /s/ in free variation with [ʃ], the [ss] in massin <massin> ‘shoe’ should surface occasionally as [ʃ], but this never happens. This can be accounted for by considering non-alternating [ss] a sequence of two /s/, just as non-alternating [nn] is described as a sequence of two /n/.

This sequence of identical sounds does not violate the Obligatory Contour Principle, because, as discussed in section 1.9.4., Mushuau Innu allows neighbouring identical phones to share a single feature specification.

A remaining problem is that of long [ʃʃ], which marks the diminutive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>Utewo Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>226</td>
<td>uta:ba:'niʃʃa*</td>
<td>‘cars (dim.)’</td>
<td>utāpānisha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>227</td>
<td>ka:gwuʃʃ</td>
<td>‘porcupine (dim.)’</td>
<td>kākush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228</td>
<td>attixuʃʃ</td>
<td>‘caribou (dim.)’</td>
<td>ati(h)kush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>229</td>
<td>puta:ʃʃ</td>
<td>‘bottle (dim.)’</td>
<td>pūtāsh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>Attumuʃʃ</td>
<td>‘dog (dim.)’</td>
<td>atimuss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The diminutive marker (⟨ʃʃ⟩) does not conform to the usual constraints on long consonants as it can occur word-finally and it can occur after a long vowel. To solve this problem, I hypothesize that the diminutive has an exceptional underlying representation: it is both underlingly long and underlingly [-anterior]. The length of the morpheme can be accounted for by assuming that the diminutive is underlingly a sequence of two identical consonants. The morpheme would have the lexical specification [-anterior].

This gives us the following representation for the diminutive morpheme /ʃʃ/:

```
Diminutive:

X X

[-ant]
[+cont]
```

![Figure 2.3. U.R. of the diminutive](image)

As with /nn/ and /ss/, /ʃʃ/ does not violate the Obligatory Contour Principle, because, as discussed in section 1.9.4., Mushuau Innu allows neighbouring identical phones to share a single feature specification.

The diminutive morpheme, /ʃʃ/, sometimes surfaces as [ʃ], [s] and [ss], suggesting

---

54 In figure 2.3., the 'X' stands for the skeletal tier units. The internal structure of the feature tree is not shown.
that these are all possible phonetic realizations of the diminutive suffix\(^\text{55}\) (all of the examples below contain the diminutive morpheme).

231 \(\text{a'wa:]f}]\text{i}s / wa:]ss\text{is}\) ‘children’ auåssat(sh)

232 \(\text{na:pe]}f]\text{i}s\) ‘boys’ nåpeshat(sh)

233 \(\text{na:'p}\text{e}s / na:pe}\text{s}\) ‘boy’ nåpesh

The sequence /ʃʃ/, which marks the diminutive, rarely surfaces as [s] or [ʃ]; when one of these short allophones of /ʃʃ/ does surface, it is always word-final:

234 /ʃʃ/ → [ʃʃ] ~ [ss] ~ [ʃ] ~ [s] / _ #

/ʃʃ/ rarely surfaces as [ss]; when it does surface as [ss] there appears to be no environmental conditioning for its surfacing as such.

235 /ʃʃ/ → [ʃʃ] ~ [ss]

In summary there is one apical fricative: /s/, as well as the cluster /ss/. The diminutive morpheme is marked by a cluster of two [-anterior] apical fricatives: /ʃʃ/

\(^{55}\)Though [ss] and [s] are possible realizations of the diminutive morpheme, the diminutive cannot be considered to be marked by an /-s/ which has undergone lengthening, or a cluster of two /s/, as there is no environmental difference to account for the fact that the diminutive typically surfaces as [-anterior] ([ʃʃ]) while lengthened /s/ and the cluster /ss/ consistently surface as [+anterior] ([ss]).
/s/ has allophones: [s], [ss], [ʃ], [ʒ] and [h], described by the following rules.

236 /s/ → [ss] / V _ V (:
237 /s/ → [ʃ] ~ [ʒ] / [+son] _ [+son]
238 /s/ → [ʃ] ~ [h] / V: _ V (:)
239 /s/ → [h] ~ [s] / V: _ kw
240 /s/ → [ʃ] % \{ # _ V (:) \}
{ V (:) _ V (:) \}

The sequence /ʃʃ/ (which marks the diminutive) can surface as [ʃʃ], [ʃ], [ss] and [s]. The following rules describe the distribution of the realizations of this sequence:

241 /ʃʃ/ → [ʃʃ] ~ [ss] ~ [ʃ] ~ [s] / _ #
242 /ʃʃ/ → [ʃʃ] ~ [ss]

2.1.3.3. Velars

[x] is the most common realization of the cluster /hk/; see section 2.1.1.3.

2.1.3.4. Glottals

[h] occurs intervocally, after a vowel and before a consonant, and word-finally, but never word-initially.

243 ənne:hiʃ  ‘bird’  pineshish
244 awe:hi:hiʃ  ‘animals’  aueshishat(sh)
MacKenzie (1980: 65) states that in those dialects of Montagnais-Naskapi which preserve intervocalic /h/, this intervocalic /h/ can only occur between vowels of the same quality. [h] does occur between vowels of the same quality in Mushuau Innu.

However, [h] also occurs between vowels of differing quality in Mushuau Innu.

In many of the cases where [h] occurs between vowels of differing quality, [h]

---

56 In related dialects this form is spelled <nitâshkein> indicating a sound change that has not occurred in Mushuau Innu.
alternates with [f] or [x]. This suggests that in many cases of intervocalic [h], the underlying form is not /h/. As discussed in section 2.1.1.3. [h] is an allophone of /hk/.

So, in some cases intervocalic [h] is underlyingly /hk/. In other cases, intervocalic [h] is an allophone of /s/, as discussed in section 2.1.3.2.

Word-final instances of [h] appear to be non-phonemic and optional. Word-final [h] occurs predominantly after the inanimate plural marker [a]. The realization of this plural suffix varies freely between [a] and [ah]:

255 'afininua ‘stones’ ashinia
256 ni:jəna:jə’niya ‘two stones’ nishina ashinia
257 massina / massa:nah ‘shoes’ massina
258 iskutte:wah ‘fires’ ishkuteua
259 u:ta:h ‘canoes’ ûta
260 mesi:ta:ha ‘feet’ mishita
261 apishah ‘ropes’ apisha

In the Plains Cree of central Alberta, word boundaries are often marked by a gradual devoicing of a final vowel, “These voiceless glides are not only nondistinctive but also completely optional” (Wolfart 1996: 431). This description is consistent with the Mushuau Innu data as described above.

This gives us the following optional rule:

262 Ø → h / V _ #
Based on the patterns for [h] described above, it appears that Mushuau Innu is in line with neighbouring dialects in having a phonemic /h/ only between vowels of identical quality. The other instances of [h] all appear to be allophones of other phonemes (such as /s/), or non-phonemic word-final insertions.

2.1.4. Affricates

2.1.4.1. Apicals

[ʦ] occurs predominantly word-finally, never word-initially and occurs occasionally, though rarely, word medially.

263 afotats ‘six’  ãshutâ(h)t(sh)
264 na:pewuts ‘men’  nâpeuat(sh)
265 ni:ʦ ‘at home’  nit(sh)
266 pötte:taʦ ‘five’  patetâ(h)t(sh)
267 nti:hojihʦ ‘my hand’  nitî(h)tshî
tsi:innepuk‘a ‘snake’  atshinepik‘a
269 tsawastsistew ‘the ashes are hot’  thishâutshiteu
270 pastsye:wew ‘it is thin’  pashtsheueu

Word-final [ʧ] only occurs once in the data, and here it alternates with [ʦ].

271 A’wa:ʧʧaʧ / A’wa:ʧʧats ‘boys’  auâssat(sh)
This complementary distribution, along with the alternation observed above, indicates that [ʦ] is a word-final allophone of /ʧ/. I have taken /ʧ/ as the underlying form because it occurs in a wider range of environments, as seen below.

[ʦ] occasionally alternates with [t]. This is seen in the animate plural marker, which usually surfaces as [ʦ].

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
272 & \text{wa:siʦ} & \text{‘children’} & \text{auassat(sh)} \\
273 & \text{kəsku'wunîʦ} & \text{‘clouds’} & \text{kashkûnat(sh)} \\
274 & \text{mi:g'uninʦ} & \text{‘bird wings’} & \text{mîkunat(sh)} \\
275 & \text{pənne:fi:-git} & \text{‘birds’} & \text{pîneshîshat(sh)} \\
276 & \text{awe:hi:hit} & \text{‘animals’} & \text{aueshîshat(sh)}
\end{array}
\]

As [ʦ] is always an allophone of /ʧ/, this alternation between [t] and [ʦ] shows that [t] is also an allophone of /ʧ/ in word-final position.

This gives us the following optional rule.

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
277 & /ʧ/ & \rightarrow & [ʦ] \sim [t] \\
\end{array}
\]

Word medial [ʦ] is not common; there are only six instances in the data.

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
278 & \text{witsistu:n} & \text{‘nest’} & \text{utshishtun} \\
279 & \text{atsinlepuk'ə} & \text{‘snake’} & \text{atshinepik'ə} \\
280 & \text{ʧawastisistew} & \text{‘the ashes are hot’} & \text{tshishâutshiteu} \\
281 & \text{pastye:wew} & \text{‘it is thin’} & \text{pashtsheueu}
\end{array}
\]
As an allophonic relationship has already been established between [ts] and [ʃ], I assume that these instances of [ts] are also allophones of /ʃ/. This is supported by the fact that the Sheshatshiu Montagnais form for ‘seal’ is <aatshikw> (MacKenzie 1992: 1) and the form for ‘snake’ is <atshinepikw> (MacKenzie 1992: 4). Both of these Sheshatshiu Montagnais forms show <tsh> where Mushuau Innu shows [ts]: Mushuau Innu a:htsuk‘ seal’, and atsinnepu‘ snake’.

Examples 278 to 282 suggest that there is free variation between [ʃ] and [ts] when the phoneme occurs after a vowel and before a coronal sonorant (this assumes that [i] is underlingly /i/, which is argued in section 2.2.2.1.).

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[hʃ]} \\
\text{[ʃ]} \rightarrow [ʃ] \sim [ts] \quad /V \quad [+\text{son}] [+\text{cor}]^{57}
\end{array}
\]

[hʃ] occurs exclusively in word-final position. The preceding vowel is usually long.

285 Aka:mi:hʃ ‘across’ akámi(h)tsh

57 Example 283 shows [u] following [ts], rather than a coronal vowel; however, as indicated in the orthography and discussed in section 2.2.1.1., this [u] is underlingly the coronal vowel /i/, which has undergone rounding under the influence of the following labialized consonant.
As seen in rule 277 above, /tf/ usually becomes [ts] word-finally.

[tʃ] is particularly common word-initially before [i(:)], while [t] never occurs in this environment, suggesting palatalization of /t/ into [tʃ] in this environment.
As mentioned in section 1.8.1.2. above, PA *t alternated with *tf before *i(:). The above distribution of /t/ and /tf/ in Mushuau Innu may be an historical remnant of this PA alternation, though evidence for this is scant and will not be further discussed as this thesis is a synchronic analysis.

/tf/ can also be realized as [s]: Clarke (1982: 18) reports that many Montagnais dialects replace word-initial /tf/ (usually resulting from vowel deletion in underlying /tfi/) with the cluster [st]. This process occurs in Mushuau Innu, where the addition of the second person prefix /tf-/ to a stem with an initial /t/, results in the cluster [st] (examples of this process are given shortly).

The prefix /tf-/ marks second person on verbs in the animate intransitive, and on nouns in the possessive. For both verbs and nouns, this prefix is seen in the singular and plural (of the second person) and the first person plural inclusive ('you and me'). This prefix is seen in the following examples:

294  lfinnøpanna:w  ‘you (pl.) sleep’  tshinipânâu
295  lfinen:nenaw  ‘you (pl.) breathe’  tshîne(h)nenâu
296  lfinstukwa:nwawa  ‘your heads’  tshishtikuânuâu
297  lfinspîkun  ‘your backbone’  tshishpîshkun

58 If the rarity of Mushuau Innu word-intial /t/ before /i(:)/ is the result of the PA alternation mentioned in section 1.8.1.2., the following rule probably applied at some point in the history of Mushuau Innu:

/t/ > [/tf] / # _ i(:)
As seen in the following examples, sometimes the vowel of this prefix may centralize or even delete.

298  tlimassìnno  ‘our (incl.) shoe’  tshimassinu

As shown in the following examples, when this prefix occurs before a stem initial /t/, syncope occurs, followed by deaffrication of the /tf/ to [s]. Examples 302 and 303 contain the second person prefix and show both syncope and deaffrication; compare these with examples 304 and 305 which do not contain the second person prefix and show the stem initial /t/.

302  ñtun'nuah  ‘our (incl.) mouths’  tshitùna
303  ñte'ninowa  ‘our (incl.) tongues’  tshiteñnìnua

Compare with:

304  ūnuwawa  ‘their mouths’  utùnuàua
305  ñte'ninana  ‘our (excl.) tongue’  niteñnìnàna

---

59Example 305 displays a prefix before the stem-initial /t/.
This process is best described as two rules: syncope of the vowel /i/ between homorganic consonants, and the subsequent deaffrication of /tf/. The vowel syncope rule is discussed in section 3.1.4. The deaffrication rule can be described as follows:

\[ /tf/ \rightarrow [s] \\ # \_ \_ t \]

\([tf]^{61}\) always occurs intervocally; *almost exclusively after [ə], and *usually before [i(:)].

---

60
There is one item in the data which suggests that this deaffrication occurs in other environments; (s)gshi:i:um 'he knows (facts)' <tshisseni(h)tam~>

This is the only case of word-initial [ss] in the data. The orthography suggests that there is an underlying initial sequence /tfiss.../. If this is the case, perhaps the [ss] surfaces word-initially (long consonants do not usually surface word-initially) because it is the result of vowel deletion and deaffrication of /tf/ to [ss].

If this is the case, then deaffrication is not morphologically conditioned (as the form here does not contain the second person prefix), but should affect any word-initial sequence of /tfit/.

There is one example which would argue against this suggestion: fittew '(the stove) is warm' <tshishiteu>. Again, the orthography may present an answer to this exception. The orthography indicates an underlying sequence /tfisit.../ while the phonetic form is [tfitt...]. Perhaps there has been syncope of the first vowel, creating the word-initial cluster /fs/, which surfaces as [f] (not undergoing the change to [st] because the [st]-rule requires the form /fit/ or /fiss/; the form here is /fis/). This means that underlyingly there is no sequence /fit/ and so the rule changing /fit/ to [st] cannot apply.

This interpretation assumes the analysis of [ss] and [f] of section 2.1.3.2., which argues that [f] is underlyingly /s/, while [ss] (in this case) is underlyingly /ss/.

61
I have assumed that the long affricate [tf] may be variously heard as [ttf] or [tff], and so I have collapsed all instances of [tf] and [ff] in Mailhot's data into the analysis of [tf]. I have transcribed this phonetically long affricate by doubling the symbol for the short affricate. This is done in order to remain consistent with the notation for other long consonants. However, this notation does not imply that the affricate is doubly released. Rather, the articulation of this long affricate is variously that of an affricate with a long stop articulation: [ttf]; or a long fricative articulation: [ff].

105
[tfj] patterns like the optionally geminated consonants described in section 2.1.1.4., with three exceptions. Two of these exceptions have long [tf] following [i:].

310 usni:ttfjkwew  
‘a young Indian (girl)’  
ussinitshishkueu

The first form is clearly related to the item usni:tf ‘a young Indian’, which does not show a long [tf], suggesting that the [ttf] in this example may simply be exceptional.

The second example appears to be the result of syncope. This second form originally contained the sequence [...] as indicated by the orthography. It appears that the short /i/ has been deleted between homorganic [tf] and [f] resulting in a long [tff] (syncope is discussed in section 3.1.4.).

Syncope is clearly the cause of [ttf] in the following example:

312 tfi:m  
‘your sister’  
tshishim

The second person prefix has the form /tfi-/ as discussed above. When this /tfi-/ is added to a stem with an initial [f], vowel syncope occurs, leaving the consonant cluster [tfj], which has been transcribed here as a long /tf/, or [tfj]. That the stem of the word for
"sister" has an initial [ʃ] can be seen in the following examples:

313  uʃi:ma  ‘his sister’  ushîma
314  neʃi:m  ‘my sister’  nishim

The pattern for [ʃʃʃ] described above suggests that, as with most consonants, /ʃ/ optionally lengthens intervocically (where the first vowel is short):

315  /ʃ/ → [ʃʃ] ~ [ʃʃʃ]62 / V _ V (:

Finally, those cases where [ʃʃʃ] occurs in positions where lengthening cannot take place are caused by syncope and so are not counterexamples to rule 315.

[tɔʃ] occurs four times in the data.

316  metʃe:ʃem'monna:n  ‘we (incl) do not drink’  ama tshiminnân
317  metʃe:ʃe'twa:yuts  ‘we (incl) do not hear (the thunder)’  ama tshipe(h)tuânânat(sh)
318  metʃe:ʃe'ten/yow  ‘you do not hear (the train)’  ama tshipe(h)tenu
319  wutʃe:bet tum  ‘he pulls’  utshipitam"
I have interpreted these forms as long, partially voiced /tʃ/. Geminate consonants typically span syllable boundaries; in the examples above, the voicing of long /tʃ/ occurs in the onset of the second syllable, leaving the coda of the first syllable voiceless. This creates the phonetic cluster [tːdʒ] with [t] as the coda of the first syllable and [dʒ] as the onset of the second.

The creation of the cluster [tːdʒ] can perhaps best viewed as a two-stage process: intervocalic affricate lengthening (which in this case occurs across a word boundary), followed by the partial voicing of this long affricate. The affricate lengthening rule is described above, and the partial voicing rule can be described as follows:

\[
[tʃʃ] \rightarrow [ʃʃ] \sim [tːdʒ] / V \_ V (:)^{63}
\]

[tʃ] occurs intervocally, as well as after /n/ or /y/ and before a vowel.

320 \[tʃʃ] \rightarrow \[ʃʃ] \sim [tːdʒ] / V \_ V (:)^{63}

63 This rule would appear to be problematic, as geminates are generally considered indivisible (as they only have one set of features linked to two units on the skeletal tier). However, English allows a single segment to be divided with respect to voicing: word-final /z/ is usually considered partially devoiced; so, in English, word-final /z/ is voiced for its first half and unvoiced for its second half. I propose a similar process in Mushau Innu, by which the long affricate (generally pronounced as [tʃʃ]) is partially voiced intervocally, surfacing as [tːdʒ].
awendasn ‘who are they?’ auenitshenat(sh)

/ŋ/ patterns like other obstruents, having voiced and voiceless allophones; [dʒ] is the voiced allophone of /ŋ/.64

326 /ŋ/ → [ŋ] ~ [dʒ] / [+son] _ [+son]

There are several instances of intervocalic [hɔdʒ] and no instances of [hʃ]. This suggests that the cluster65 /hʃ/ surfaces as [hɔdʒ] intervocally66, and that /hʃ/ surfaces

64 MacKenzie (1980: 87) reports that “at the phonetic level, voicing can distinguish certain pairs of words after the rule of short vowel syncope has operated. At Rupert House [mi:ʃu:] miːʃiʊw ‘he eats it’ is found beside [miːʃu:] miːʃiʊw miːʃiʊw ‘he eats’” (I have changed the notation of MacKenzie’s examples to keep the it consistent with that of the thesis). However, this surface level voicing distinction is not operative in Mushuau Innu.

1 'miːʃiʊts
2 'miːʃiʊ
g3 miːʃiʊ ‘they eat (early)’

As seen in these examples, the forms ‘he eats’ and ‘they eat’ differ in voicing even though they are both the intransitive forms of the verb (the intransitive is the form that typically undergoes syncope). The intransitive form of this verb does undergo syncope in Mushuau Innu, as demonstrated by the intransitive form ‘he eats’, which has [...ʃʃ...] after a long vowel, indicating syncope has occurred. The voicing distinction MacKenzie refers to would cause all of the above forms to surface as voiceless; as this is not the case, it can be inferred that this voicing distinction does not occur in Mushuau Innu.

65 The status of /hʃ/ as a cluster is discussed in sections 2.1.5.4. and 3.1.2.

66 Voicing of /ŋ/ in the cluster /hʃ/ is unusual, as all other obstruents remain voiceless when they occur after [h]. However, as /h/ can be considered a sonorant, perhaps voicing of /ŋ/
as [hts] word-finally (as all word-final /ɪ/ become [ɪ], see discussion above). *ahtsuk*‘seal’ <á(h)tshik> is an intervocalic /htʃ/ which surfaces as [hts] instead of [hdc]. This can be accounted for by assuming that [hdc] and [hts] are in free variation intervocally.

\[
327 \quad /htʃ/ \rightarrow [hdc] \sim [hts] \quad / \quad V (:) \_ \quad V (:)
\]

In conclusion: the phoneme /ɪ/ has allophones [ɪ], [tʃ], [dʒ] and [ʃʃ]. The allophones [ɪ], [dʒ] and [ʃʃ] occur in free variation intervocally, when the preceding vowel is short (occasionally [ɪ] occurs in free variation with these allophones in intervocalic position). The allophone [tʃ] occurs in word-final position ([ʃ] occasionally occurs in word-final position as well), as well as after a vowel and before a coronal sonorant.

The cluster /htʃ/ has allophones [hdc] and [hts] occurring in free variation intervocally. In word-final position /htʃ/ always surfaces as [hts] (the status of /htʃ/ as a cluster is discussed in sections 2.1.5.4. and 3.1.2.).

after /h/ (and before a vowel) can be considered intersonorant voicing, though it should be emphasized that other obstruents, which have intersonorant voicing, do not voice after /h/.
2.1.5. Conclusions on consonants

2.1.5.1. Length

Length is non-phonemic in consonants; it is the result of an optional lengthening rule. This allophonic lengthening of consonants occurs intervocically after short vowels. /n/ and /s/ also have phonetically long counterparts, which are best analysed as a sequence of identical sounds rather than true geminates. The diminutive morpheme has an exceptional underlying representation (IJJ) and usually surfaces as the long consonant [f] in all environments.

2.1.5.2. Voicing

Voicing is non-phonemic in consonants. Voicing of obstruents typically occurs between sonorants. Some obstruents (such as /k/, which is regularly voiced between sonorants), are more susceptible to voicing than others (such as /t/, which rarely undergoes voicing).

2.1.5.3. Postaspiration

Postaspiration is non-phonemic. While postaspiratopm occurs in voiceless stops, the paucity of examples in the data prevents a fuller description of environments.

2.1.5.4. Preaspiration

As no /hC/ occurs word-initially, I will assume that instead of being a single segment, /hC/ is a consonant cluster. Assuming that preaspirated consonants are clusters allows their lack of occurrence in word-initial position to be explained as the result of sonority sequencing, as discussed in section 3.1.2.
2.1.5.5. Labialized consonants

In most positions there would appear to be no way to determine whether \( C_w \) is a single segment (a labialized consonant) or two segments (a consonant followed by \([w]\)). However, in word-final position the existence of a consonant followed by \([w]\) would violate the Sonority Sequencing Generalization, as discussed in section 3.1.2. Moreover, those consonants which can be followed by word-final \([w]\) may also be followed by word-final \([u]\). So, if \([C_w]\) is considered to be the sequence /Cu/ a problem arises: as \([w]\) and \([u]\) are both underlyingly /u/ (as discussed in section 2.2.4.3.), there would be no reason for the sequence /Cu#/ to consistently surface as \([C_w#]\) in some words, but consistently as \([Cu#]\) in others. This problem does not arise if \([C_w]\) is considered a single labialized segment.

There are three consonants which can be followed by a word-final \([w]\), /k/ and /t/ and /m\(^67\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>328 nist^(\text{ê})</td>
<td>‘three’</td>
<td>nisht^(\text{u})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>329 mistuk^(\text{ê})</td>
<td>‘stick of wood’</td>
<td>mishtik^(\text{u})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330 a:jəmwx̂k^(\text{ê})</td>
<td>‘red throated loon’</td>
<td>āshimuâk^(\text{u})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{67}\) All examples of word-final [mw] in the data are cases of third person singular verbs. The third person singular is often marked by \(/u/ in Mushua Innu. So, it is possible that these cases of word-final [mw] are the result of a labialization of /m/ due to the following third person suffix /-u/, with subsequent deletion of the vowel. If this is the case then it is possible that there is no labialized phoneme /m\(^*\)/ in Mushua Innu.
Given the arguments outlined above, these sounds (/kʷ/, /tʷ/ and /mʷ/) are underlyingly single labialized segments. This segmental status is further discussed in section 3.1.2.

2.1.5.6. Phonemes

The above analysis provides the following list of consonant phonemes for Mushuau Innu.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consonant Phonemes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/p/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/m/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/n/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tʰ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kʰ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mʷ/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following is a list of consonant phonemes and their allophones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consonant Phonemes</th>
<th>Allophones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/p/</td>
<td>[p], [pʰ], [pp], [b]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>[t], [tʰ], [tt], [d]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k/</td>
<td>[k], [kʰ], [kk], [g]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/m/</td>
<td>[m], [mm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/n/</td>
<td>[n], [nn], [ŋ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tʰ/</td>
<td>[tʰ], [t]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.5. Individual segments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/k^o/</th>
<th>[k^o], [k], [g^o]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/m^o/</td>
<td>[m^o], [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/lj/</td>
<td>[lj], [lj^], [dj], [dj^], [ls], [t], [s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/s/</td>
<td>[s], [ss], [ʃ], [ʒ], [h]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/h/</td>
<td>[h]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.6. Notable consonant clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/hp/</th>
<th>[hp], [p], [f], [hϕ], [ϕ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/ht/</td>
<td>[ht], [t], [Θ], [c̯]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/hk/</td>
<td>[k], [x], [h]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/htf/</td>
<td>[htf], [hts], [bs], [c̯s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/hk^o/</td>
<td>[x], [k^o], [k], [k^o]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/sp/</td>
<td>[sp], [ʃp]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/st/</td>
<td>[st]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/sk/</td>
<td>[sk], [ʃk]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/nn/</td>
<td>[nn]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ss/</td>
<td>[ss], [ʃʃ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ʃʃ^68</td>
<td>[ʃʃ], [ss], [ʃ], [s]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Vowels

Sections 2.2.1. to 2.2.4. discuss allophonic distribution, while section 2.2.5. discusses the grouping of these allophones into phonemes.

^68This is the diminutive morpheme.
The following is a vowel chart showing all of the phonetic vowel sounds which occur in Mushuau Innu.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i/iː/iːy</th>
<th>i/iː/iːy</th>
<th>u/uː/uːw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>e/eː</td>
<td>o/oː/ow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e/eː</td>
<td>a/aː</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.5. Vowel allophones of Mushuau Innu

The following charts show the short and long vowel phonemes of Mushuau Innu.

Figure 2.6. Short vowel phonemes

Figure 2.7. Long vowel phonemes

The following diagrams show the allophones of each vowel phoneme in Mushuau Innu.
Figure 2.8. Allophones of /i/

Figure 2.9. Allophones of /iː/

Figure 2.10. Allophones of /eː/

Figure 2.11. Allophones of /a/

Figure 2.12. Allophones of /aː/
2.2.1. Front vowels

2.2.1.1. High

[i] occurs in word-initial, word-final or word-medial position, in open or closed syllables.

333 'įnnu 'person' iįnnu
334 iskwewuts 'women' ishkueu
335 mėtėnį 'tongue' miteņni
336 nutawį 'my father' nū(h)tāui
337 messinah 'shoe (pl.)' massina
338 kam'hušt 'red (apple)' kāmī(h)kushit
339 mjsta:buf 'type of hare' mishtāpush

[i] becomes a rounded vowel immediately before or after [kw]. Example alternations are provided below:

340 tśįikow 'it is daytime' tshishikāu
In example 340 [i] occurs before [kω], (which is not an environment for rounding). However, when [i] occurs before [kʷ] it becomes [u] as seen in example 341. It appears that the environment for this rounding is not limited to [kʷ], the orthography suggests that several instances of [um] are underlyingly /imə/:

342 aːθum ‘dog’ atim⁷
343 piːθum ‘moon’ pishim⁷

This suggests that the rounding of [i] next to labialized /kʷ/ occurs when [i] is next to any labialized consonant (the phonemic status of labialized consonants is discussed in sections 2.1.5.5. and 3.1.2.).

[i] rounds after [w], as seen in the following examples:

344 ˈɪnnu ‘person, (Indian, Innu)’ iñnu
345 matʃìnnu ‘bad Indian’ matshiñana
346 wiːnipawuŋno ‘Innu’ uɨnipáuŋnu

69 It should be noted that the evidence for the existence of an underlying /i/ in these examples is limited to the existence of /i/ in related dialects (as shown by the orthography). As such, the evidence should not be considered conclusive.
Rounding also takes place when [i] occurs before [w]. The sequence [iw] is rare, and when it occurs, the [i] is underlyingly long, and so is not a target for rounding. There are no instances of short [i] followed by [w], and so [i] rounds in this environment. The allophones of /i/ and /u/ that surface when these sounds are next to each other are further discussed in section 3.1.3.3.

As discussed in section 1.8.2., in Sheshatshiu, /i/ and /a/ become rounded when they are followed by a labial consonant and /u/ (Clarke 1982: 12). In Mushuau Innu, the rounding of /i/ is restricted to occurring before or after /u/ or a labialized consonant. In certain sequences, instead of rounding, /i/ surfaces as [y] when adjacent to /u/; this is done to avoid hiatus as discussed in section 3.1.3.1.

---

Examples 1 and 2 below appear to contain the sequence [iw], but the [i] is underlyingly long /i:/.

1  ubwiwiyiwp  ‘feather’  upiuiship  1
2  nutawij  ‘my father’  nû(h)tauia  2
3  o’tawiywa  ‘his father’  u(h)tauia  3

The orthography suggests that the /i/ in the first of these examples is actually long /i:/ instead. This is supported by the fact that [i] is a frequent allophone of /i:/, as discussed in section 2.2.5.2. The last example demonstrates that the [i] in ‘my father’ is underlyingly long, as it surfaces in ‘his father’ as [iy], which can only be an allophone of /i:/, as discussed in section 2.2.4.3.

There is one item that shows <ipu> in the orthography but [upu] in the phonetic notation: p'up'un ‘year’ <pipun>. Another item shows <ipu> in the orthography but demonstrates no rounding: nøppo ‘he dies’ <nipu>. Perhaps there is a rounding rule operative in Mushuau Innu similar to that of Sheshatshiu. The lack of rounding in the form nøppo ‘he dies’ <nipu> can be accounted for by assuming that consonant lengthening (discussed in section 2.1.5.1.) bleeds this rounding rule. Alternatively the rounding of /i/ before /pu/ may be an historical rule that affected some words but is no longer active. As there are only these two examples, no conclusions can be drawn.
This rounding rule can be expressed as follows:

\[ 347 \ /i/ \rightarrow [u]^{72} \% \ V\text{-}place^{73} \]

\[ \quad [\text{LAB}] \quad \_ \]

This formulation of the rule assumes that [w] is an allophone of /u/, as discussed in section 2.2.4.3. Furthermore, the fact that the place specification depends from a V-place node means that in order for rounding to occur, the segment which induces rounding must be a round vowel or a consonant with a labial secondary articulation (both of which have their [LABIAL] specification depending from a V-place node as discussed in section 1.9.1.).

[u] is not exclusively an allophone of /i/, as there are many instances of [u] occurring outside a rounding environment. In these cases, [u] realizes short /u/ as discussed in section 2.2.5.2.

[i] alternates with [ɪ], suggesting that these sounds are allophones of the same

\[ ^{72} \text{Rounded } /i/ \text{ can surface as any of the allophones of } /u/, \text{ (see section 2.2.5.2.)} \]

\[ ^{73} \text{There are a few items that show [uku] where the orthography shows <iku>. I suggest that this is the result of this same rounding rule. In these few instances, } /k/ \text{ may be attaching to the [LABIAL] specification of the following vowel and so becoming } /k^w/, \text{ allowing the rounding rule to apply.} \]
phoneme (the distribution of [i] is discussed in section 2.2.2.1. below).

348 ntA'kuʃIn / nto/Ok'uʃIn ‘I come’ nitakushin
349 ʃskuttew / nʃsk'uttew ‘fire’ ishkuteu

[i] also alternates with [e] and [ɛ], though rarely.

350 ʃskuttew ‘fire’ ishkuteu
351 ʃkuttew ‘(where is the) fire’ ishkuteu
352 utis'kwe:ma ‘his wives’ utishkuema
353 n'tgskwem ‘my wife’ nitishkuem

The full citation of example 351 above is: *tante eʃkutew* ‘where is the fire’. The initial vowel of ‘fire’ may have assimilated to the final [e] of the preceding word. This alternation suggests that /i/ can surface as [e] or [ɛ], but with so few examples of the process, the environments under which this change occurs cannot be determined.

The above analysis suggests a phoneme /i/ with the allophone [u]74 occurring in rounding environments and the allophones [i], [i], [e] and [ɛ] occurring in non-rounding environments. [i] and [i] are the most common allophones with [e] and [ɛ] occurring

---

74 Rounded /i/ can surface as any of the allophones of /u/ ([u], [u] and [o]). The allophones of /u/ are discussed in section 2.2.5.2.
rarely (the environments determining the occurrence of [e] and [e] are unclear). /i/ also
has allophones [θ] and [A] as discussed in section 2.2.2.2. and the allophone [y] as
discussed in section 2.2.4.3.

[i:] occurs in open or closed syllables, but never in word-final position and rarely
in word-initial position.

354 mìgn ‘berry’ mìn
355 nìpiya ‘leaves’ nipìa
356 wiinipekw ‘ocean’ uinipek‘
357 nìts‘nana ‘our (incl.) home’ nitshinâna

There are several instances of [i] alternating with [i:] suggesting that [i] is an
allophone [i:].

358 Àwe:ʃiʃ ‘animal’ aueshish
359 awe:hiʃ ‘animal’ aueshish
360 wiʃiwɔwɔw ‘it is yellow’ uishauau
361 kawifwɔðiʃ ‘yellow (apples)’ kàuìshuàushit(sh)

[i:] is in complementary distribution with [iy]. [i:] only occurs before consonants,
while [iy] only occurs before vowels, or occasionally (though rarely) word-finally. These
observations suggest the following rule:

\[ /i:/ \rightarrow [iy] \quad / \quad _\quad V(:) \]

MacKenzie (1980: 104) states that /iy/ and /i:y/ are not distinguishable in any dialect. This is borne out by the data for Mushuau Innu, as no cases of [i:y] are recorded, only [iy] which as discussed above is an allophone of /i:/.

[i] alternates with [iy] in word-final position (though [iy] is rare in this position).

363 u:wi(y) ‘his tail’ ushui
364 miskumi(y) ‘ice’ mishkumí
365 ni:pi(y) ‘leaf’ nípí

As [iy] is an allophone of /i:/, these observations suggest that /i:/ tends to surface as [i] (and occasionally as [iy]) word-finally.

\[ /i:/ \rightarrow [i] \sim [iy] \quad / \quad _ \quad # \]

The observations above indicate that there is a phoneme /i:/ which surfaces as [i:] before consonants; as [iy] before vowels (and occasionally word-finally) and as [i] word-finally.\(^76\)

\(^75\)This rule is motivated by syllable structure, as discussed in section 3.1.3.2.

\(^76\) /i:/ also has allophones [i:] and [iy] as discussed in section 2.2.2.1.
2.2.1.2. Mid

[e] occurs in open syllables, or immediately before word-final [w], but *is rare in word-initial or word-final position. [e] rarely occurs before a long consonant (this observation is discussed in section 2.2.5.2.).

367 ma:tefum
‘he cuts’
mätishamu

368 atsinnepukw
‘snake’
(at)shinepik

369 wi:nipegut
‘at the ocean’
uínipekû(h)(sh)

370 mtwegw
‘he plays’
metueu

371 mi:ngw
‘he gives’
miñe

[e:] occurs exclusively in open syllables. It does not occur word-initially, word-finally or before a long consonant.

372 ji:besgo
‘it is green’
shipeku

373 tepiskat
‘night’
tepishkât(sh)

374 neteh
‘there’
nete

375 ne: new
‘he breathes’
ñe(h)ñe

376 awe:hiʃ
‘animal’
aueshiʃ

[e] and [e:] often alternate, suggesting that they are allophones of the same phoneme.

377 A'wefiʃ / awe:hiʃ
‘animal’
aueshiʃ
[ε] tends to occur in closed syllables; *when [ε] does occur in an open syllable, the following consonant (the onset of the following syllable) is typically [n]. [ε] rarely occurs word-initially and never occurs word-finally. [ε] rarely occurs before a long consonant (this observation is discussed in section 2.2.5.2.).

378  pinngʃiʃ / pəŋnɛʃiʃ  ‘bird’  piñeshish

379  mɛskeyo  ‘road’  meshkanau
380  wi:nɛŋk’ε  ‘ocean’  uinipek’a
381  awɛn  ‘who’  auɛn
382  mi:ʃgnaŋ  ‘many’  mi(h)tshena
383  tʃis’sɡni:ɛn  ‘you know’  tshitshisseni(h)ten
384  ɛ’mi:xwa:y  ‘spoon’  emi(h)kuan

[ɛ:] tends to occur in open syllables; *the following consonant (the onset of the following syllable) is typically [ʃ] or [n]. [ɛ:] does not occur word-initially, word-finally or before a long consonant.

385  up’me:ʃɛnə  ‘he lies (on the side)’  ū(h)pimeshinu
386  ma:mɪtɛngːnitum  ‘he thinks’  məmituneni(h)tam’a
387  ɱɛʃkənowa  ‘roads’  meshkanaua
[e] alternates with [e:], indicating they are allophones of the same phoneme.

388 u:tə'yemʃ | ‘fish guts’ | utatshishimesh
389 nəmgiʃ | ‘fish’ | namesh

[e] and [e:] are also in an allophonic relationship, as they alternate.

390 wi:nipegut | ‘at the ocean’ | uinizeku(h)(sh)
391 wi:nepgku | ‘ocean’ | uinizeku
392 una:pe'ma | ‘her husband’ | unapem
393 ʊ'na:pe'm | ‘my husband’ | ninapem

[e:] and [e:] are also in an allophonic relationship as shown in the following alternation:

394 upmə:jəne: | ‘if you lie on the side’ | ʊ(h)pimeshine
395 up'mə:jəno | ‘he lies on the side’ | ʊ(h)pimeshine

All of these alternations between mid front vowels suggest that there is only one mid front vowel phoneme /e:/, which has four allophones (the reason for choosing /e:/ as the underlying representation of this vowel is discussed in section 2.2.5.2.). /e:/ variably surfaces as [e:], [e] or [e:] in open syllables; and as [ə] in closed syllables. The only allophone of /e:/ which occurs in word-initial or word-final position is [e].
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Central vowels

High

[i] occurs almost exclusively in closed syllables. [i] does not occur word-initially or word-finally and is always preceded by a consonant, which means it does not occur in onsetless syllables.

396  tʃɪt.te.wa  ‘is it warm’  tʃɪʃɪtɪteu
397  pən.nɪp.'pɪn.no  ‘it is dusty’  pənɪpɪnɪnu
398  tʃɪs.piʃ.kun  ‘your backbone’  tʃɪʃpɪʃɪkʊn
399  tʃɪs.'sɛ.ni:.ten  ‘you know’  tʃɪʃsɪʃɪseni(h)ɪten
400  ma:.mɪt.te.'nɛ:.ni.tum  ‘he thinks’  məmɪtʊntenɪ(h)ɪtum

[i] alternates with [i], as discussed in section 2.2.1.1., indicating that [i] is a centralized allophone of /i/ which surfaces in closed syllables (which have onsets). This gives us the following rule:

401  /i/  →  [i]  / [ C - C ]o

As [i] is an allophone of /i/, it should undergo the rounding rule described for /i/ in section 2.1.1.1. This is confirmed by the fact that [i] never occurs immediately before or after [w] or a labialized consonant.

[i] frequently deletes when it occurs between consonants with the same place of articulation.
As seen in examples 402 and 403, the first person prefix contains the vowel /i/, surfacing here as [i]. When this vowel occurs between consonants with the same place of articulation (as in examples 404 and 405), the vowel deletes (vowel syncope is further discussed in section 3.1.4.).

[i:] is rare; there are only two instances.

406 pi:θeqemits ‘in a room’ pi(h)takamī(h)t(sh)

407 nēfiːm ‘my sister’ nishīm

In the second of these examples, [i:] alternates with [i:] (as seen by comparing example 407 with example 408), suggesting they are allophones of the same phoneme. As [i:] is very common, while [i:] is limited to these two instances, I will assume that [i:] is a rare allophone of /i:/.
There is one item that contains [iy].

409  ubwiwiyap  ‘feather’  upiuiship
410  ubwiwiyapa  ‘feathers’  upiuishipa

As discussed above, [i] alternates with [iː]; while [iː] alternates with [i:] and [iy]. These observations suggest that [i] is an allophone of /i/ and that [iy] is an allophone of /iː/.

2.2.2.2. Mid

[ə] occurs in open or closed syllables, but does not occur word-finally, and is rare word-initially (with only one item in the data).

411  mefet  ‘foot’  mishit
412  maskufu  ‘one blade of grass’  mashkushu
413  mitti:qi  ‘hand’  mitti(h)tshi
414  ska:sk‘u  ‘greenwood’  ashkashk‘u

[ə] alternates with: [i], [iː], [e], [ɛ], [a], [a] and [u]. This range of alternants suggests that [ə] is an allophone of several vowel phonemes. This suggestion is supported by evidence from Pessamiu, where /i/ and /a/ have neutralized to [ə] in almost all environments; additionally there is evidence of /u/ undergoing the same neutralization (MacKenzie 1980: 140-141). As there is no evidence of [ə] alternating with a long vowel
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allophone, I assume that [ø] is an allophone of several short vowels\textsuperscript{77}. [ø] alternates most frequently with [i] and [a].

[ø] alternates with [i] and [a] almost exclusively in the environment of an adjacent [n] (examples 415 - 426) or before a word-final /sk/ (example 427) or /ʃ/ (example 428) (word-final /ʃ/ surfaces as [ʦ] as discussed in section 2.1.4.1.).

\begin{verbatim}
415 wa:pmin        ‘apple’    uāpimin
416 wa:pməna      ‘(he bites an) apple’ uāpimina
417 pinnɛʃi:ʃ / pɛnne:hiʃ ‘bird’    piñeshish
418 mɛni:        ‘drink (your water)’ mini
419 mɛnno        ‘he drinks’    minu
420 una:jũo / una:jũo ‘(he eats) meat (obv.)’ uiāshiũ
421 wi:nipegut    ‘at the ocean’ uinipekũ(h)(sh)
422 wi:nŋ⁴pek’s⁴  ‘ocean’       uinipek’s⁴
423nippi:hts      ‘water (loc.)’ nip(h)(sh)
424 nippi         ‘water’        nipũ
425 nifjunmke:kουn ‘my younger third cousin’ nishim(n)kαũn
426 nifim         ‘my younger sibling’ nishim
\end{verbatim}

\textsuperscript{77} Though [ø] does occasionally alternate with [e] and [ɛ], this does not mean that the phoneme /e:/ can surface as [ø], as this alternation might suggest (since [e] and [ɛ] are usually allophones of /e:/). Rather, this alternation is the result of other vowels (such as /i/ and /a/) alternating between [ø] and [e] or [ɛ]. Both /i/ and /a/ include the phones [ø], [e] and [ɛ] among their possible realizations.
This gives us the following rules:

429  /i/ \rightarrow /\varepsilon/ / % \{ /sk/# \} \\

430  /i/ \rightarrow /\varepsilon/ % n _ \\

As there appears to be no phonological motivation for these rules, perhaps the realization of /i/ as [θ] in these environments is the result of coincidence, and so [θ] should be considered in free variation with the other allophones of /i/.

[θ] often deletes between consonants which have the same place of articulation.

431  wa:pemena  ‘apple (obv.)’  uapimina
432  wa:pmin  ‘apple’  uapimin
433  misko:d(θ)n  ‘it freezes’  mishkútin
434  wa:p(θ)mew  ‘he sees (an Indian)’  uapameu
435  nθto:temuθs  ‘they listen’  natu(h)tamuat(sh)
436  nθto:ta  ‘listen’  natu(h)ta
Deletion between homorganic consonants also occurs to [i] as discussed in section 2.2.2.1. Syncope is discussed in section 3.1.4.

[A] can occur in open or closed syllables, word-initially or word-finally.

437  a:yapi:n  ‘fishnet’  a(h)napī
438  wi:pāts  ‘early’  uipat(sh)
439  Amā 'tā:ha:w  ‘it is not cold’  ama tā(h)kāu

[A] alternates with [i], [ə], [a], [u], [o]. This wide range of alternants, suggests that like [ə], [A] is a centralized allophone of several short vowel phonemes. [A] alternates most frequently with [a].

[A] alternates with [i] and [ɪ] in final closed syllables.

440  'wi:pāts / wi:pîts  ‘long time ago’  uipat(sh)
441  A’wa:jfâts / awassîts  ‘boys’  auâssat(sh)

This gives us the following rule:

442  /i/  →  [i] ~ [ɪ] ~ [A] / _ C#

2.2.2.3. Low

[a] occurs in open or closed syllables, word-initially, word-finally and word-medially.
[a] alternates with [A], particularly in word-initial position.

\[
\begin{align*}
447 & \text{g}w\text{assits} / A^\prime w\text{a}^\prime s\text{A}s & \text{‘boys’} & au\text{ssat}(sh) \\
448 & \text{gwehi}^\prime / A^\prime w\text{e}^\prime j & \text{‘animal’} & au\text{eshish} \\
449 & \text{atti}^\prime x^\prime & \text{‘caribou’} & ati(h)kuat(sh) \\
450 & A^\prime tti\text{xu}^\prime s & \text{‘caribou (pl.)} & ati(h)ku
\end{align*}
\]

This gives us the following rule:

\[
\frac{[a]}{[a] \sim [A]} \quad \frac{#}{-}
\]

[a] frequently alternates with [o] when following or preceding [w].

\[
\begin{align*}
452 & \text{piskutnawah} & \text{‘mountains’} & \text{pishkutin\text{äu}ua} \\
453 & \text{piskutnaw} & \text{‘mountain’} & \text{pishkutin\text{äu}} \\
454 & \text{us\text{g}kaw} & \text{‘horn hair is coming off’} & \text{ushk\text{äu}} \\
455 & \text{us\text{g}kawpi}^\prime \text{\text{g}um} & \text{‘September’} & \text{ushkau-pishim} \\
456 & \text{ok\text{g}owwa} & \text{‘their mother’s (shoes)’} & \text{uk\text{äu}ua}
\end{align*}
\]
This alternation is the result of an underlying /a/ rounding to [ɔ] in the environment of [w]. [ɔ] only realizes /a/. This means that any instance of [ɔ] is underlingly /a/.

Rounding of /a/ also occurs next to /kʰ/.

The suggestion that /a/ undergoes rounding next to /kʰ/ is supported by the fact that /i/ undergoes rounding in the same environment as discussed in section 2.2.1.1. To remain consistent with the rounding rule described for /i/ in section 2.2.1.1., I assume that /a/ rounding occurs when /a/ is adjacent to any labialized consonant, although there are no examples in the data to support (or refute) this suggestion. This allows /a/ rounding to be described with the following rule (which is identical to the /i/ rounding rule described in section 2.2.1.1.):

\[
\begin{align*}
/a/ & \rightarrow [ɔ] \% V\text{-place} \\
& \quad \mid [LAB]
\end{align*}
\]
The rounded form of /a/ typically surfaces as [ɔ]; however rounded /a/ can also surface as [u]. This suggests the following optional rule:

461 \[\text{[ɔ]} \rightarrow [ɔ] \sim [u] \sim [u] \sim [ɔ]\]

The sequence of /a/ followed by [w] can surface as [o] (though rarely).

462 ne:kɔw ‘sands’ nekaua
463 ne:kɔ ‘sand’ nekau

/a/ occasionally (though rarely) undergoes rounding before the sequence [ku].

No rounding:

464 akupennent ‘(she sews a) coat’ akû(h)piñu
465 Aku:hp ‘coat’ akû(h)p

Rounding:

466 ’stuiku:hɔp ‘(take off) your coat’ tshitakû(h)p

---

I use the symbol [u] here to represent any of the allophones of /u/ ([u], [u], [o]). These allophones are discussed in section 2.2.5.2.

There is some evidence of /a/ also undergoing rounding after the sequence /uk/: mi: togun / mi: togey ‘ear’ <mî(h)tûkai>. In this example, we see [u] alternating with [e]. This alternation is the result of /a/ either rounding to [u] because of the preceding /uk/ or raising to [e] due to the following [y] (see rule 480). The alternation between [y] and [n] seen in this word is discussed in section 3.3.
This rounding of /a/ next to the sequence /ku/ is a rare occurrence, which I suggest is the result of /k/ optionally attaching to the [LABIAL] specification of the adjacent labial vowel. This would allow /k/ to optionally take on secondary labial articulation when next to a round vowel, creating the segment /kʷ/ which would trigger the /a/ rounding rule described above. This explains why /a/ occasionally rounds next to the sequence /ku/. The same explanation was used in section 2.2.1.1. to explain the occasional rounding of /i/ next to the sequence /ku/.

[a] alternates with [ɛ] and [ɪ], though rarely. The alternation appears to be the result of raising under the influence of high vowels in the preceding and following syllables.

No raising:
467 tfimassinno ‘our (incl.) shoe’ tshimassinnu
468 nemassinnay ‘our (excl.) shoe’ nimassinnân

Raising:
469 nemɛssin ‘my shoe’ nimassin
470 tfimɪssinnuawah ‘our (incl.) shoes’ tshimassinnua

This gives us the following rule:

471 /a/ → [a] ~ [ɛ] ~ [ɪ] / i.C _ C . C i
MacKenzie (1980: 105) states that “there is raising of a before y in the majority of palatalized communities. In eastern Quebec-Labrador ay may become [ey]”. Clarke (1982: 12) reports that /ay/ has raised to [ey] in Sheshatshiu. Ford (1978: 240) observes that this process occurs to all [ay] in Mushuau Innu as well. However, there are a few cases of [ay] in the data that would seem to indicate that raising is optional in Mushuau Innu.

```
472 pa'ka:hway  'hen'        pakâ(h)kuán
473 na:twayafo  'lake'       nātūāãåshu
474 unuskōwaya  'flour'      unushkuâuana
475 tfekt'ayults 'we (incl.) fear’    tshikushtenân
476 aysimew  'Eskimo’        òissimeu
477 nimmi'sinnay  'our (excl.) sister’    nimishinan
478 tfwa:p'mayay  'we (incl.) see him’    tshuâpamânanân
479 wa:pmu'funay  'I see myself (subj.)’    uâpamishuiâne
```

However, there is an alternative explanation which allows the /a/ raising rule to be considered exceptionless: the examples above may contain long /a:/, and so would not be candidates for raising. [a] is a common allophone of /a:/ and the orthography suggests these forms contain long /a:/. For these reasons I will assume that all short /a/ become [e] when they occur before [y], while /a:y/ may surface as [ay] without undergoing raising.
[\textipa{a}] occasionally deletes in word-initial position (vowel syncope is discussed in section 3.1.4.) as seen in the following example:

481 \textipa{awassit\textipa{a}} /wa:ssiti\textipa{a} ‘children’ auâssat(sh)

[\textipa{a:}] has the same distribution as [\textipa{a}], with the exception that long vowels tend not to occur before long consonants.

482 \textipa{wa:pukuna}\textipa{b} ‘flowers’ uâpikuna
483 \textipa{\textipa{a}wasi\textipa{f}} ‘child’ auâss
484 \textipa{\textipa{a}yapi\textipa{n}} ‘fishnet’ â(h)napî
485 \textipa{u:skena\textipa{t}} ‘bones’ ushkana

[a] and [a:] alternate, suggesting that they are allophones of the same phoneme.

This alternation is particularly common in initial or final syllables.

486 \textipa{awassit\textipa{a}} /wa:ssiti\textipa{a} ‘children’ auâssat(sh)
487 \textipa{attum} /\textipa{a}ttum ‘dog’ atim’

[a:] optionally undergoes rounding to [\textipa{o:}], when it is adjacent to [\textipa{w}].

\footnote{\textipa{y} is an allophone of /i/, as discussed in section 2.2.4.3.}
While there are not many examples of alternation between [a:] and [ɔ:] in the data, an allophonic relationship has been established between the short forms of these vowels ([a] and [ɔ]). As well, [ɔ:] only occurs in a rounding environment, which suggests that it is the rounded allophone of some other vowel. For these reasons I will assume that [ɔ:] is the rounded allophone of /a:/.

[a:] optionally alternates with [ɔ]:

This supports the suggestion that /a:/ rounds when adjacent to [w]. The change

---

[a:] also alternates with [e]. This alternation is extremely rare (the following example is the only case in the data). This alternation could be the result of assimilation to the following [e]. It may also be a morphophonemic alternation induced by the presence of the suffix [-en]. As there is only one instance of this alternation, there is not enough data to draw a conclusion.

1 taska(h)-am ‘he splits wood’
2 nta:skeh-en ‘I split wood’

The standard orthography for these examples would be <tāshkaim> and <nitāshkein> respectively. The reason for the discrepancy is that the standard orthography reflects a phonological process which occurs in other dialects but which is not operative in Mushuau Innu.
in length is consistent with other long vowels which display short allophones, particularly in final and initial syllables, as discussed in section 2.2.5.1. This gives us the following rule:

491 /a:/ → [a:] ~ [ɔ:] % _ u^2

2.2.3. Back vowels

2.2.3.1. High

[u] occurs in open or closed syllables and can occur word-initially and word-finally. [u] is the only round vowel to occur frequently before /k^w/.

492 wapuyan ‘blanket’ uâpuîân
493 innuwanats ‘people’ innuats(sh)
494 mossi:3ukw ‘eye’ missîshik^u
495 attussew ‘he works’ atusseu
496 upme:3enne: ‘if you lie (on the side)’ û(h)pimeshîne
497 mɑskuk^u ‘one blade of grass’ mashkushu
498 mistukw ‘stick of wood’ mishtik^u
499 peyukw ‘one’ pei^u
500 mistykwam ‘head’ mishtiku^uân

^2[w] is simply an allophone of /u/, as discussed in section 2.2.4.3.
[u:] occurs in open or closed syllables and can occur word-initially but not word-finally. [u:] never occurs before a long consonant. [u] and [u:] are the only back vowels which occur before [y].

| 501  | ku:kuf | ‘pork’          | kû(h)kûsh |
| 502  | utut   | ‘fat (of meat)’ | utut     |
| 503  | utah   | ‘canoes’        | ûta      |
| 504  | uskwun | ‘his liver’     | ushkun   |
| 505  | nãtueu | ‘Iroquois’      | nãtueu   |

[u] and [u:] alternate suggesting they are allophones of the same phoneme. This occurs most frequently in initial and final syllables.

| 506  | uskôna: | ‘bones’         | ushkana  |
| 507  | uskên  | ‘bone’          | ushkan   |

The distribution of [u:] and [u] described above suggests the following rule:

508 \[ /u:/ \rightarrow [u:] \sim [u] \%

[u] can occur in an open or closed syllable. In either case it has a tendency to

---

83 There are only two lexical items with [u(:)y]: wa:puyan ‘blanket’ <uapuiân>, and nãtu:yew ‘Iroquois’ <nãtueu>.
occur before [n], particularly towards the end of a word. [u] does not often occur word-initially or word-finally. When [u] does occur word-initially, it is usually in an open syllable.

509 maʃiga:θuna:no ‘they fight each other’ máši(h)ikâtunânu
510 piʃ'kwewun ‘one hair (person)’ piʃhkueun
511 nesk‘un ‘my nose’ nishkun
512 mi:toqun ‘ear’ mî(h)tûkai
513 nto:wiyun ‘I hunt’ natû(h)un84
514 kun ‘snow’ kûn
515 uʃsìniga:ʃun ‘his name’ utishini(h)kâshun
516 ʊta:stə'mi:kʷ ‘his face’ utâshtamikʷ
517 ʊmûnu:n ‘his right hand’ uminûn

[u] alternates with [u] suggesting that they are allophones of the same phoneme. The fact that this alternation often occurs between different elicitations of the same morpheme demonstrates that [u] and [u] are in free variation. I will assume [u] and [u] are allophones of the phoneme /u/.

518 a:thum / attum ‘dog’ atim"  

The orthography reflects the Pessamiu Montagnais pronunciation; other Montagnais dialects have natâu for this word. The Mushuau Innu pronunciation is similar to the Moose Swampy Cree form natowiho (Ellis 1995: 498).
The distribution of [u] suggests the following rule:

\[
/u/ \rightarrow [u] \sim [v] / C \_ \_ C
\]

[u:] is not common. It tends to occur in an open syllable, or in a closed syllable before [n]. [u:] never occurs word-finally, and very rarely word-initially. [u:] never occurs before a long consonant (except [j]).

525 \text{\textasciitilde{fu\textasciitilde{s}u\textasciitilde{w}o\textasciitilde{w}}} ‘it is smooth’ shūshū̄u
526 \text{\textasciitilde{mu\textasciitilde{q}e\textasciitilde{n}o\textasciitilde{w}}} ‘everyday’ mūshinā̄u
527 \text{\textasciitilde{n\textasciitilde{es}p\textasciitilde{a\textasciitilde{q}i\textasciitilde{y}i\textasciitilde{n}}} ‘left hand’ nashpātśhiū̄n
528 \text{\textasciitilde{m\textasciitilde{n\textasciitilde{n}u\textasciitilde{n}}} ‘right hand’ mińūn
529 \text{\textasciitilde{m\textasciitilde{e\textasciitilde{t}u\textasciitilde{n}}} ‘mouth’ mitūn

[u:] and [v] alternate, suggesting that they are allophones of the same phoneme.

530 \text{\textasciitilde{n\textasciitilde{es}p\textasciitilde{a\textasciitilde{q}i\textasciitilde{y}i\textasciitilde{n}}} ‘left hand’ nashpātśhiū̄n
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[u:] alternates with [u:], suggesting that these sounds are allophones of the same phoneme (/u:/). Again, these sounds are in free variation.

534 A'ku:hph  ‘coat’  akû(h)p
535 akû:penno  ‘(she sews a) coat’  akû(h)piňu

The distribution of [u:] outlined above suggests the following rule:

\[
\begin{align*}
/u:/ & \rightarrow [u:] \sim [u:] \\
& \quad \{ - ]_\sigma \} \\
& \quad \{ - n ]_\sigma \}
\end{align*}
\]

[u:] and [u] also alternate, again suggesting an allophonic relationship.

537 u:pmes\~\j threadedno  ‘he lies on the side’  ū(h)pimeshine
538 upme:ʃenme:  ‘if you lie on the side’  ū(h)pimeshine

The above analysis suggests a phoneme /u/ with allophones [u] and [u]\(^{85}\); and a

\(^{85}\)There is one instance of nasalized [u:].

1 p(u)mu:htew  ‘he walks’  pimû(h)teu
2 'pmu:htew  ‘he walks’  pimû(h)teu

Clarke (1982: 13) reports that nasalized vowels occur in Sheshatshiu Montagnais when /n/ is deleted between /a/ and /i/. There is no evidence of a deleted nasal consonant.
phoneme /u:/ with allophones [u:], [u:], [u] and [u]. This description is not complete and is further discussed in the following section (2.2.3.2.) and in section 2.2.5.

2.2.3.2. Mid

[o] is always in an open syllable and occurs frequently word-finally, but rarely word-initially.

539  nəp.po  ‘he dies’  nipu
540  pis.te:ʃo  ‘he cuts’  pishteshu
541  mi:ˈto.gun  ‘ear’  mi(h)tukai
542  fiy.o:ti:ʃa  ‘candy’  shiutissi

[o] and [u] alternate, suggesting that they are allophones of the same phoneme. The only examples of this alternation in the data are in the marker of the third person singular. This marker shows up as a word-final [u] or [o]. The environments in which [o] and [u] occur overlap almost completely and so the alternation between them must be characterized as free variation.

543  məʃeˈtto  ‘he is big’  mishishu
544  miːʃʃə  ‘he eats’  mishiʃhu
545  ‘a:huʃə  ‘he is sick’  â(h)kushu

in this example, and in a different elicitation of this item (example 2 above) the vowel surfaces without nasalization. As this one variable occurrence is the only example of a nasal vowel in the data, there is not sufficient evidence to posit nasalization in Mushua Innu as a commonly occurring process.
pa:pu  ‘he laughs’  pâ(h)pu
paga:šimu  ‘he swims’  pakâšimu
fenniyu  ‘he is old’  tshisheñniu

This free variation suggests that, as with [u] and [u], [o] is an allophone of the phoneme /u/ which tends to surface word-finally.

\[ /u/ \rightarrow [u] \sim [o] \]

[o:] tends to occur in open syllables, but not often word-finally.

ntëta  ‘listen’  natû(h)ta
møkuman  ‘knife’  mû(h)kumân
wastokøθen  ‘it floats’  uâshtakû(h)tin
eʃo:  ‘clam’  eshu

tJo:  ‘clams’  eshuat(sh)

The distribution of [o:] suggests the following rule:

\[ /u:/ \rightarrow [u:] \sim [o:] \]
[ɔ] and [ɔ:] always occur before or after [w], as discussed in section 2.2.2.3. above, [ɔ] and [ɔ:] are allophones of /a/ and /a:/ respectively.

[ɔ] and [ɔ:] alternate freely in one item, suggesting they are allophones. This alternation is the result of an underlying /a/ rounding to either [ɔ] or [ɔ]. Rounding of /a/ is discussed in section 2.2.2.3.

The analysis above suggests that there are two rounded phonemes in Mushuau Innu, /u/ and /u/. /u/ has allophones [u], [u] and [ɔ] which occur in free variation in most positions; however, [ɔ] can only occur in an open syllable and is most common word-finally; and the allophone [u] is most common word medially. The phoneme /u/ has allophones [u:], [u:], [ɔ:], [u], [u] and [ɔ]. These allophones occur in free variation (as with /u/, the allophone [ɔ] does not occur in closed syllables).

2.2.4. Glides

2.2.4.1. Labial

[w] occurs word-initially, word-finally, intervocally and after most consonants. *[w] also occurs (postvocally) before [ʦ], [t], [n], [s], [ʃ], [ʃ] and [kw]

[w] only occurs twice in the data, both times in elicitations of the same item.
1  okɔwɔɔː:wa  ‘their mother’  ukāuāua
2  ukɔ:wwɔ:wa  ‘their mother’s (shoe)’  ukāuāua
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[w] does not occur before or after a centralized vowel ([i], [ø], [ʌ]). This is because these centralized vowels are allophones of /i/ and /a/ (see section 2.2.5.2.) which become round when adjacent to [w] as discussed in sections 2.2.1.1. and 2.2.2.3.

2.2.4.2. Apicals

[y] occurs word-finally and intervocally. [y] also occurs (prevocally) *after [p], [t], [s] and [f], and (postvocally) *before [w], [ð], [s], [ʃ], [k], [ɡ] and [θ]. [y]

The fact that [ww] only occurs in this single item suggests that this item does not actually contain a long glide.
never occurs word-initially.

| 568 | m̥esseqey | ‘skin (human)’ | mishakai |
| 569 | wi:giwiyey | ‘bag’ | uii(h)kuai |
| 570 | nəppa:ya:ye | ‘if I sleep’ | nipâiâne |
| 571 | m̥atti:qiyah | ‘hands’ | miti(h)tsha |
| 572 | pya:steKumuk" | ‘yellow (dry) moss’ | pâshteshkamik" |
| 573 | pastsyeyew | ‘it is thin’ | pashtsheueu |
| 574 | u:te'yeméf | ‘fish guts’ | utatshishimesh |
| 575 | ut'teywawa | ‘their hearts’ | ute(h)iuâua |
| 576 | nwa:pmu'guna:ycə | ‘they see us (excl.)’ | nuâpamikunânat(sh) |
| 577 | ay'simew | ‘Eskimo, Innut’ | âissimeu |
| 578 | waskeygən | ‘Fort Chimo Innu’ | uâshkâ(h)ikan |
| 579 | nəʃi:mə'finayis | ‘our (excl.) little sisters’ | nishimishinânat(sh) |

[y] rarely occurs before a long vowel other than /a:/, rarely after a rounded vowel and never after a centralized vowel (with one exception), suggesting that [y] induces neighbouring vowels to display tense allophones.

2.2.4.3. Phonemic status of glides

In Mushuau Innu, [y] is in complementary distribution with /i/ and [w] is in complementary distribution with /u/, suggesting that glides are non-syllabic allophones of
the vowels /i/ and /u/. Glides are further discussed in section 3.1.3.1.

2.2.5. Conclusions on vowels

2.2.5.1. Length

Vowel length is phonemic in Mushuau Innu, as expected based on the systems of related dialects (see section 1.8.2.).

Minimal pairs are not common; however the following items should serve to demonstrate the contrastive nature of vowel length.

580  n@ppi  ‘water’  nipi
581  nippi:hts  ‘water (loc.)’  nipi(h)t(sh)
582  n@ppiya  ‘lakes’  nipia

As seen in the examples above, the first vowel of the root for ‘water’ appears to be an underlying /i/. This is seen in the fact that this first vowel surfaces as [i] and [ə]; which are both allophones of [i] as discussed in section 2.2.1.1. In contrast, the second vowel of the root must be /i:/ as it surfaces as [i], [i:] and [iy] all of which are allophones of /i:/ as discussed in section 2.2.1.1. above. This gives us the underlying form /nipi:/ ‘water’ (the length of /p/ is non-contrastive, as discussed in section 2.1.5.1.). This forms a minimal pair with the root for ‘leaf’.

583  ni:pi(y)  ‘leaf’  nipi
584  ni:piya  ‘leaves’  nipia
Following the same argument presented for /i:/ above, the underlying form for ‘leaf’ is /ni:pi:/—The only difference between /nipi:/ ‘water’ and /ni:pi:/ ‘leaf’ is the length of the initial vowel.

Long vowels can shorten in many environments, but particularly in initial or final syllables.

585 A'wefi:f / awe:hiʃ ‘animal’ aueshish
586 pønneghiʃ / pinnegʃiʃ ‘bird’ pineshish
587 uskəna: ‘bones’ ushkana
588 usken ‘bone’ ushkan
589 te:topwai:gəno ‘(they see a) chair’ te(h)tapuākanũu
590 te:topwa'ge/anno ‘(he sees a) chair’ te(h)tapuākanũu
591 wa:ssits / awassits ‘children’ auāssat(sh)
592 athum / attum ‘dog’ atim
593 tfi:3ukɔ ‘day, sky’ tshishikɔ
594 tfi:zikɔw ‘it is daytime’ tshishikāu

Vowel alternations pattern as follows: while short vowels may alternate with vowels of different qualities, long vowels tends to alternate with short vowels of the same quality. For example, [i] alternates with [i], [θ] and [ʌ], but [i:] only alternates with [i] and [iy] (see vowel allophone charts in section 2.2.).
This suggests that long vowels have a more restricted set of allophones. Short vowels can centralize to [i], [θ] or [ʌ], but long vowels cannot centralize; they can only shorten87.

The fact that there are two distinct sets of allophones is further support for the argument that long vowels are phonemically distinct from short vowels. If long and short vowels were merely allophones of each other, we would expect to see many cases of long vowels alternating with centralized vowels. As this does not occur, I conclude that length is a distinctive feature of vowels.

2.2.5.2. Phonemes

There are two high front vowel phonemes: /i/ and /iː/.

/i/ surfaces as [u]88, [i], [ɪ], [θ], [ʌ], [y] and the mid vowels [e] and [ɛ]89.

Exceptionless rules:

595 /i/ → [u] % V-place

[u] here and in the rule immediately below stands for all the allophones of /u/, ([u], [o] and [u]).

There are so few examples of /i/ surfacing as [e] or [ɛ] that the environments governing this process cannot be determined.
Variable rules:

596 /i/ → [i] ~ [i] / [ C _ C ]σ

597 /i/ → [ə] / _ { /sk/# } { /ŋ/# }

598 /i/ → [i] ~ [ə] % n _

599 /i/ → [i] ~ [ʌ] / _ C#

600 /i/ → Φ / C αplace _ C αplace

601 /i/ → Φ % # C _ /u/

602 /i/ → [y] / _ 

{ [Onset] }

{ [Coda] }

/i:/ surfaces as [i:], [i] and [iy] and very rarely as [i:] or [iy].

Variable rules:

603 /i:/ → [iy] / _ V ()

604 /i:/ → [i] ~ [iy] / _ #

605 /i:/ → [i:] ~ [i] % #(C)

[i:] occurs very rarely, so no pattern can be determined for its distribution.

---

90 This rule is discussed in section 3.1.4.

91 This rule is discussed in section 3.1.3.1.

92 This rule is discussed in section 3.1.3.1.

93 This rule is discussed in section 3.1.3.1.

94 This rule is discussed in section 3.1.3.1.
[iy] occurs in only one item, so no pattern can be determined for its distribution.

[e:], [e], [e], and [e:] are all allophones of the phoneme /e:/.
There is only one mid front vowel phoneme. This is also the situation in related dialects (see section 1.8.2.)
where short /e/ has merged with /i/ leaving long /e:/ as the only mid front vowel.

Evidence that the only mid front vowel phoneme in Mushuaui Innu is inherently long is that long consonants do not occur after [e], [e:], [e] or [e:] (similarly, long consonants do not occur after /i:, /a:/ or /u:/). This restriction appears to be unmotivated unless mid front vowel allophones realize an underlyingly long vowel phoneme.
Assuming that mid front vowel allophones are all realizations of a long vowel explains this restriction through the already established constraint against long consonants following long vowels.

The long status of /e:/ is also supported by the fact that, unlike short vowels, none of the allophones of /e:/ alternates with a centralized vowel ([i], [o], [A]). This is expected of a long vowel, as discussed above, but short vowels all appear to alternate with centralized allophones.

/e:/ has the allophones [e:], [e], [e:] and [e].

---

95 There are a few cases of an allophone of /e:/ preceding a long consonant. However, this is rare and in the majority of cases, the following long consonant is either [nn], which is often a cluster, not a long consonant (as discussed in section 2.1.2.2.), or is the diminutive suffix [ff] which is exceptional and can occur after any long vowel (as discussed in section 2.1.3.2.). The remaining cases of /e:/ followed by long consonant may be the result of syncope or may simply be exceptional.
Variable rules:

606 /e:/ → [e:] / _ ]σ
607 /e:/ → [e:] ~ [e] / _ (/u/)#
                      # _
608 /e:/ → [e:] ~ [e:] / _ . \{ n \}
609 /e:/ → [e:] ~ [e] / _ C ]σ
                      \{ n \}

These rules suggest that the short allophones of /e:/ tend to surface when /e:/ occurs in a closed syllable, and that the lax allophones of /e:/ tend to surface when /e:/ occurs before [n] or [ʃ]. It should be noted that these are just general trends for the patterning of /e:/; the phoneme /e:/ is the most unpredictable of vowel phonemes, and the rules above are simply tendencies that are frequently violated.

The analysis of /i/, /i:/ and /e:/ given above, explains the seemingly ad hoc condition that long consonants do not follow front vowels: long consonants cannot follow long vowels (such as /i:/ and /e:/); furthermore, [i] never surfaces before a long consonant because /i/ tends to centralize to [i] or [ə] in this environment. Thus, while long consonants do follow the front vowel phoneme /i/, /i/ is realized as a centralized allophone in this environment.
/a/ has the allophones: [a], [e], [A], [e], [i], [o], [u], and [u].

Variable rules:

610  /a/ → [o] % V-place
       | [LAB]

611  [e] → [e] ~ [u] ~ [u] ~ [o]

612  /a/ → [a] ~ [e] ~ [i] /
       i . C _ C . i

613  /a/ → [e] /
       _ i

614  /a/ → [a] ~ [A] /
       # _

615  /a/ → [a] ~ [e] /
       C _ C

616  /a/ → Ø /
       C _ C

617  /a/ → Ø /
       # _

/a:/ has the allophones [a:], [a], [e:] and [o].

618  /a:/ → [a:] ~ [a] % # (C) _

619  /a:/ → [a:] ~ [e:] % _ /u/

---

96 This rule is included because [e] is an allophone of /a/.

97 This is not the only environment in which /a/ can surface as [A]. /a/ can surface as [A] in any position, word-initially is simply the most common environment for the [A] allophone.

98 This rule is discussed in section 3.1.4.

99 This rule is discussed in section 3.1.4.
There are two back rounded phonemes, /u/ and /u:/.

/\u/ has the allophones [u], [u], [o] and [w].

620  /\u/  →  [u] ~ [u]  /  C  _  C

621  /\u/  →  [u] ~ [o]  /  _  #

622  /\u/  →  [w]  /  _  
              { [Onset] }
              { [Coda] }

To illustrate, a word consisting of /uCUCu/ would tend to surface as [uCUCo]; however, as these rules are variable, the same sequence could also surface as [oCUCu] (or other permutations), but more rarely.

/\u:/ has the allophones: [u:], [u], [u:], [o:] as well as: [uw], [uw] and [ow].

623  /\u:/  →  [u:] ~ [u]  %  # (C) _

624  /\u:/  →  [u:] ~ [o:]  /  _ ]σ C

625  /\u:/  →  [u:] ~ [u:]  /  _ ]σ
              { _ ]σ}

626  /\u:/100  →  [uw] ~ [uw] ~ [ow] /  _  V

2.3. Summary of phonetic implementation rules

The following is a list of those processes discussed in chapter 2. which can be

100 This rule is discussed in section 3.1.3.1.
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categorized as phonetic implementation rules\textsuperscript{101}. Phonetic implementation rules are concerned with translating the output of phonology into articulatory gestures (see section 1.9.3.); as such, they are more concerned with articulation than with phonology. As this thesis is concerned with phonology, phonetic implementation rules are not discussed in chapter 3. All of the rules listed below are optional.

**Phonetic implementation rules:**

**Consonants:**

627 Aspiration

\[
C \rightarrow \text{C}^h \\
[-\text{son}]
\]

628 Voicing

\[
C \rightarrow [+\text{voice}] / [+\text{sonorant}] \_ [+\text{sonorant}]
\]

**Fricatives:**

629 $[\phi]$-dentalization\textsuperscript{102}

\[
[\phi] \rightarrow [\phi] \sim [f]
\]

\textsuperscript{101} Not all rules mentioned in chapter 2. are repeated here, as many rules mentioned earlier have a very narrow application and are replaced by the more general rules listed below.

\textsuperscript{102} This rule assumes that the output of the coalescence of /hp/ is $[\phi]$, which can then dentalize through this phonetic implementation rule.
[x]-glottalization\textsuperscript{103}

\[ [x] \rightarrow [x] \sim [h] \]

/s/-retraction I

\[ /s/ \rightarrow [f] \% \{ \# \_ V (:); \ V (:) \_ V (:); \} \]

/s/-retraction II

\[ /s/ \rightarrow [s] \sim [f] / - \{ k \} \]

/s/-glottalization I

\[ /s/ \rightarrow [h] \sim [s] / V: _ kw \]

/s/-glottalization II

\[ /s/ \rightarrow [h] \sim [f] / V: _ V (:); \]

Affricates:

/tʃ/-fronting

\[ /tʃ/ \rightarrow [tʃ] \sim [ts] / V (:) _ [+son] [+cor] \]

Vowels:

/i/-centralization I

\[ /i/ \rightarrow [i] \sim [i] / [ C _ C ]σ \]

\textsuperscript{103}

This rule assumes that the output of the coalescence of /hk/ is [x], which can then glottalize through this phonetic implementation rule.
Even though many of the rules involving /e:/ appear to be syllable based, they are so variable that they can best be described as phonetic implementation rules.

This is not the only environment in which /a/ can surface as [Λ]. /a/ can surface as [Λ] in any position; word-initially is simply the most common environment for the [Λ] allophone.
645 /u/-laxing

/u/ → [u] ~ [u] / C _ C

646 /u/-lowering

/u/ → [u] ~ [o] / _ #

647 /u:/-laxing

/u:/ → [u:] ~ [u:] / _ { [n]σ } { σ }

648 /u:/-lowering

/u:/ → [u:] ~ [o:] / _ σ C

649 [ɔ]-tensing

[ɔ] → [ɔ] ~ [o] ~ [u] ~ [u]

650 [uw]-lowering

[uw] → [uw] ~ [uw] ~ [ow]
Chapter three: non-linear analysis

This chapter deals with the non-linear analysis of Mushuau Innu phonology. This includes analysis of the syllable structure (section 3.1.) and accent (section 3.2.). Chapter 3. also deals with the problem of free variation between [n] and [y] (section 3.3.), and prothetic [n] (section 3.3.3.). Chapter 3. concludes with a categorized list (section 3.4.) of all processes described in the thesis (excepting phonetic implementation rules) and non-linear representations of those processes (section 3.5.).

3.1. Syllable structure

This section deals with the syllable structure of Mushuau Innu. The syllable template is discussed in section 3.1.1. The segmental status of /hC/ and /CW/ (which is determined through considerations of the syllable structure) is discussed in section 3.1.2. Syllable based processes are discussed in section 3.1.3; the processes discussed are glide formation (section 3.1.3.1.), syncope (section 3.1.4.) and epenthesis (section 3.1.5.).

3.1.1. Syllable template

Mushuau Innu has the syllable template: (C) V(:) (C) (henceforth abbreviated as CVC). The reasons for assuming this template will be discussed below.

The following figure displays the clusters of Mushuau Innu; clusters resulting from syncope have been omitted. Suspect clusters (those which are exceptional and are not similar to cognates in related dialects) have been marked with an asterisk. The segments /kʷ/, /tʷ/ and /mʷ/ are shown in the chart as individual segments, not clusters,
following the analysis provided in sections 2.1.5.5. and 3.1.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial Clusters</th>
<th>Final Clusters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Onset</strong></td>
<td><strong>Nucleus</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pw</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*py</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>pw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>*s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>t'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*p</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t'</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.1. Consonant clusters of Mushuau Innu

The list of possible word-initial clusters in figure 3.1. supports the hypothesized CVC syllable template. There are only two word-initial clusters possible, /pw/ and /py/.
Other clusters do occur word-initially, but these are always the result of syncope\textsuperscript{106}. As indicated in figure 3.1. (by an asterisk), word-initial [py] is a suspect cluster\textsuperscript{107}. Assuming that [py] is exceptional, [pw] remains the only word-initial cluster. /pw/ occurs in word-medial onsets as well word-initial onsets. However, as /pw/ is the only possible complex onset in Mushua Innu, it would not be reasonable to assume complex onsets in the syllable template of Mushua Innu on the basis of this one sequence. In order to maintain a CVC syllable template, either the underlying sequence /pw/ must be syllabified as a single segment when it occurs in an onset position; or the analysis of labialized consonants in sections 2.1.5.5. and 3.1.2. must be expanded to include /pw/ as a single segment underlyingly. As there is no other evidence supporting the segmental status of /pw/, I will assume the former interpretation: that the sequence /pw/ is syllabified as a single segment when it occurs in onset position. This is a rather ad hoc explanation of the data. Perhaps a better analysis would be to assume that /pw/ is in fact a single labialized segment. This would explain why it is able to surface as an onset in a language where

\textsuperscript{106} /k\textsuperscript{w}/ and /m\textsuperscript{w}/ occur word-initially, but as discussed in sections 2.1.5.5. and 3.1.2., these are not clusters but segments, and so fit into a syllable template that only permits single consonants word-initially.

\textsuperscript{107} The only instance of word-initial [py] in the Mailhot data is \textit{pya:stef/kumik} `yellow (dry) moss' <påsheshkamik>. The [y] in this word-initial cluster is unexpected as it does not occur in other elicitations of the same morpheme \textit{pa:stew} `it is dry' <påshteu>; similarly, related dialects show no [y] or [i] in this position, cf. Montagnais <pashteu> `dry' (Drapeau 1991: 485). Perhaps this one elicitation of word-initial [py] was a slip of the tongue.
onset clusters are disallowed. The segmental versus cluster status of /pw/ is a question that future research will need to address.

Clusters consisting of two segments are common in medial position (as seen in figure 3.1.) where their distribution is consistent with a CVC syllable template: medial clusters syllabify as a single coda consonant followed by a single onset consonant. However, there are two exceptions:

Firstly, the sequence /spw/ is a single coda consonant followed by a complex onset (as discussed in sections 2.1.5.5. and 3.1.2. /pw/ is a sequence and not a single segment). As discussed above, this is the only complex onset in Mushuau Innu, so rather than postulate a more complicated syllable template, I assume that /pw/ is syllabified as a single segment when it is forced into onset position.

Secondly, the sequence [wst] occurs as a medial cluster. This sequence only occurs after a short vowel, so the glide can be considered part of the nucleus of the preceding vowel, forming a diphthong; the /s/ can then be considered the coda consonant and the /t/ the onset of the following syllable. This implies that a diphthong (a short vowel followed by a glide) is functionally equivalent to a long vowel and so a diphthong may be followed by a coda consonant without violating the CVC syllable template.

The distribution of word-final clusters requires some mechanism in addition to core syllabification, as word-final codas may contain two phones (two phones are only permitted in a word-final coda if the first is [+continuant] and the second is
[-continuant]). To accommodate two phones word-finally, I posit a word-final appendix\textsuperscript{108}.

![Diagram of word-final appendix]

Figure 3.2. Word-final appendix

The requirement that the appendix can only attach when the preceding segment is [+continuant] rules out any word final cluster that does not have a glide or fricative as its first member; this limits word final clusters to those shown in figure 3.1. The absence of /m/ from consonant clusters (final and medial) appears to be an accidental gap.

The appendix shown in figure 3.2. is constrained by the Sonority Sequencing Generalization (see section 1.9.5.1.). This means that the cluster created by the addition of the word final appendix must show a drop in sonority from left to right. This drop in sonority can be small, as it is in clusters such as /st/ and /hk/.

\textsuperscript{108} In figure 3.2., the [+continuant] segment before the appendix may be moraic or non-moraic (hence the brackets around the mora). If the preceding vowel is short, then the segment before the appendix would receive a mora by the weight-by-position rule (see section 1.9.6.); however if the preceding vowel is long, then the syllable would already have its maximum two moras, so the [+continuant] segment would not be moraic.
That the Mushuau Innu word-final appendix obeys the Sonority Sequencing
Generalization may be considered unusual, as sonority sequencing is generally considered
to operate within the domain of the syllable. As the appendix is considered extra-
syllabic, operation of sonority sequencing in the appendix is unexpected. The reason for
postulating that the Mushuau Innu word-final appendix obeys sonority sequencing is that
this explains the absence of word-final sequences of a fricative followed by a nasal.

Alternatively, the absence of fricative-nasal final clusters could be explained by
requiring that the appendix agree with the [sonorant] specification of the preceding
phone. Keeping in mind the restrictions that the appendix must be [-continuant] and the
phone preceding the appendix must be [+continuant], this new restriction would limit
word-final clusters to sequences of glide-nasal and fricative-stop.

However, as seen in figure 3.1. above, there are word-final sequences of glide-
stop, in which the two phones do not agree in their specification for [sonorant]. Many
instances of these word-final glide-stop clusters can be explained as the result of syncope
between [w] and the /ʃ/ of the plural suffix /-itʃ/. Other word-final glide-stop clusters can
be explained by assuming that the glide is actually part of the nucleus of the syllable,
forming a diphthong with the preceding vowel (this can only be the case when the
preceding vowel is short).

Unfortunately, there remain certain exceptions to the [sonorant]-agreement
constraint that cannot be explained by either means; for example: \textit{taw} $\text{\textbar}$ “edge in the
ground” $<\text{t\textbarut\text{(sh)}},$ in which the vowel preceding [w] is long (as seen in the
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orthography); and utatshiâpek “large intestine”, in which the vowel preceding [w] is a mid front vowel, which must be long as there is only one mid front vowel, long /e:/ (see section 2.2.5.2.).

There are not many such examples, and perhaps they can simply be considered exceptional: tawâs “edge in the ground” <tâut(sh)> may have a short vowel despite the orthography, and the [w] in the final cluster of utatshiâpek “large intestine” <utatshiâpek> could be considered a labialization of the vowel caused by the following labial consonant (a possibility suggested by the orthography), and so not truly a segment contributing to the word-final cluster.

If these glide-stop clusters can be considered exceptional, then instead of postulating that the word-final appendix obeys the Sonority Sequencing Generalization, perhaps it would be better to postulate that the appendix must agree with the [sonorant] specification of the preceding phone. However, as there are exceptions to this postulated [sonorant]-agreement constraint, for now I will assume instead that the word-final appendix does obey the Sonority Sequencing Generalization. Future research may determine that word-final clusters consisting of a glide and a stop are not exceptions to the [sonorant]-agreement constraint, in which case the [sonorant]-agreement constraint would be a simpler explanation of the data.

Many Mushuau Innu words surface with word initial clusters, such as [st] and [ss] (discussed in section 2.1.4.1.) and [pm] (see section 2.2.2.2.) and [nw] (see sections 2.2.1.1. and 2.1.2.2.); these clusters result from syncope and so need not be explained.
through core syllabification. Syllabic [ŋ] (see section 2.1.1.2.) also results from syncope.

In summary, Mushuau Innu has a CVC syllable template and a word-final [-continuant] appendix which may be added if the preceding consonant is [+continuant]. This analysis assumes that /pw/ in onset position is either syllabified as a single segment or that the interpretation of /pw/ (in sections 2.1.5.5 and 3.1.2.) should be adjusted to include /pw/ as an underlyingly labialized segment and not a cluster. This analysis further assumes that a glide following a short vowel forms a diphthong. This diphthong is functionally equivalent to a long vowel and so a diphthong may be followed by as many as two consonants without violating the CVC syllable template.

3.1.2. Segmental status of /hC/ and /Cw/

As discussed in section 2.1.5.4. /hC/ does not occur word initially, and for this reason /hC/ must be considered a sequence and not a single segment. The explanation for this inference is given below.

If there were a series of preaspirated consonants, its absence in initial position would have to be explained without recourse to the Sonority Sequencing Generalization (SSG) (see section 1.9.5.1.): the SSG states that sonority must rise (from left to right) between segments in an onset and fall (from left to right) between segments in a coda, though the degree of this change in sonority varies from language to language. If /hC/ were a single segment, the SSG would not apply (as the SSG applies to sequences, not individual segments). Furthermore if /hC/ were a segment and not a cluster, it would not
violate the CVC syllable template of Mushuau Innu (see section 3.1.1.) and so its absence in onset position could not be explained through syllable structure constraints. This demonstrates that if /hC/ were analyzed as a single segment, its absence in word-initial position could not be explained by the SSG or by syllable structure constraints, and so an ad hoc constraint would have to be postulated.

Assuming that /hC/ is a sequence of segments simplifies the phonology of Mushuau Innu by reducing the total number of phonemes, and by explaining one aspect of the distribution of these sounds through independently motivated constraints (the SSG and the CVC syllable structure of Mushuau Innu), instead of postulating ad hoc constraints.

As discussed in section 2.1.5.5., certain sequences of consonant and [w] (/Cw/) are underlyingly segments, while others are clusters. As with /hC/ (discussed above), the segmental status of particular /Cw/ can be determined by referring to the SSG, as explained below.

As discussed above, sonority sequencing prevents codas which show a rising sonority. Since /kʷ/, /nʷ/ and /mʷ/ can occur word finally, they must be single segments. If

---

An alternative explanation for the absence of word-initial /hC/ (which I do not adopt) is that /hC/ is a single preaspirated segment, but that preaspiration cannot be realized word-initially, so /hC/ is realized as a plain consonant in this position (aspirated consonants are neutralized with plain consonants word-initially). If this were the case we would expect to see the neutralized word-initial aspiration surface again when a vowel-final prefix is added to a stem with an initial aspirated consonant. As there is no evidence for this in the data, I do not adopt the neutralization hypothesis.
/kʷ/, /tʷ/ and /mʷ/ were clusters they would violate the SSG.

The lack of ‘segmenthood’ of all other /Cw/ (/pw/, /nw/, /lfw/ and /sw/) is demonstrated by their inability to occur in word-final position, where a sequence of /Cw/ is ruled out by the SSG, but where a single segment (/Cw/) is permitted.

Assuming segmental status for /kʷ/, /tʷ/ and /mʷ/ also simplifies the syllable template of Mushuau Innu; if /kʷ/, /tʷ/ and /mʷ/ were a sequence of segments, the syllable template of Mushuau Innu would have to be expanded to allow for clusters containing three segments, and all non-occurring three segment clusters would have to be ruled out by ad hoc constraints.

Further evidence for the segmental status of /kʷ/, /tʷ/ and /mʷ/ is that these sounds induce rounding in the vowels /a/ and /i/, when adjacent to these vowels (see sections 2.2.1.1. and 2.2.2.3.); other /Cw/ do not induce rounding.

The fact that /pw/ occurs in onsets (despite the CVC syllable template of Mushuau Innu) suggests that /pw/ may also be a single labialized segment. However, there are no instances of word-final /pw/ in the data (though this may be an accidental gap), and there is no evidence that /pw/ regularly induces rounding. For these reasons, I will assume that /pw/ is a sequence which can be realized as a single segment when it occurs in onset position.
3.1.3. Syllable based processes

3.1.3.1. Glide formation

Vowel hiatus is avoided in Mushuau Innu. To avoid hiatus, /i/ and /u/ become glides when they occur next to other vowels\(^{110}\). A similar process of glide formation is discussed in Dell and Emedlaui (1985) for Tashliyti Berber.

\[
/\text{uiːtakajatihkw}/ \rightarrow [\text{witəgeyəttiːxʷ}] '\text{male caribou genital organs}' uitakaiati(h)kʰ
\]

Glide formation is depicted in the following figures, which show the syllabification (without glide formation) of the underlying structure of /uiːtakajatihkw/ ‘male caribou genital organs’ <uitakaiati(h)kʰ> (figure 3.3.), followed by the syllabification (with glide formation) of the same word (figure 3.4.)\(^{111}\).

---

\(^{110}\) /i/ can also be realized as [n] when it occurs before or after another vowel. This is discussed in section 3.3.

\(^{111}\) In all figures in this section, the transcription line is used as an abbreviation for the root node and all the features below the root node.
Syllabification without glide formation (figure 3.3.) creates sequences of vowels with no intervening onsets (i.e. hiatus). With glide formation, onsets are created (figure 3.4.) and hiatus is avoided.

As seen in figures 3.5. and 3.6. below, when /i/ (or /u/) occurs intervocally it syllabifies as the onset of the following vowel.
When /i/ (or /u/) occurs after another vowel and before a consonant (or a word boundary), it is syllabified as the coda of the preceding vowel:

![Figure 3.7. Syllabification of /a:iC/ with glide formation](image)

![Figure 3.8. Syllabification of /a:iC/ without glide formation](image)

Figures 3.7. and 3.8. show that hiatus can be avoided through coda formation.

### 3.1.3.2. Diphthongization

When /i:/ and /u:/ occur before another vowel, they tend to be realized as diphthongs ([iy] and [uw]) to avoid hiatus.

652 /mitiːfiːa/ → [mɛttiːdʒiːyah] ‘hands’ miti(h)

653 /miskumiːa/ → [miskumiːya] ‘winter lakes’ mishkumia

---

112 As discussed in section 3.1.1, if the preceding vowel is short, /i/ (or /u/) is not syllabified as a coda, but as the glide portion of a diphthong. The distinction between coda position and second element in a diphthong is moot for the purposes of glide formation and so is ignored in this discussion of glide formation.

113 The quality of the first part of a diphthong derived from /u:/ can be any of the allophones of /u/: [u], [v], [o].
654 /utatʃia:peuk/ $\rightarrow$ [uʃtiːəp] 'large intestine' utatʃiːəp

655 /puːa:mu/ $\rightarrow$ [puːa:mu] 'he dreams' puːamu

656 /suːsuːaːu/ $\rightarrow$ [ʃuːʃuːəu] 'it is smooth' shuːshuːəu

657 /siːpuːa/ $\rightarrow$ [ʃiːpuːa] 'rivers' shiːpuːa

The following figures depict the syllabification of examples 652, 655 and 657 without diphthongization and with diphthongization.

Figure 3.9. Syllabification of 'hands' without diphthongization

Figure 3.10. Syllabification of 'hands' with diphthongization

Figure 3.11. Syllabification of 'he dreams' without diphthongization

Figure 3.12. Syllabification of 'he dreams' with diphthongization
As seen in these figures above, when /i:/ or /u:/ is followed by another vowel, hiatus is avoided through diphthongization. The diphthongization of a long vowel results in the loss of a mora, as shown in figures 3.10., 3.12. and 3.14. This is because the second 'half' of the long vowel has given up its mora to become a glide and act as the onset of the following syllable.

3.1.3.3. Sequences containing both /i/ and /u/

While /i/ and /u/ typically become glides when adjacent to non-high vowels, their behaviour when they are adjacent to each other (as they often are) is more complex, and is governed by the fact that onsets are preferred in Mushuau Innu: a sequence of /i/ and /u/ (in either order) will preferably syllabify as onset - nucleus. Thus, the sequence /i:u/ in final position or before a consonant, will surface as [iyu], [iyu] or [iyo]114.

658 /pimi:u/ → [pmyuv] ‘oil’ pimiu

---

114 This also demonstrates the tendency described immediately above for /i:/ to be realized as a diphthong when another vowel follows.
This process can be seen in figure 3.15, which demonstrates the syllabification of the sequence /i:u/.

![Figure 3.15](image)

Figure 3.15. Syllabification of /i:u/ with glide formation

Alternatively, the sequence /i:u/ may occasionally be realized as [i:wu] to avoid hiatus; however, this is rare.

Example 663 syllabifies as follows:
Figure 3.17. shows /u/ forming an onset by becoming doubly linked to a mora and to the syllable node. This process does not affect the length of /u/, as onsets are non-moraic.

/i/ may occasionally delete between /u/ and a consonant (typically at word edges). This deletion process is discussed in section 3.1.4.

664 /ihkui[y]/ → [i:yt\$] ‘lice’ i(h)kuat(sh)

665 /iskueui[y]/ → [iskwew\$] ‘woman’ ishkueuatu(sh)

When /i/ occurs in the sequence /u(:)i\$/ it does not undergo the rounding rule discussed in section 2.2.1.1. but is realized as [y].

115 The vowel in the orthography is <a>, reflecting the situation in Montagnais; however, in Mushua Innu this plural marker clearly contains /i/.
The syllabification of the sequence /uiV/ is shown in figures 3.18 and 3.19 below, which depict example 667.

The following is a (non-exhaustive) list of sequences of /u/ and /i/ and how they are realized:

668 /uiC/ → [wuC] (also optionally [uC] and [wC])
669 /uiV/ → [uyV]
670 /ui:C/ → [wi:C]
671 /ui:V/ → [wiyV]
672 /u:iC/ → [uwuC]
673 /u:iV/ → [u:yV]
674 /u:i:C/ → [uwi:C]
In general, the syllabification of sequences of /i(:)/ and /u(:)/ avoids hiatus. This is typically achieved through onset formation. Short /i/ rounds in the presence of /u/ (as discussed in section 2.2.1.1.), however this rounding does not occur if /i/ is syllabified as a glide.

3.1.4. Syncope

/i/ and /a/ are the only vowels that undergo syncope in Mushuau Innu, as in related dialects. MacKenzie (1980: 116) notes that “in initial position a and i (but seldom u) are often deleted”. She also mentions that:

“syncope of short vowels is common in the palatalized dialects [such as Mushuau Innu]. The prevalent environment for syncope is found, not surprisingly, between
homorganic consonants under weak stress. Both a and i may be lost while y only loses its syllabicity" (1980: 125)

This is also the case in Mushua Innu. However, unlike some CMN dialects, in Mushua Innu, initial /i/ does not undergo deletion (procope). Procope in the related dialect of Pessamiu is illustrated in example 684.


684 [uškwe:w] ‘woman’ vs. [ušiskwe:m] ‘my wife’

Compare example 684 with the same word in Mushua Innu which does not display deletion:

685 iškwew ‘woman’ ishkueu

[i] is also often deleted after a word-initial consonant and before /u/. Thus, the /i/ of the first person prefix /ni-/ , as well as the /i/ of the second person prefix /tʃi-/ often deletes:

The following examples show the second person prefix /tʃi-/ with no vowel deletion:

686 tʃineː:nənaw ‘you (pl.) breathe’ tshiñe(h)nənəu
687 tʃinəppaːnaːn ‘we (incl.) sleep’ tshinipənən

The following examples show the second person prefix /tʃi-/ with its vowel deleted:

688 tʃwaːpəkə:yənənaːn ‘we (incl.) wash’ tshuəpek(h)ɨtʃenən
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The following examples show the first person prefix /ni-/ with no vowel deletion:

689  tšwa:'pa:tenan  ‘we (incl.) see’  tšhuāpā(h)tenān

The following examples show the first person prefix /ni-/ with its vowel deleted:

690  ninna:gənnifikwen  ‘my daughter-in-law’  ninā(h)ākanishkuem
691  nifį:mi:kōwn  ‘my younger cousin’  nishīmikāun

The following examples show the animate plural suffix /-itf/ with no vowel deletion:

694  awassits  ‘children’  auāssat(sh)
695  nəkus'tananis  ‘we fear’  nikuštenān

The following examples show the animate plural suffix /-itf/ with deletion of the vowel:

696  na:pewts  ‘men’  nāpeu(at(sh)
697  wa:p(a)mewts  ‘they see’  uāpameu(at(sh)

---

116

The sound [tʃ] is an allophone of /ʃ/ as discussed in section 2.1.4.1. The plural marker is indicated by <at(sh)> in the orthography, reflecting the vowel found in other dialects; however, in Mushuau Innu the vowel is /i/.
This process can be described in the following rule:

\[
/\i/ \rightarrow \emptyset \% \# \, C \rightarrow /\u/
\]

As with the glide formation processes described in section 3.1.3. this syncope rule is another way in which hiatus is avoided.

\(/\i/\) and \(/a/\) are the only vowels which undergo syncope between homorganic consonants in Mushuau Innu; the evidence for this is as follows: As discussed in section 2.2.2.1. \(/i/\) (an allophone of \(/\i/\)) often deletes between consonants with the same place of articulation, \(/\theta/\) also frequently deletes between consonants with the same place of articulation (see section 2.2.2.2.). These are the only instances of syncope between homorganic consonants. As \(/\theta/\) is an allophone of (only) \(/a/\) and \(/i/\) (see section 2.2.5.2.), this demonstrates that only \(/\i/\) and \(/a/\) undergo syncope between homorganic consonants in Mushuau Innu.

As discussed in section 2.2.2.3., \(/a/\) can delete word-initially.

In summary: only short \(/a/\) and \(/\i/\) undergo deletion. Both tend to be deleted between homorganic consonants\(^{117}\). \(/a/\) is also variably deleted word-initially (see section

---

\(^{117}\) There are many items in the data which do not show vowels where the orthography suggests that vowels are present. The absent vowels are typically \(<\text{a}>\) or \(<\text{i}>\) in the orthography and the vowels are typically absent between homorganic consonants. This is expected based on the analysis above. However, there are occasional instances of an \(<\text{a}>\) or \(<\text{i}>\), between non-homorganic consonants, which is present in the orthography but not in the data. This suggests that while deletion is most common between homorganic
2.2.2.2.) and /i/ is often deleted at word edges in the environment of /u/ (see section 2.2.1.1.).

Not only does syncope occur between homorganic consonants, it can also occur between identical consonants, creating a geminate consonant. This gemination is not in violation of the OCP (discussed in section 1.9.4.) because tautomorphemically, identical consonants can be considered doubly linked to the same feature representation. So, the deletion of a vowel between identical consonants creates a geminate with no violation of the OCP. This is depicted in the figure below:

---

consonants, it is not completely restricted to that environment. It should be noted, however, that evidence for this occasional deletion between non-homorganic consonants is based on related dialects and so is external to Mushuau Innu, and as such should not be considered conclusive for Mushuau Innu.
Deleting the vowel from the sequence shown in figure 3.20 simply creates a surface geminate consonant.

MacKenzie (1980: 125) states that syncope in CMN occurs in positions of weak stress. While the role of stress in determining Mushau Innu syncope is unclear (the accentual system of Mushau Innu is discussed in section 3.2.), it is clear that syncope only affects short vowels. As accent in Mushau Innu tends to occur on long vowels, it is reasonable to assume that syncope only affects unaccented vowels in Mushau Innu, as in
other CMN dialects.

The above discussion of syncope leads to the following rules:

699 \{/a/, /i/\} \rightarrow \emptyset / \quad \text{C place} - \quad \text{C place}

Underlying representation:

\[ \cdots \quad \text{C} \quad \{/a/\} \quad \text{C} \quad \cdots \]
\[ \text{C-place} \quad \text{C-place} \]
\[ [F] \]

Surface representation:

\[ \cdots \quad \text{C} \quad \text{C} \quad \cdots \]
\[ \text{C-place} \quad \text{C-place} \]
\[ [F] \]

Figure 3.21. Syncope between homorganic consonants

700 /a/ \rightarrow \emptyset / \quad \# \quad _
Syllabification of /#a(C)V/ without /a/-procope:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma & \sigma \\
\mu & \mu \\
a & (C) \\
\end{array}
\]

Syllabification of /#a(C)V/ with /a/-procope:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\omega \\
\mu \\
(C) \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 3.22. /a/-procope

/a/-procope can be seen in the word ‘children’ <auássat(sh)> which can be realized as awassite or wa:ssite.

701 /i/ → Ø % # C _ /u/\textsuperscript{118} V

\footnote{118 In figure 3.23. the sequence /Cu/, created by the deletion of /i/, is presumably syllabified as a single labialized consonant, as shown.}
Figure 3.23. /i/-syncope

The process shown in the figure above (/i/-syncope) also occurs in the mirror environment. /i/-syncope is seen in the word *tʃwa: pa:tenan* ‘we (incl.) see’ <tʃuapa(h)temin>, in which the /i/ of the second person prefix /ʃi-/>has deleted between the preceding [ʃ] and the following /w/, resulting in [ʃw].
3.1.5. Epenthesis

Mushuau Innu has an epenthesis rule which must be postlexical, as it only occurs between words. Certain words which are normally consonant-final have a final [ə] when they occur before a consonant-initial word. There are only two instances of this epenthesis in the data, and in both cases the epenthesis occurs between consonants which have the same place of articulation.

702 a:tum`um_ `dog` atimu
703 a:tm`a:ma:kwa:d`ew `the dog bites` atimu mâku`atsheu
704 wi:pats_ `early` uipat(sh)
705 wi:pats`q taku`inno `he comes early` uipat(sh) takushinu

The epenthesis seen in examples 703 and 705 above is motivated by the OCP (see section 1.9.4. for discussion of the OCP). As discussed in sections 1.9.4. and 3.1.4., the OCP prevents sequences of adjacent identical features. Within words, OCP violations are not an issue because identical phones are linked to the same feature specifications (as shown in figure 3.20. above). In contrast, across word boundaries, multiple linking is not possible and so a sequence of identical phones would violate the OCP; this violation of the OCP motivates the epenthesis seen in examples 703 and 705.

However, there are many instances of adjacent [w] on either side of a word boundary, as well as adjacent [n] on either side of a word boundary, and the presence of these adjacent identical phones does not motivate any form of epenthesis. Since violation
these adjacent identical phones does not motivate any form of epenthesis. Since violation of the OCP across words in Mushua Innu is possible, I hypothesize that epenthesis is an optional rule; in some instances epenthesis does not apply and OCP violations across word boundaries do occur.

In summary, I postulate the following optional rule of epenthesis:

706 $\emptyset \rightarrow \emptyset / C\# \ _ \ #C$

$\alpha place \ _ \ \alpha place$

Syllabification of /C[$\alpha place$/]$\#C[$\alpha place$/]/ without epenthesis:

| $\omega$ | $\omega$ |
| $\sigma$ | $\sigma$ |
| $C$ | $C$ |
| $\alpha place$ | $\alpha place$ |

Syllabification of /C[$\alpha place$/]$\#C[$\alpha place$/]/ with epenthesis:

| $\omega$ | $\sigma$ | $\omega$ |
| $\mu$ | $\sigma$ |
| $C$ | $\emptyset$ | $C$ |
| [$\alpha place$] | [$\alpha place$] |

Figure 3.24. [$\emptyset$]-epenthesis

3.2. Accent

Mushua Innu has iambic feet (for a discussion of metrical theory see section
1.9.6.; word accent occurs on the head of the rightmost iambic foot. The direction of parsing is left to right. Final syllables are optionally extrametrical. Stray light syllables are not parsed into feet.

This accentual system is different from that of many Montagnais dialects which have accent on word-final syllables (for example, Ekuanitshu Montagnais has word-final stress (Martin 1991: 43)); However, iambic systems are quite common in Algonquian languages (Brittain 2000: 2).

The Mushuau Innu accentual system does not recognize coda material as contributing to syllable weight\(^\text{119}\) (see section 1.9.5. for a discussion of syllable weight); therefore syllable weight is determined by vowel length alone: a long vowel forms the nucleus of a heavy syllable and a short vowel forms the nucleus of a light syllable. The reasons for assuming this analysis are discussed below.

Mushuau Innu accent may fall on the final syllable. When this occurs the accented vowel is typically long (as discussed in section 2.2.5.2. /e/ is a long vowel).

\[\text{nisp}a:\text{ya:w} \quad \text{‘it is high’} \quad \text{ishpânau} \]

\[\text{L H H}\]

\(^{119}\)There is one possible exception to this, word final /mt/ may contribute to syllable weight, this is discussed below. As discussed in section 1.9.5., while all languages are assumed to have weight-by-position, metrical systems often use different parameters from weight-by-position to determine syllable weight.

\(^{120}\)In this section, syllable weight is indicated in examples (L for light and H for heavy). The accented syllable is bolded and underlined. Brackets surround syllables whose vowel may or may not be present, due to syncope, and syllables which consist of syllabic [n].
The word-final accent shown in the examples above could be accounted for by positing a single unbounded foot with stress occurring on the right edge of the foot. However, the occurrence of syncope at the left edges of words (see section 3.1.4.) suggests the presence of more than a single foot. Syncope is often motivated by metrical considerations in CMN dialects and this appears to be the case in Mushuaau Innu as well. Syncope does not affect long vowels (which attract stress) in Mushuaau Innu, as discussed in section 3.1.4.; the lack of long vowel syncope is explained by assuming that long vowels are always in the strong position in a foot and so cannot undergo syncope. This implies that there is typically more than one foot in a Mushuaau Innu word and that
syncope only occurs in the weak branch of a foot. Furthermore, though secondary accent is not marked in the phonetic transcription provided by Mailhot, listening to the recordings of the native speakers, I can make out secondary stress on some words\textsuperscript{121}. The presence of secondary stress argues for multiple feet and not a single unbounded foot.

For these reasons, I will assume that Mushuau Innu has multiple feet.

The pattern shown in the examples above is consistent with a metrical structure of right headed (iambic) feet. These feet consist of the sequence L H, or, if no light syllable is available to form this sequence, a foot may consist of a single heavy syllable. Word accent is on the head of the rightmost foot. The following examples demonstrate the assumed rules of accentuation.

\begin{align*}
\text{715} & & * & \text{Word accent} \\
& & (\ast \ast) & \text{Feet heads} \\
& & (\ast \ast)(\ast \ast) & \text{Accentable syllables, feet} \\
& & \text{L H L H} \\
& & \text{ut\'a:st\'o\text{"}{\text{m}}i:k'\text{"}} & \text{\textquoteleft his face (is dirty)\textquoteright} \\
\text{716} & & * & \text{Word accent} \\
& & (\ast \ast) & \text{Feet heads} \\
& & (\ast \ast)(\ast) & \text{Accentable syllables, feet} \\
& & \text{L H H} \\
& & \text{up\'pwa:\'g\text{"}{\text{y}}} & \text{\textquoteleft pipe\textquoteright} \\
\end{align*}

\textsuperscript{121} It is difficult to disentangle vowel length from secondary stress, especially for someone like myself who does not speak the language. For this reason I will rely on Mailhot's transcriptions of primary stress; secondary stress will not be dealt with further.
Word accent

Feet heads

Accentable syllables, feet

717 ta:’ha:w
  ‘it is cold’
  tâ(h)kâu

*The most common stressed final syllable is [ew].

718 ini:’new
  ‘grouse’
  iinniñe

719 t̂f̂ino:’few
  ‘pike’
  tshinusheu

720 peto:’tew
  ‘he comes’
  petû(h)teu

721 pemënnë:we
  ‘she cooks’
  piminueu

722 p(u)mû:’tew
  ‘he walks’
  pimû(h)teu

Certain final stressed syllables contain a short vowel and are therefore light.

723 Am’miśkʷa
  ‘beaver’
  amishkü

724 wa:pa:’tum
  ‘he sees’
  uâpâ(h)tamü

725 ka:ši:’num
  ‘she wipes’
  kâshînamü
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Example 723 can be explained within the framework for Mushuau Innu accent discussed above: a sequence of two light syllables (L L) may be parsed as a single iambic foot. This gives us the following structure:

```
726 *  Word accent
(*)  Feet heads
(* *)  Acceptable syllables, feet
L  L
A'm'mifk  'beaver'  amishk
```

Examples 724 and 725 present a problem for the iambic analysis in that the syllables preceding the final light syllable (in both cases) are heavy; so, the final light syllables in these examples should not be parsed into feet, and the metrical structure should be blind to them. Perhaps, unlike other coda material, word-final /m/ contributes to the weight of a syllable\textsuperscript{122}. This would allow examples 724 and 725 to be parsed as follows\textsuperscript{123}:

```
727 *  Word accent
(*) (*)  Feet heads
(*)(*)(*)  Acceptable syllables, feet
H  H  H
wa:pa:'tum  'he sees'  uâpâ(h)tam
```

\textsuperscript{122} Though neither of these words shows a word-final /m/, its presence can be inferred from both the orthography and the fact that the preceding vowel is round (/m/ induces rounding in neighbouring /a/ and /i/ as discussed in sections 2.2.1.1. and 2.2.2.3.), the fact that the labialization is missing from the phonetic form in these examples is not unusual, as labialized consonants frequently show non-labialized allophones in word-final position, as discussed in section 3.1.2.

\textsuperscript{123} As both words have the same structure only one example metrical grid is provided.
If coda material (other than /m'/) counted towards syllable weight, there would be many accented short vowels occurring in closed syllables, as this does not occur (other than in explicable instances such as 723 to 725), I assume that syllable weight is determined by vowel length alone\(^{124}\) (with the stipulation that /m'\/) can contribute to syllable weight). Brittain (2000: 44) reports that all nasals (and glides) contribute to syllable weight in Southern East Cree.

The accent may also fall on the penult. When this occurs the penultimate syllable typically contains a long vowel, and so is heavy.

728  tfine:nenaw  
      L H H H  
     ‘you (pl.) breathe’  tshiñe(h)ñenau

729  pA'ka:hway  
      L H  
     ‘hen’  pakâ(h)kuán

730  mi:tfu'wa:pi:hs  
      H L H H  
     ‘house’  mitshuâ(h)pî(h)t(sh)

731  n:na:pem  
      (L) H H  
     ‘husband’  ninâpem

732  A'wa:ss\ats  
      L L H L  
     ‘boys’  auâssat(sh)

733  ‘wi:p\ats  
      H L  
     ‘long time ago’  uîpatsh

---

\(^{124}\) I assume that a short vowel and following glide count as a long vowel for the purposes of accentuation; however, there are no clear examples in the data (such as a sequence of short vowel and glide receiving accent) to confirm this assumption.
In examples 728 to 731 above, penult accent is created through extrametricality (see section 1.9.6.1.). Word-final syllables are optionally extrametrical in Mushuau Innu⁰. This allows for the creation of penultimate accent in Mushuau as seen in the following examples:

734

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Word accent} \\
(*) \\
(* *) \\
(*) \\
L \ H \ <H>
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Feet heads} \\
\text{Accentable syllables, feet}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
p\text{ka:hw}ay \\
\text{‘hen’}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
pak\text{â(h)}\text{kuan}
\end{array}
\]

735

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Word accent} \\
(*) \\
\text{Feet heads} \\
(* *)\text{* *(*)} \\
L \ H \ H \ <H>
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Accentable syllables, feet} \\
f\text{ine:nenaw} \\
\text{‘you (pl.) breathe’}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
tshi\text{ne(h)}\text{nenau}
\end{array}
\]

While an accented penult is typically heavy (contains a long vowel), on occasion it is light. When this happens the preceding and following syllables are also light.

736

\[
\begin{array}{c}
kami\text{hu}Jit \\
\text{‘(it is) red’}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
k\text{âmi(h)}\text{kushit}
\end{array}
\]

737

\[
\begin{array}{c}
t\text{a’ku}Jin \\
\text{‘I come’}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
nitakushin
\end{array}
\]

738

\[
\begin{array}{c}
m\text{et’fs}ima \\
\text{‘it is near’}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
matshima
\end{array}
\]

---

⁰ In generative phonology, extrametricality cannot be optional; however, Optimality Theory (Archangeli 1997: 29), allows for variability through the equal ranking of constraints.
Two factors account for penult accent in the examples above: extrametricality of the final syllable and parsing (from right to left) of the sequence L L into a single iambic foot. These factors are demonstrated in the examples below.

As seen in example 743, stray light syllables are not parsed into feet, and so the initial syllable of *kasku\'wunits* 'clouds' <kashkunat(sh)> is not part of a foot.

Example 743 also demonstrates that the direction of parsing in Mushuau Innu must be right to left. If parsing were from left to right, the sequence L L L L would have to be parsed as either: (L L) (L L); or (with a final extrametrical syllable): (L L) L <L>,
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where the penult is a stray light syllable and so would not be parsed into a foot. Neither of these left to right parsings of L L L L could produce penultimate accentuation, and so parsing in Mushua Innu must be from right to left.

The accent may also fall on the antepenult. As with accent on the ultima and penult, an accented antepenult typically contains a long vowel. Antepenultimate accent is achieved through extrametricality of the final syllable, and the exclusion of the penultimate syllable from parsing because it is a stray light syllable. Therefore, when accent is on the antepenult, the penult must be light in order to escape parsing, as shown in the examples below.

744 uta:kuf/hits
L H L L

745 's .si:3ukwa
(L) H L L

746 u:p'me:jono
H (L)H L L

747 tʃeppe'ka:jimun
L L H L L

The following metrical grids demonstrate how antepenultimate accent is achieved.

748 * Word accent
(*) Feet heads
(* *) Accetable syllables, feet
L H L <L>
u'ta:kuf/hits
‘yesterday’
utakushit(sh)
In example 748 the penult is a stray light syllable and so is not parsed into a foot.

In example 749 both the penult and initial are stray light syllables and so are not parsed into feet.

The accent may not fall any further to the left than the antepenult; this is consistent with the analysis given above.

Many words display different accents from one elicitation to another.

749  Word accent
    (•) Feet heads
    (*•) Acceptable syllables, feet
        L  L  H  L<L>
        tfëppə'ka:jimun  ’you swim’  tshipakåshimun

750  p(u)mu:'tew  ’he walks’  pimû(h)teu
    (L)  H  H

751  ’p . mu:htew  ’he walks’  pimû(h)teu
    (L)  H  H

752  ta:'ha:w  ’it is cold’  tå(h)kåu
    H  H

753  ña. ’ta:ha:w  ’it is not cold’  ama tå(h)kåu
    L  L  H  H

754  q . ti:h’dji:n  ’my hand’  nitî(h)tshi
    (L)  H  H

755  ta:xaw  q . ’ti:dji:n  ’my hand is cold’  tå(h)kåu nitî(h)tshi
    H  H  (L)  H  H
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This variability in the position of the accent can be explained, in most instances, by the fact that final syllable extrametricality is optional. In the examples above, if the final syllable is extrametrical, accent falls on the penult, if the final syllable is not extrametrical, the accent falls on the final syllable. This is demonstrated in the examples below.

Extrametrical final syllable:

756 * Word accent
(*) Feet heads
(*) Accentable syllables, feet
H <H>
(AmA) 'ta:ha:w
‘it is not cold’
ama tâ(h)kåu

Non-extrametrical final syllable:

757 * Word accent
(* *) Feet heads
(*)(*) Accentable syllables, feet
H H
ta:'ha:w
‘it is cold’
tâ(h)kåu

As seen in examples 753 and 755, accentual variability may take the form of a leftward shift of the accent, when the word is preceded by another word. There are several exceptional accentuations which can be explained as resulting from this accent shift caused by a preceding word:

758 ta:hta 'kuʃka:yå:n
‘sewing machine’
tâ(h)tå kushkåiån
H H L H H
In the examples above, a light syllable receives stress (and is not the head of a L L foot, which would support stress). This is exceptional and can perhaps be explained by assuming that the accent is being shifted to the antepenult under the influence of the same accent retraction seen in examples 753 and 755. If this is the case, accent retraction (caused by the presence of a preceding word) has the effect of drawing accent to the left edge of a word's accentual domain (so to the antepenult in words of three or more syllables, and to the penult in words of only two syllables). The exact conditions for this accent retraction are not clear based on the data at hand as there are few cases from which to draw generalizations (the data consist largely of elicitations of individual words, not phrases; so a study of the phonology of phrase structure is not possible). The nature of Mushuaau Innu phrase structure, and its effect on accent retraction, warrants further research. The process of accent retraction will not be dealt with further in this thesis.

There are a few items in the data that do not conform to the analysis given above. Most of these exceptions appear to be the result of accent retraction (which draws the accent of a word to the left edge of the accentual domain); however, there are two instances which cannot be explained through accent retraction:
Both of these examples are exceptions to the analysis provided above. Rather than propose an unmotivated rule, based on little data, these examples should simply be considered exceptional.

In conclusion, accent must fall within the last three syllables of a Mushuau Innu word. This is achieved through right to left parsing of syllables into iambic feet and accentuation of the head of the rightmost foot in the word, along with optional final-syllable extrametricality (as well, stray light syllables are not parsed into feet). Syllable weight is determined by vowel length alone, with the exception of word-final /mʷ/ which contributes to syllable weight. There is an accent retraction process which draws the accent of a word to the left edge of the accentual domain when the word is preceded by another word in the phonological phrase.

3.3. Alternation between [n] and [y]\(^{126}\)

MacKenzie (1980: 44) reports on an unusual process in Mushuau Innu, in which

\(^{126}\) For the sake of convenience, alternation between [n] and [y] is abbreviated to n/y-alternation hereafter.
[n] and [y] alternate freely in certain words. She states that the process only affects /n/ derived from PA *n and not /n/ derived from PA *l.

762  ašiniŋa / ašiniya  ‘stones’  ašinǐa
763  mədʒəpe'tən/yəw  ‘you (pl.) do not hear’  ma tshipe(h)tenau
764  tʃwa:pe'ka:yəbenə:n /
                       tʃwa:be'ga:nbeyya:y  ‘we (incl.) wash’  tshiuapékâ(h)itşhenå
765  awe:no / aveyo  ‘who is that’  aueň ū
766  wa:no / wa:yo  ‘far away’  ūa(h)ńau128

I argue that this alternation is the result of an underlying /i/ being realized as [i], [y] or [n] based on its position within its syllable129. In the syllable peak, /i/ is realized as the most sonorous allophone [i], while in positions of typically lower sonority (in the

127 There is no mention in the literature and no evidence in the data of alternation between [y] and long [nn]. This leaves unanswered the question of how the sequence /nn/ discussed in section 2.1.2.2. above is affected by n/y-alternation.

128 As seen in the orthography, the segment alternating between [n] and [y], in this and the subsequent example, is derived from PA *l (segments originating from PA *l are marked in the orthography by the symbol <l>). PA *l is generally realized as non-alternating /n/ in Mushuaun Innu, so these examples must be the result of reanalysis, as discussed in appendix 1.

129 It should be noted that [i], [y] and [n] are almost identical sounds, differing only in sonority (and nasality in the case of [n]), but as argued below, nasality is non-distinctive in this case). These three sounds are the only coronal sonorants in the language.
onset or coda) /i/ is realized as a less sonorous allophone.\footnote{130}


There are many words in the data that consistently surface with [n] and show no alternation.

\begin{verbatim}
767  wa:pmin  'apple'       uápimin
768  wa:pʰmɛiʦ  'apples'   uápiminats
769  wa:pʰmɛna / wa:pʰminza  'apple (obv.)'  uápimina
770  wa:'buyan / wa:puyan  'blanket'  uápuiân
771  uska:bwuyan  'new blanket'  ushkápuiân
772  tʃiya:ja:'buyan  'old blanket'  tʃiáshápuiân
\end{verbatim}

There are also words that consistently display [y], with no sign of alternation.\footnote{131}

---

\footnote{130}{The proposed analysis for n/y-alternation in Mushau Innu, finds a parallel in similar alternations in another language: in Porteño Spanish (Hume 1992: 65), /i/ surfaces as [i] in the head of the nucleus, as [y] in the non-head nuclear position and as [ʒ] in the onset or coda. This demonstrates that /i/ can alternate with segments even less sonorous than [n], such as [ʒ].}

\footnote{131}{It is not conclusive that these words never show alternation. They may simply be not displaying their alternation in this set of data. As many words are elicited only once or twice in the data, it is impossible to determine if these words are exceptions to alternation or if they simply happen not to show alternation in this set of data. This question needs to be resolved by working closely with native speakers. This limitation prevents environmental restrictions on n/y-alternation from being determined with the data at hand.}
Ford (1978) attempts to describe the environment for alternation, and offers an analysis of the process. Ford says that there are several types of n/y-alternation; he reports the existence of free variation between [n] and [y] in certain words, as well as predictable alternation in certain morphological environments. The data collected by Mailhot only support the existence of free variation of [n] and [y] in certain words, with no evidence in the data of predictable variation based on morphological environment.

3.3.1. Process of alternation

The pattern of distribution for the allophones of /i/ is as follows: when /i/ occurs between consonants, it is syllabified in the head of the nucleus and retains its vocoid status. When /i/ occurs after another vowel, vowel hiatus must be prevented and /i/ therefore loses its syllabic status. When this happens, /i/ is syllabified as the onset of a

---

132 As seen in the orthography, the segment surfacing as [y] in this and the next example is derived from PA *l (segments originating from PA *l are marked in the orthography by the symbol <l>). PA *l is generally realized as non-alternating /n/ in Mushuau Innu, so these examples must be the result of reanalysis, as discussed in appendix 1.
following syllable or as the coda\(^{133}\) of a preceding syllable. /i/ in an onset or coda can surface as either [y] or [n].

This analysis may be represented by the following syllable structures:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.) Onset</th>
<th>2.) Nucleus</th>
<th>3.) Coda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\sigma)</td>
<td>(\sigma)</td>
<td>(\sigma)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\mu)</td>
<td>(\mu)</td>
<td>(\mu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\nu)</td>
<td>(i/)</td>
<td>(i/)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i/)</td>
<td>(\rightarrow [i])</td>
<td>(\rightarrow [y] \text{ or } [n])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.25. /i/ in its three possible positions within the syllable

\(^{133}\) As discussed in section 3.1.1., a glide may be considered part of the nucleus when it follows a short vowel, forming a diphthong. With respect to n/y-alternation, the difference between a glide that is within the nucleus and a glide that is within the coda is moot. In either instance the /i/ loses its syllabicity and may surface as either [y] or [n]. The only position in which /i/ surfaces as [i] is when it is the head of the nucleus (and so is attached to the leftmost mora in the syllable). Throughout this section n/y-alternation is referred to as occurring in onset and coda positions. However, it should be noted that this is a generalization made for ease of exposition, any /i/ which loses its syllabicity may surface as [y] or [n]; this includes /i/ in onset position, coda position and non-head position within the nucleus.
An account of the pattern of distribution for [i], [y] and [n], based on
underspecification of sonority features, is provided below.

3.3.2. Underspecification of /i/

The features that distinguish the three allophones of /i/ ([i], [y] and [n]) from each
other can be summarized in the following chart (all of these phones are [CORONAL]):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>i</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[vocoid]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[approximant]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sonorant]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[nasal]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1. Features of [i], [y] and [n]

/i/ can be analysed as a coronal sonorant which is underspecified for [nasal],
[approximant] and [vocoid]. When /i/ occurs in the nucleus of a syllable, it has the
highest degree of sonority, with the specification [+vocoid]. When /i/ syllabifies as the
onset or coda of a syllable, it has less sonority and is assigned either [-vocoid] or [-
approximant]. Which of these two features is assigned is variable and out of this
variability arises the free variation between [n] and [y], as explained below.

---

134 The features [vocoid] and [approximant] are used because these are the features that
pertain to sonority.
The remaining unspecified values for [nasal], [approximant] and [vocoid] are filled in by positionally determined redundancy rules (see Steriade (1995: 158) for a discussion of redundancy rules as they relate to positions within the syllable). When /i/ is assigned the feature [+vocoid] (when it is in the nucleus), [-nasal] and [+approximant] are filled in by redundancy rules, and /i/ surfaces as [i]. When /i/ occurs in an onset or coda, it has less sonority and so is assigned [-vocoid] or [-approximant]. If [-vocoid] is assigned, [-nasal] and [+approximant] are filled in, and /i/ surfaces as [y]. If [-approximant] is assigned, the features [+nasal] and [-vocoid] are filled in, and /i/ surfaces as [n].

The following feature-by-position redundancy rules derive the allophones of /i/:

778 \[\text{COR}, [+\text{son}] \rightarrow [+\text{vocoid}] / \_ \]

\text{[nucleus]}

779 \[\text{COR}, [+\text{son}] \rightarrow [-\text{vocoid}] \sim [-\text{approximant}] / \_ \]

\{\text{[onset]} \}
\{\text{[coda]} \}

and the following redundancy rules:

780 \[\text{COR}, [+\text{son}], [+\text{voc}] \rightarrow [+\text{approx}], [-\text{nas}] \]

781 \[\text{COR}, [+\text{son}], [-\text{approx}] \rightarrow [-\text{voc}], [+\text{nas}] \]

\[\text{[135]}\]

These are in fact the same features required to complete the specification of [i]. This allows [i] and [y] to have their specifications filled in by the same redundancy rule.
It should be noted that this analysis is not suggesting that the feature [+vocoid] is determined by syllable structure for all vowels; rule 778 is specific to coronal sonorants (though /u/ also has a non-vocoid allophone).

The construction of syllable structure should be considered cyclic (occurring at several different levels of the lexical phonology). Vowels other than /i/ (and /u/) would project syllable head positions at an early stage in the construction of syllable structure, while at a later stage, /i/ (and /u/) would either project a syllable head position or not, depending on the requirements of the syllable structure at that point. Dell and Emedlaui (1985: 109-111) describe a similar situation in Tashlhiyt Berber, in which /a/ must have an opportunity to project a syllable head before /i/ or /u/ can project syllable heads.

If /i/ (or /u/) is in a position where an onset or coda is required, for example when adjacent to a syllable head (a vowel which projected a syllable head position earlier in the derivation), then /i/ (or /u/) does not project a syllable head position and instead surfaces as a non-vocoid allophone; for /i/ this allophone is either [y] or [n]; these non-vocoidallophones are then incorporated into onsets and codas. The construction of onsets and codas must occur after /i/ receives its vocoid specifications. This thesis does not deal with the details of syllable structure construction at the various levels of lexical phonology.

Non-alternating [n] can be analyzed as a coronal sonorant which is underlyingly specified as [-approximant] and so is always assigned [-vocoid] and [+nasal] by
redundancy rule 781 above. From this it can be seen that non-alternating /n/ acquires its nasality by the same redundancy rule that assigns nasality to an [n] derived from /i/.

The underlying feature specifications for /i/ and /n/ would be as follows:

782  /i/ = [COR], [+son]
783  /n/ = [COR], [+son], [-approx]

Feature tree diagrams of these underlying specifications would be as follows (only relevant structure is shown):

![Feature diagram of underspecified /i/](image)

Figure 3.26. Feature diagram of underspecified /i/
It should be noted that the alternation process discussed above only affects the coronal vowel /i/. The data show no evidence of corresponding alternations between other vowels and nasal consonants. The exclusivity of this rule to /i/ may be the result of the historical process that resulted in n/y alternation (a tentative proposal for this historical process is outlined in appendix 1).

The analysis above assumes that all [n] which alternate with [y] are underlyingly /i/. Since MacKenzie (1980: 44) states that alternating n/y were *n in PA, it follows that a merger of *i and *n must have occurred at some point in the history of the language.

---

136 Despite the fact that /u/ does alternate with [w] as discussed in sections 3.1.3.1. to 3.1.3.3. and example 185 and rule 186 suggest that /u/ can surface as [ŋ], there is not enough evidence to support the suggestion that /u/ undergoes a n/w alternation corresponding to the n/y alternation that affects /i/.
preceding the merger of *l and *n. The merger of *i and *n must have only been a partial one, as not all PA *n surface as alternating n/y in Mushuau Innu. This means that certain PA *n became *i in the history of Mushuau Innu, while other PA *n retained their original phonemic status. The factors determining which PA *n underwent merger and which retained their original phonemic status are unclear.

This analysis would suggest that if alternating n/y is synchronically derived from /i/ (which is the modern Mushuau Innu reflex of PA *i and some PA *n), then some PA *i should surface as alternating n/y in Mushuau Innu. I assume that this is in fact the case.

An account of the merger of *l and *n, arising from this discussion, is contained in Appendix 1.

This analysis leaves the problem of non-alternating [y]. As the environments where n/y, non-alternating /n/ and non-alternating [y] occur cannot be determined based on the evidence at hand, it is possible that non-alternating [y] is simply the result of environmental factors that have yet to be discovered. This would mean that non-alternating [y] is underlying /i/, but that in certain environments this /i/ cannot surface as [i] or [n], so always surfaces as [y]. One possible environmental explanation of non-alternating [y] is that /i/ after short vowels can only surface as [y]. This would be because after short vowels /i/ would syllabify as the moraic glide portion of a diphthong (see section 3.1.1). This analysis would mean that moraic /i/ (within the nucleus) would always surface as [i] or [y], while non-moraic /i/ (in onsets or codas) would surface as either [y] or [n]. This is a tentative proposal: while alternating n/y does show a preference for occurring after long vowels, there are a small number of alternating n/y after short vowels. Perhaps other factors (such as vowel shortening) are obscuring the effect of the moraic non-moraic distinction.

This suggestion is potentially supported by the orthography of examples 776 and 777 which show < i > (representing PA *i) where Mushuau Innu shows [i:n]. This is more complicated than PA *i surfacing as [n], because in these examples PA long *i surfaces as the sequence [i:n]. This is unexpected and may be the result of long *i being analyzed...
However, most PA *i will only surface as [i] in Mushuau Innu because of their position within the syllable: if /i/ occurs between consonants, or between a word boundary and a consonant, it must be the head of the syllable and so can only surface as [i], not as [y] or [n]. As a vowel, PA *i would have typically occurred between consonants or between a word boundary and a consonant. So, it follows that most PA *i will surface as [i] in Mushuau Innu, and are not able to undergo n/y alternation.

On the other hand, PA *n, as a consonant, would have typically occurred adjacent to a vowel in PA. When adjacent to a vowel, any Mushuau Innu /i/ derived from PA *n would not be able to surface as the head of a syllable, as that would result in hiatus (which, as discussed in sections 3.1.3.1. to 3.1.3.3., is avoided in Mushuau Innu) and so, such an /i/ (from PA *n) would have to surface as one of the less sonorous allophones of /i/ in Mushuau Innu. For this reason, most Mushuau Innu /i/ derived from PA *n are in positions where they must surface as [y] or [n].

It follows from this discussion that most PA *i must continue to surface as [i] in Mushuau Innu, while most of those PA *n which underwent merger with *i must surface as a sequence of two short vowels; * i i (possible because identical adjacent phones can share a single feature specification in many languages, avoiding an OCP violation, as discussed in section 1.9.4.). Under this analysis the second *i in the sequence surfaces in Mushuau Innu as [n]. Using this analysis, the first *i in the sequence would have to have undergone lengthening at some point to create the synchronically observed long vowel. This is a rather unusual sequence of events and an alternative explanation is that these examples are the result of feature spreading into an epenthetic coda position, mirroring the prothetic [n] discussed in section 3.3.3. These are both tentative proposals and will not be pursued further in the thesis.
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as alternating n/y in Mushua Innu. However, based on this analysis it is theoretically possible for PA *i to surface as alternating n/y in Mushua Innu and for some PA *n to surface as [i] in Mushua Innu.

3.3.3. Prothetic [n]

The analysis of n/y described above has the advantage of explaining another unusual process in Mushua Innu phonology. As described by MacKenzie (1980: 85), word-initial short /i/ is often preceded by a prothetic [n]:

784 _iskwewut$ / niskwewut$ ‘women’ ishkueuat(sh)
785 _iskuttew / nisk‘ut’tew ‘fire’ ishkuteu

This process can be ascribed to the tendency for syllables to have an onset. Those word-initial syllables which have an initial /i/ may optionally add an onset by spreading features of /i/ into onset position, resulting in prothetic [n]. In contrast, /a/ and /e/ do not trigger this process because they have no allophones which could fill the onset position. This spreading of features into onset position can be represented as follows:

This leaves the question of what happens to /u/. Like /i/, /u/ has an allophone which could fill the onset position: [w]. If the above analysis of prothetic [n] is accurate, we would expect to see prothetic [w] before /u/; however, there is no evidence of a prothetic [w] in Mushua Innu. Perhaps prothetic [w] does exist but did not surface in the data (prothetic [n] is quite rare in the data), or perhaps there is a phonological reason that prothetic [w] does not occur. This is something that future research will have to resolve. Dyck (1999: personal communication) suggests that [w]/[u] may have too many features to be used epenthetically.
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Because [+sonorant] is a root node feature, it cannot spread from /i/ (see section 1.9.1.), and so the figure above assumes that the epenthetic segment is assigned the feature [+sonorant] by a redundancy rule. This creates an epenthetic [+sonorant] segment which picks up the feature [CORONAL] from the following /i/.

Although both [y] and [n] are possible realizations of /i/ in onset position, only prothetic [n] occurs. Prothetic [y] is prevented because word-initial [y] is not permitted in Mushuau Innu (see section 2.2.4.2.); so [n] is the only allophone of /i/ which can surface as a word-initial onset\(^{141}\).

\(^{141}\)This analysis presumes that word-initial [y] does not occur in Mushuau Innu, which is suggested by the data. If future research determines that word-initial [y] is possible in Mushuau Innu, the above analysis of prothetic [n] can still be used if the constraint on word-initial [y] can be modified to a restriction on the word-initial sequence [yi].
There is one aspect of the prothetic [n] that remains unresolved. MacKenzie (1984: 85) reports that prothetic [n] only occurs before initial short /i/. This is borne out by Mailhot's data. The lack of prothetic [n] before initial long /i:/ may simply be due to the rarity of /i:/ in word-initial position in Mushuau Innu and in all Montagnais dialects. Mailhot's data contains only one word (two forms) containing a word-initial long /i:/; "louse" <i(h)k" and "lice" <i(h)kuats>. This suggests that the lack of prothetic [n] before long /i:/ is simply an accidental gap.

3.4. List of all feature-geometry and syllable based rules

The following is a categorized list of all processes discussed in the thesis (with the exception of phonetic implementation rules, which are listed in section 2.3.). The purpose of this list is to consolidate all of the processes discussed throughout the thesis (excepting phonetic implementation processes), and to define those processes that are analyzed in a non-linear framework in section 3.5. below. The rules are categorized as feature-spreading or syllable based. The categorization of rules is further broken down into those which are exceptionless and those which are optional; however, it should be noted that almost all of the processes discussed in this thesis are optional.

\[\text{Dyck (1999: personal communication)}\]

\[\text{Processes pertaining to alternation between [n] and [y] are not included in this list. A detailed discussion of these processes can be found in section 3.3.}\]
3.4.1. Feature-geometry rules

Exceptionless:

786 /i/-rounding

\[
/i/ \rightarrow [u] \% V\text{-place} \\
| [LAB] \quad _
\]

787 /a/-fronting

\[
/a/ \rightarrow [e] / \quad _/i/ 
\]

Optional:

Stops:

788 Coalescence I

\[
hC \rightarrow C \sim C / \quad _V(:) \\
[-\text{son}] \quad [+\text{cont}]
\]

789 Coalescence II

\[
/hC/ \rightarrow C \\
[-\text{son}] \quad [+\text{cont}] \\
[LAB]
\]

790 Labialization

\[
/m/ \rightarrow [mw] / \quad # /a/ \quad _V(:)
\]

791 /ʧ/-fronting\(^{144}\)

\[
/ʧ/ \rightarrow [ʦ] / \quad _#
\]

---

\(^{144}\) This is similar to the /ʧ/-fronting rule (number 635) described in the list of phonetic implementation rules given in section 2.3.; however, the environments for these two rules are different.
792  Deaffrication I

\[ /\nu/ \rightarrow [t] \] / \_ _ #

793  Deaffrication II

\[ /\nu/ \rightarrow [s] \] / \# _ t

Vowels:

794  /a/-rounding

\[ /a/ \rightarrow [\partial] \% V\text{-}place \]
\[ [\text{LAB}] \] _

795  /a:/ -rounding

\[ /a:/ \rightarrow [\partial:] \% _ u \]

796  /u/-nasalization

\[ /u/^{145} \rightarrow [\partial] / a _ k \]

3.4.2. Syllable based rules

Exceptionless:

797  Vowel lengthening\textsuperscript{146}

\[ \text{VhC} \rightarrow \text{V:hC} \]

\textsuperscript{145} [w] is an allophone of /u/ as discussed in section 2.2.4.3. This rule is included for the sake of completeness, despite the fact there is only one instance of its occurrence in the data. Because of the rarity of this process, it is not discussed further.

\textsuperscript{146} This may be a diachronic rule; there is no evidence in the data to determine its synchronic status. It is included here for the sake of comprehensiveness, on the assumption that it is synchronous.
Optional:

Consonants:

798  Gemination

\[ C_i \rightarrow C_i C_i / V - V(:) \]

Nasals:

799  n-syllabification\(^{147}\)

\[ /n/ \rightarrow [n] / \# - C \]
\[ \text{[COR]} \]
\[ \text{[-cont]} \]

Vowels:

800  h-insertion

\[ \emptyset \rightarrow h / V - \# \]

801  Vowel shortening

\[ V: \rightarrow V \% \# C_0 - \]

802  Glide formation I

\[ /i:/ \rightarrow [iy] / \{ V(:) \} \]

803  Glide formation II

\[ /u:/ \rightarrow [uw] \sim [uw] \sim [ow] / \# V(:) \]

\[ \]

\(^{147}\)
This rule presupposes vowel syncope between the /n/ and the following consonant. This syncope rule is described below (this section; rule 806) and in section 3.1.4.
804  Glide formation III

\{/i/, /u/\} \rightarrow [-syllabic] \% V (:) 

805  /i/-syncope

/i/ \rightarrow \emptyset \% \# C _ /u/ V

806  Syncope

/i/, /a/ \rightarrow \emptyset / C _ C
     \alpha_{place} \alpha_{place}

807  Procope

/a/ \rightarrow \emptyset / \# _

3.5.  Syllable and feature diagrams for phonological processes

This section provides non-linear representations for the processes discussed in chapters 2. and 3. and listed in section 3.4. above. These representations include only sections of structure relevant to the rule being described. This is intended to make the representations easier to read, and is not an indication that the omitted structure is underspecified. An ellipsis (...) is often used to indicate omitted structure.

The representations below make one other assumption: following underspecification (described in section 1.9.2.) not all features are present in the underlying structure of a phone. These features are filled in by later default rules. Similarly, when any feature is delinked, a negative value is typically assigned for that feature by default rules later in the derivation.
Feature geometry and syllable structure representations which were discussed earlier in chapter 3. are repeated here for ease of reference (so that all feature geometry and syllable structure diagrams are located in one place). The only exception is the group of rules pertaining to alternation between [n] and [y] which are not repeated here; the discussion of these processes is found in section 3.3.

3.5.1. Feature-geometry rules

Exceptionless:

808  /i/-rounding (discussed in section 2.2.1.1.)

\[
/i/ \rightarrow [u] \ % \ V\text{-place} \leftarrow [LAB]
\]

The process depicted in the figure above also occurs in the mirror environment, so spreading is bidirectional. The figure above depicts the rounding of /i/ to [u], which occurs whenever /i/ is adjacent to a labial vowel or a labialized consonant. The triggering
environment is captured in the figure above by specifying a [LABIAL] segment with a V-place node. The remaining structure of the triggering environment is omitted to capture the fact that this segment may have a separate C-place specification (in which case it is a labialized consonant) or may not have a separate C-place specification (in which case it is the [LABIAL] vowel /u/).

809 /a/-fronting (discussed in section 2.2.2.3.)

/a/ → [e] / i /

The figure above depicts the fronting of /a/ to /e/, which occurs without exception. This fronting is achieved by spreading the [CORONAL] place specification of the following /i/ to the preceding /a/. It is assumed in this diagram that /a/ has no dorsal
node. The dorsal node of /a/ may be underspecified because /a/ is the only low vowel. The feature [+low] must also be delinked from the specification of /a/, and the [-low] specification of the following /i/ is spread to the /a/.

Optional:

Stops:

810 Coalescence I (discussed in section 2.1.5.4.)

\[ hC \rightarrow C \sim C / \sim V (:) \]

\[-\text{son} \quad [+\text{cont}] \]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{/h/} \\
\text{root}
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c}
\text{C} \\
\text{root [-son]}
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c}
\text{V} \\
\text{root [+voc]}
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c}
\text{>>} \\
\text{root [-son]}
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c}
\text{V} \\
\text{root [+voc]}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{oral} \\
\text{ [+spread glottis]}
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c}
\text{oral} \\
\text{ [+cont]}
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c}
\text{C-place} \\
\text{[F]}
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c}
\text{oral} \\
\text{ [+cont]}
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c}
\text{C-place} \\
\text{[F]}
\end{array}
\]

Figure 3.31. Prevocalic coalescence of /h/ and obstruent

The figure above shows the prevocalic coalescence of /hC/. This type of coalescence affects all obstruents, but is limited to prevocalic environment. Below is another coalescence rule which only affects obstruents with a [LABIAL] articulation, but has no environmental conditioning. These two rules capture the fact that obstruents with
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a [LABIAL] articulation can coalesce with /h/ word-finally, but other obstruents are limited to coalescence with /h/ prevocally.

811 Coalescence II (discussed in section 2.1.5.4.)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{//C/} & \rightarrow \text{C} \\
[-\text{son}] & \quad [+\text{cont}] \\
\text{[LAB]} &
\end{align*}
\]

By leaving the structure between the C-place node and the [LABIAL] node unspecified, the figure above captures the fact that any consonant which has a [LABIAL] specification (whether [LABIAL] is a primary articulation: /p/; or a secondary
articulation: /k\o/, /t\o/ can undergo coalescence with /h/ in any position.

Sequences of /hC/ are limited to intervocalic and word-final position by the syllable structure of Mushuau Innu, as discussed in sections 3.1.1. and 3.1.2. Therefore, the figure above indicates that /p/, /k\o/ (and theoretically /t\o/ though there is no data for this) can undergo coalescence with /h/ in word-final and intervocalic position, while obstruents which have no [LABIAL] articulation are limited to coalescence with /h/ in intervocalic position (as shown in rule 810 above).

812  Labialization (discussed in section 2.1.2.1.)

\[
/m/ \rightarrow [mw] / # /u/ _ V (:)
\]

The figure above shows the labialization of /m/ after a word-initial /u/. Unlike related dialects, Mushuau Innu does not delete the triggering segment, /u/.
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The figure above depicts the fronting of /ʃ/, which takes place in word-final position. This representation of affricates, in which the entire affricate is represented by a single feature tree with two sequential specifications for [continuant], is taken from Kenstowicz (1994: 499). As mentioned in section 1.9.1., features are each typically given a separate tier in feature geometry to capture the fact that features are usually not sequentially ordered within the sound. In the figure above, the two specifications for the features [continuant] are on the same tier indicating that these features are sequentially ordered.
The fronting of /тʃ/ is achieved by adding the feature [+anterior] to its specification, creating the surface affricate [ʦ]. This addition of the feature [+anterior], based on the position of /тʃ/ within the word, is a feature-by-position default rule, similar to the rule which adds the feature [+nasal] to /i/, based on the position of /i/ within the syllable (discussed in section 3.3.2.).

The rule described above is in free variation with the following rule.

814 Deaffrication I (discussed in section 2.1.4.1.)

\[
/тʃ/ \rightarrow [t] / \_
\#
\]

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3.35. /тʃ/-deaffrication to [t]

The figure above depicts the loss of the fricative component of the affricate /тʃ/ in word-final position. This deaffrication is in free variation with the /тʃ/-fronting rule described above (rule 813). As in the /тʃ/-fronting rule, the affricate is represented here by a single feature with two sequential specifications for [continuant]. The delinking of the [+continuant] section of the affricate results in the specification for the phone [t].
Deaffrication II (discussed in section 2.1.4.1.)

\[ /\text{tf}/ \rightarrow [s] / \ # \ - \ t \]

Figure 3.36. /tf/-deaffrication to [s]

The figure above depicts the deaffrication of /tf/ to [s], which occurs word-initially before /t/. As in figures 3.34. and 3.35. the affricate is represented by a single feature tree with two sequential specifications for [continuant]. The deaffrication of /tf/ is achieved through the delinking of the [-continuant] portion of the affricate. The feature [+anterior] must also be added to the specification, in order to create the [+anterior] phone [s]. As with rule 813, this addition of [+anterior] is achieved through a feature-by-position default rule.

The feature geometry representation of the following environment is not provided in the figure below, in order to keep the diagram uncluttered.
Vowels:

816  /a/-rounding (discussed in section 2.2.2.3.)

\[
/a/ \rightarrow [ɔ] \% \text{ V-place} \\
\text{[LAB]} \\
\]

![Figure 3.37. /a/-rounding](image)

The process depicted in the figure above also occurs in the mirror environment, and so spreading is bidirectional. After [±low] has been delinked, the value [-low] is assigned to the aperture node by a default rule\(^{149}\).

/a/-rounding is not identical to the process shown immediately below. Long /a/-rounding can only be triggered by /u/, while short /a/-rounding can also be triggered by a labialized consonant. In the figure shown below, the aperture node of the [LABIAL]...

\(^{149}\) The figure depicts the rounding of /a/ to [ɔ]. This is the most common realization of round /a/; however, /a/ is occasionally realized as [u], [v] or [o]. These less common realizations of round /a/ are not depicted as they are the result of phonetic implementation rule 649 ([ɔ] \(\rightarrow\) [ɔ] \(\sim\) [o] \(\sim\) [u] \(\sim\) [v]).
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trigger is included to specify that the triggering segment for long /a:/-rounding is the vowel /u/.

817 /a:/-rounding (discussed in section 2.2.2.3.)

/a:/ → [ɔ:] % _ u

![Figure 3.38. /a:/-rounding](image)

The process depicted in the figure above also occurs in the mirror environment and so spreading is bidirectional. After [+low] has been delinked, the value [-low] is assigned to the aperture node by a default rule which assigns a negative value to any unspecified features.
3.5.2. Syllable based rules

Optional:

Consonants:

818  Gemination (discussed in section 2.1.5.1.)

\[ C_i \rightarrow C_i C_i / V _{~} V (:) \]

![Figure 3.39. Obstruent lengthening (gemination)](image)

The figure above shows the process by which an intervocalic obstruent becomes long: it forms the coda of the preceding syllable as well as the onset of the following syllable. As a coda, the obstruent becomes moraic, as shown (due to weight-by-position as discussed in section 1.9.5.).

Nasals:

819  n-resyllabification\(^{150}\) (discussed in section 2.1.2.2.)

\[ /n/ \rightarrow [ŋ] / # _{~} C [\text{COR}] [-\text{cont}] \]

\(^{150}\) This rule presupposes vowel syncope between the /n/ and the following consonant. This syncope rule is described below (this section; rule 826) and in section 3.1.4.
The figure above shows the syncope of short /a/ or /i/ (represented by [COR] and [DORS]) between word-initial /n/ and a coronal non-continuant. Following this syncope, the word-initial /n/ attaches to the mora left by the deleted vowel and forms the nucleus of the syllable, creating syllabic [n]. The syncope of /a/ and /i/ between homorganic consonants is further described in rule 826.

Vowels:

820 Vowel lengthening (discussed in section 2.1.1.4.)

\[VhC \rightarrow V:hC\]
The figure above shows the lengthening of vowels before moraic (and therefore coda) /h/. The vowel attaches to the mora of the /h/ and in so doing becomes bi-moraic (long). The /h/ delinks from its mora and attaches directly to the syllable node, becoming a non-moraic coda consonant. This process is similar to compensatory lengthening except that in the process described above there is no deleted segment. It is unclear, based upon the data, whether this rule is synchronic or diachronic.

821 Vowel shortening (discussed in section 2.2.5.1.)

\[ V: \rightarrow V \ % \ # \ C_0 \ _ \]
The process shown in the figure above also occurs in the mirror environment.

The figure above shows that in initial and final syllables, a long vowel may become short.

The effect stress has on this rule is not clear based on the evidence at hand.

822 Glide formation I (discussed in section 3.1.3.2.)

\[ /i:/ \rightarrow \text{[iy]} / - \{ V:(:) \} \]
The figures above depict the diphthongization of /i:/ to [iy], which occurs before vowels and word-finally. This is represented by delinking /i:/ from one of its moras and linking /i:/ directly to a syllable node, either its own syllable node (as happens word-finally), or the syllable node of the following syllable (as happens before another vowel). In both instances, /i:/ loses a mora.
Glide formation II (discussed in section 3.1.3.2.)

\[
/u:/ \rightarrow [uw]/ \quad \text{V}(:)
\]

Figure 3.45. Prevocalic /u/-diphthongization

The figure above shows the prevocalic diphthongization of /u/; the diagram is essentially identical to diagram 3.43. above which depicts prevocalic /i/-diphthongization. /u/ becomes a diphthong by transforming its second mora into an onset for the following vowel; and as onsets are non-moraic, /u/ becomes monomoraic when it undergoes diphthongization, as shown in the figure above.

\[\text{151}\]

This rule assumes that the diphthongization of /u/ creates [uw]; [uw] may then be realized as [uw], [uw] or [ow], through phonetic implementation rule 650 (section 2.3.).
The process depicted in the figure above also occurs in the mirror environment.

The figure above shows the syllabification of /u/ and /i/ when adjacent to another vowel: /i/ and /u/ attach to a neighbouring syllable, preferably forming the onset of a following syllable, or if there is no following syllable, forming the coda of a preceding syllable.

When /i/ or /u/ forms an onset it loses no mora, as onsets are non-moraic; however if /i/ or /u/ forms a coda it has a mora if the preceding vowel is short but loses its mora if the...
preceding vowel is long, following the rules for weight-by-position discussed in section 1.9.5.

825 /ɪ/-syncope (discussed in section 3.1.4.)

\[
\frac{\text{/i/}}{\rightarrow \emptyset \ % \ \# \ C \ - \ /u/ \ V}
\]

Underlying representation:

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
#C & i & u & V \\
C-place & C-place & C-place & C-place \\
Vocalic & Vocalic & Vocalic & \\
V-place & V-place & & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

Surface representation:

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
# & Cu & V \\
C-place & C-place & \\
Vocalic & Vocalic & \\
V-place & & \\
[LAB] & & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

Figure 3.47. /ɪ/-syncope

The process depicted in the figure above also occurs in the mirror environment.
The figure above depicts the deletion of /i/ between [w] and a word-initial or word-final consonant.

826  Syncope (discussed in section 3.1.4.)

\[ /i/, /a/ \rightarrow \emptyset / C \quad \_ \quad \_ \quad C \]

\[ \text{C-place} \quad \text{C-place} \]

Underlying representation:

\[ \cdots \text{C} \begin{array}{c} /a/ \end{array} \text{C} \cdots \]

\[ \text{C-place} \quad \text{C-place} \]

\[ \text{[F]} \]

Surface representation:

\[ \cdots \text{C} \quad \text{C} \cdots \]

\[ \text{C-place} \quad \text{C-place} \]

\[ \text{[F]} \]

Figure 3.48. Syncope between homorganic consonants

The figure above depicts the optional deletion of /a/ and /i/ between homorganic consonants. The syllable structure is not depicted in the figure above, as the moraic status of the consonants, as well as the choice of syllable to which they attach, is dependant on
the surrounding environments. Depicting all of the possible permutations of syllable attachment and moraic status for these consonants would require many diagrams and would obscure the simplicity of the process.

827 Procope (discussed in section 3.1.4.)

![Diagram](image)

The figure above depicts the optional word-initial deletion of /a/. This is achieved by failing to parse word-initial /a/ (presumably because /a/ is in a metrically weak position).
Chapter four: conclusion

The analysis in chapters 2. and 3. has provided the following outline of the phonology of Mushua Innu.

The phonemes of Mushua Innu are as shown in the following figures.

![Figure 4.1. Consonant phonemes](image1)

![Figure 4.2. Short vowel phonemes](image2)

![Figure 4.3. Long vowel phonemes](image3)

As seen in these figures, length is phonemic in vowels, but allophonic in consonants, and voicing is non-contrastive. Common processes affecting these phonemes are: coalescence, which creates surface fricatives from underlying sequences of /h/ and an oral stop (see section 2.1.5.4.); spreading of the feature [LABIAL], which affects /i/, /a/ and /a:/ (see sections 2.2.1.1 and 2.2.2.3.), as well as the consonant /m/ (see section 2.1.2.1.); raising of /a/ to /e/ before /i/ (see section 2.2.2.3.), which is seen in related
dialects; and the deaffrication of word-final /ʧ/ to [t] and word-initial /ʧ/ to [s] (see section 2.1.4.1.), which is also seen in related dialects. Mushuau Innu also has a unique allophonic relationship between [i], [y] and [n] (discussed in section 3.3.), which appears to be absent from related dialects.

The processes described for Mushuau Innu are largely optional, with no environmental conditioning. This is particularly true of the phonetic implementation rules listed in section 2.3., which are highly variable.

Mushuau Innu has (C)V(:)(C) syllable template. A word-final [-continuant] appendix allows for word-final clusters consisting of a [+continuant] segment followed by a [-continuant] segment (the Mushuau Innu syllable template is discussed in section 3.1.1.).

In order to avoid hiatus between adjacent vowels, /i/ and /u/ are often realized as the glides [y] and [w] (see section 3.1.1.); similarly, the long vowels /iː/ and /uː/ are often realized as the diphthongs [iy] and [uw] to avoid hiatus. Avoiding hiatus also motivates the syncope of /i/ between /u/ and a consonant, which occurs toward word edges (see section 3.1.4.). Finally, syncope of /i/ and /a/ is common between homorganic consonants and /a/ occasionally deletes word-initially (see section 3.1.4.).

The accentual system of Mushuau Innu (discussed in section 3.2.) can be summarized as follows: Mushuau Innu has iambic feet and right to left parsing. The head of the rightmost foot in the word receives primary stress. Word-final syllables are optionally extrametrical, and syllable weight is determined by vowel length alone (with
the stipulation that word-final /m'/ contributes to syllable weight). This accentual system is different from the consistent word-final accent of most Montagnais dialects.

4.1. Areas of further research

In order to constrain the scope of the thesis (and on occasion due to an extensive, but finite data set) certain aspects of Mushuau Innu phonology were not pursued in the thesis. Many of these topics deserve further research. These topics include: the environmental factors influencing the partial merger of *i and *n (see section 3.3.) and the complete merger of *l and *n (discussed in appendix 1.) and whether related dialects show a similar allophonic relationship between /n/ and /l/; the reason why certain /i/ consistently surface as [y] and never as [n] (discussed in section 3.3.1.); the synchronic versus diachronic status of vowel lengthening before /h/ (discussed in section 2.1.1.4.); the structure of Mushuau Innu phrasal phonology and its affect on the accent retraction process (discussed in section 3.2.); whether the Mushuau Innu word-final appendix obeys sonority sequencing (discussed in section 3.1.1.); and the segmental versus cluster status of /pw/ (discussed in sections 3.1.2. and 3.1.1.).
Appendix 1. Possible historical account of *n/*l merger

This section offers a possible (but highly speculative) description for the historical process that resulted in *l merging with *n but failing to undergo alternation with [y]. (MacKenzie (1980: 44) tells us that [n] from PA *l do not undergo n/y-alternation).

The phonological system of Mushuau Innu, before the merger of *n and *l, would have contained just these two consonantal coronal sonorants, distinguished by nasality. Both of these sounds would have been [-approximant].

As stated above, this analysis of the n/y-alternation presupposes a partial merger of *n and *i at some point in the history of Mushuau Innu. *l, with the features [-approximant], [-nasal], could then change to *n by dropping [-nasal] from its underlying representation. [+nasal] would then be filled in by the same redundancy rule that assigns [+nasal] to /i/ in onset and coda positions ([COR], [+son], [-approx] → [+voc] [+nas]).

The motivation for this change of *l to *n would be a phonological gap. After the partial merger of *i and *n there would have been the nasal consonant *m, but few corresponding coronal nasals, as many of these had merged with *i. To reduce the disparity between the common *m and the rare *n, *l would have shifted into the phonological space of *n, by simply dropping [-nasal] from its specification.

This would leave /n/ from *l only distinguished from /i/, in underlying representations, by the feature [-approximant]. As discussed above, because this [n] from *l is underlyingly specified as [-approximant], it always receives [-vocoid], [+nasal]
through the redundancy rules discussed above, and so cannot surface as any segment but [n]. While this analysis is purely speculative, it would offer an explanation as to why [n] from *l do not undergo alternation.

As stated above, the merger of *i and *n was not a complete merger. The factors which conditioned it cannot be determined from the data at hand, though determining the nature of this merger would be an interesting problem for future investigation. The fact that not all *n became *i explains why some original *n do not undergo alternation with [y]. Those /n/ which do not alternate in modern Mushua Innu can be analyzed as either original *n which did not merge with *i or as n/y which have been reinterpreted by native speakers as non-alternating /n/.

This reinterpretation may also work the other way, explaining any instances of PA *l which surface as alternating n/y instead of the expected non-alternating /n/. These aberrant *l can be explained as /n/ (from PA *l) which were reanalyzed as alternating n/y (so underlyingly /i/).

Analysis of the distribution of /n/ and /i/ in related dialects and languages may shed light on whether the relationship between these phonemes postulated for Mushua Innu is a recent development or a continuation of a relationship that existed in the proto-language.
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